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PREFACE
'yHESE pages embody the attempt of a plain

man to thread a way through the social con-
fusion of our time. The book sets out with a
profound faith in the validity of the democratic
prindple

; and its objedt is to trace the path along
which the logic of this principle appears to lead.

No claim is made to expert knowledge of economics
or political sdence ; but the writer has endeavoured
to acquaint himself with the recent literature of
the subjedl and to understand the main currents
of prevailing opinion and feeling.

Events are moving so rapidly at the
present time that certain passages became
impertinent before the book was finished. It is

probable that before it finally leaves the writer's

hands, other passages may suffer in the same way.
But the main drift of the argument remains
unafTefied.

* * *

No attempt has been made in the body of the
book to discuss the methods by which the social

and economic changes which arc impending should
be carried through. It has been assumed that in
the English-speaking world, the traditional respeft
for con^itutional processes would avail to prevent
resort to what has come to be known as " dire<a
adlion." It is now clear that this assumption was
ill-founded and that there is a considerable

tf
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movement of opinion toward induilrial or "

direfl
"

aftion. The writer would venture to ^te his
convidhon that recourse to this method would be
unspeakably disa^ous and would carry with it
consequences which its present advocates cannot
foresee. It will be no easy task to restore thenormal
conihtutional and economic processes when once
they have been scrapped in the pursuit of some
immediate objefl ; and it is as sure as anything
can very weU be that the fir^ ^ep in direft adtion
will have to be followed by others and rnuH end
in a «x3nfusion out of which the forty years it took
to deliver Israel out of Egypt would be all too
short to extricate us.

At the same time it should in fairness be acknow-
ledged that if orgamsed labour deddes to use this
dubious weapon, it will be under great provocation.
The tardiness of governments to fulfil their promises
their too obvious tenderness toward the veiRed
mtere^ the blind and obibnate bourbonism of
the privileged classes over again^ the new prole-
tarian awakening-all these things combine to
create a situation which labour may feel intolerable
and may resolve to end by a summary process. It
IS indeed only the mo^ resolute and speedy
mobilisation of all the resources of praflical good-
wUl and reasonableness that can avert a great
catastrophe. Organised labour has proved Llf
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to be neither vindiiflive nor unreasonable when it

has been met with fair and square dealing ; and
if we are plunged into the chaos of a general ^rike
or perhaps worse, the larger responsibility will

reft with those who, possessed of power and
privilege, either could or would not see that the

clock had moved onward a great space—and,
during the years of war, with great rapidity—

and so were unwilling or unready to adapt them-
selves to the new drcumsSlances.

* * *

One subjedl of fundamental importance is

touched upon but incidentally in these pages

—

namely, the land. What is said herein concerning

property in general applies with even more point

to land ; and the plea which is made for the

^ndardisation of the price of ^aple commodities
clearly leads to the public ownership of land,

which is indeed on every ground the only reasonable

solution of the land queilion. But adequate
discussion of the matter would carry the argument
of the book too far afield. In these pages,

attention is primarily diredted to the situation

which has been created jy modern indu^alism.
* * «

The obligations of the writer to friends and
writers are legion; it would be hopeless to

enumerate them. Some items of this indebtedness
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may be inferred from the footnotes. The writer

tnthe Modern State did not fall into his hancb^ner
;

but he is glad to find bin>self in sub!
Jantul agreement with the argument and con-
elusions of that notable work.

Ty'n-y-coed,

Capel Curig,

North Wales.

July i^th, 1919.
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Chapter I

THE CRISIS OF DEMOCRACY
" What is democracy ? Sometimes, it is the name for a form

of government by which the ultimate control of the machinery
of government is committed to a numerical majority of the
commumty. Sometimes, and incorreftly, it is used to denote
the numerical majority itself, the poor or the multitude exiting
in a ftate. Sometimes, and itill more loosely, it is the name for
a policy, direfled exclusively or mainly to the advantage of
the labouring class. FinaUy, in its broadefl and deepeil, moft
comprehensive and moft interefting sense, democracy is the
name for a certain general condition of society, having hijloric
ongins, springing from circumilances and the nature of things,
not only involving the political doflrine of popular sovereignty
but representing a cognate group of corresponding tendencies
over the whole field of moral, social anU even spiritual life
within the democratic community."—Lokd Mohuy.
"I speak tlie password prime..:, I give the sign of Democracy,
"By God I I will accept nothing which all cannot have their

counterpart of on the same terms."—Walt Whitman.
" To be a democrat is not to decide on a certain form of human

association, it is to learn how to live with other men."—Mary P.
FOLLETT.

THE inherent logic of the democratic idea
calls for a society which will provide for
all its members those conditions of equal

opportunity that are within human control. It

denies all forms of special and exclusive privilege,
and affirms the sovereignty of the common man.

In practice, however, democracy has gone no
further than the achievement of a form of govern-
ment

j and in popular discussion the word has
usually a connotation exclusively pohtical. It is

even yet but slowly becoming clear that a demo-
cratic form of government is no more than the bare
framework of a democratic society ; and democracy
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M we know it i, iumy open to the criticism that

?«h^
skeleton with a body of living sod^

veJftluT..'''T"'^ ^' °^ ~""*' hi^oricallyvej young
;
and it may be reasonably maintained

£ fir ^r''"" IS
"P"'' °^ ''^ failurTTS

Its full promise. Nevertheless, it is of som*consequence that alreadythatpart of he democraticprogramme which has been achieved and ^uT toAe proof IS bemg exposed to heavy fire of de^ttuAve crmcism. During the pastL yel^
i^deSfor'r'" ^'' ^-deaTf'^nj^

r^orTrur'" P°P"'^' 8°-nmeTi?nds

for wH.h the world h^berrprtmtTy^mS

S^^^^S,td^?j;ir!t
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The Crisis of Democrat xi

was mort speedily and effe£lually exercised.

Neither thi syndicaliil nor the authoritarian

criticism is wholly baseless ; yet it is true that in

neither case dv>es it arise from an inherent defedl

in the democratic principle. The one arises from
the circumstance that political democracy Sill lacks

its logical economic corollary ; the other from the

ta£i that democracy is not sustained by its proper

ethical coefficient.

These, however, are not the only grounds for

the increasing scepticism of the validity of demo-
cratic in^itutions. The democratic ftate, like

its predeces ors, has proved itself to be voracious of

authority ; and in the exercise of its presumed
omnicompetency it has increasingly occupied itself

with matters, which—both in respedl of extent and
content—it is incapable of handling adequately.

It has become palpably impossible to submit sdl

the concerns of government to parliamentary

discussion ; and in consequence there has been a

tendency on the one hand to invefl admini^rative

departments with virtual legislative power, and oa
the other to convert representative assemblies ixito

mere inAruments for registering the decisions of

the executive government. The recent proposal

for the e^ablishment of a permanent Statutory

National Indu^rial Covnci'. in England has been
evoked by the palpable inability of Parliament

to deal effectually with the problems of induitrial

produ(£lion . Even before the War, it was becoming
plain that the congeAion of parliamentary business



w England called for ,0m, ^ a-
parliament wa, to be ^Z 'J'^'^^'^'dy if

discredit. But here LI. ^""" '""''fy and

duetonoinherlnfdefeJSr';^ '^"« "« "een
b« rather to the faA tt?r""''=.P"""P'«
absolutiii do<5lrini. ,,.j il.

*"* ""'tary and
hindered t^^^^^LZf''' "' '"" ^' •>«

^^
In a word, SubtS'-deL"' '""°""^-

there ia not enough of / ^u '^"^°"*^ » that

'^fdemocracy isXe dL„ '•"„'**" '°' '^e ill,

^1 incomplete ^Zl^^^'^^'-,
P°.'"'-^'y.

it is

'"be «"de; and STe dT.
"°"^ "*-« y«

«h,cal
presuppositions th?v f ?""« '° ''»

"•leoflife.
YetlaSgthesethI J"""

'""« '

condemned to arreii afd 1 u^'
'^'''"°^«<-y is

Meantime the dv„!«
"''""S^ arreit to decay,

has indeed Mcn^" """"'P'' ''*' falle.I

n'ake it. revivL eenj^lL'T""^^"^^^ *hich
theless, if dtmocr^l"^'^"'^^^'"^^''' ^ever-

;•» '>' hi^oryTS^'pSpSSt " r '"''"

logic, society mav lan.7 • " *'"''' °"t its

which dynaSlicSm^rToJtW .r^'^ °"^ °'
more emerge. It is n^h u ^,

''''* " ""ay once
crisis of deiocra ' a„d^ ° " '° '""^ °^ 'he
the democratic p^o^le^ se th

' f '^ ^^^^^ ^
to the business of O,

'"^ themselves earneiMy

lengthemng i^c.^d,;*''"^'''^'""^
its ilakes and

loo?rac!tS/£!;jJj^7' -^ are able toPon tiiat penod of theu- history which
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gathers around the Boer War without a certain
humiliation. Professor L. T. Hobhouse ascribes
the popular defeflion of the British peopls from
the democratic principle and temper during that
time to four causes : (a) the decay of profound and
vivid religio' is belief ; (6) the diffusion of a ftream
of Germ m idealism " which has swelled the
current of retrogression from the plain rational-
iftic way of looking at life and its problems," and
which has ilimulated the growth of the doflrine of
the absolute ilate and its imperialiil'c corollaries

;

(c) the career of Prince Bismarck, and (rf)
" by

far the moS potent intelleflual support of the
readtion ... the belief that physical science
has given its verdi(a (for it came to this) in favour of
violence againil social ju^ce. " This provides us
with an instance (so plain that another were super-
fluous) of the inability of an unfulfilled democratic
order to resiit alien and ho^e influences that may
be " in the air," and of its consequent perversion
to ends which belie its own fir^ principles. It is

the permanent danger of democracy when it is

not sustained and inspired by a generous moral
impulse to be pro^ituted to undemocratic ends.
^'It is at beSi" (to quote Mr. Hobhouse again)
"an in^rument with which men who hold by
the ideal of social juflice and human progress
can work ; but when these ideals grow cold, it

may, like other in^ruments, be turned to base
uses." Lord Morley, with a similar sensitiveness
to the perils of democracy asks whether we mean



for the wire-puller VhT^lj,
P*rf««ed machinery

of » Ma«i„i or a To «oi " t '"*' ^'^ ''•«^»

reasonably held that wol i,
?*?' '"**"'*' ««

Lord Morley', £ T. 5" ''*'*"*" '' *«
frequently democrat'J „

J'r'.'^'-^^nce "ow
tool of flrong and unscrul, i

"^ ^* •"""« *«
»uch men seeking seTfiJh

"
H

"'" """ S'"** "^
how, for LincoInV; tjforl?P' "''»

' "'<'

government of the peoSelrwell/^^^ 'T "!'*

Peuaal reaffirmation andSS'o'f^ '"'•'"'-
Iand moral grounds of demoSr r"'":i'"''be possible to create Ju?- f^'r

^' ""^^ """"d
^

the exploitationTf 1/°'"S "^^T"' '^"^ '

meat i„ the intereV of ^^rf^ /"f
'*'"' 8°^«™-

i

but there is no such «t ""^'"f'^^'
^"^ Masses ;

I

as "were, Z^HuVr S'' '''"""^'
or smking into undemoc atic "aJ ""' ""^''

Its continued educationTn th^
'^ "' "''P' '«

it exi^s, in .ts exLnl?
P""^""" '^ which

and in Its r^eatr oTem 1° T^ "«'°" "' '^^
to us principfes aid" dTi"u~d °' '"''
becomes and is felf f„ k *" democracy

vocation, it ilt' °er ,:brtr
"' ^'°"^'^'^^

apo^aacy. Democracy can 1 ,~""P''°° and
While men remain^nc^reTy^iT '"' """'

auicereiy and consciously
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democratic. Liberty and Equality are doubtfuiand precanous boons, and maj^-as they often

' Sl3 "'"*
r'"'''*

'^*"8*" *«*'°'« Fraternity.

, «"« be a vajr and short-lived thing. So long aswhJe professing to give a fair field'to everjl^,'
i

i| does no more than provide an open field for the

forms of privilege
; and that in the main has been

Its recent hiilory.

Not less than by the loss or the absence of moral

fZ^f";
" ^^Tl^. endangered by ignorance -^rforgetfulness of what it exiils for. Two words are

d"^ml$: '""'r;"
'•""•"« '"* ^haraflerSSl ofdemocracy. UUrty and e,««%; and the atmos-

pi.ere of a pamcti?ar democracy depends uoon

the'^''
''

^"l
*• ''•^" ""P^-is on one o""^"^ other of these. In England, for in^nce, the^e .s .bertanan. The Briton has cared les^ for

S ril'^f"^;?'.*'"
'" ^''^ he calls freedomthe right of self-determination, the opportunity to

i^ Mr^"""" u""
^" ^"«^'' ««8hbours and

of .„ ,1
«"" ""''*

r"'''''''
''y '»>* '°8>^^ anomaly

w^fou^d ''£""'-:^'"k
^h^" ^he ariAocracywas found to be ob^ruftivc, its pretensions were

thL^^ ^"^ ^
•''''t'

'"" ''"P°«''« P^« '« Englandthan It has m France or the United sLes.
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Democracy in the two latter countries is more
specifically egalitarian. This difference is, how-
ever, mainly a difference of ftress upon two
aspedls of the same thing, the egalitarian emphasis
havmg to do with the formal ^atus of the citizen,
the libertarian with the personal independence
which should belong to the hatus.
Yet the inadequate co-ordination of the two

ideas may, and indeed does, lead to certain unhappy
consequences. In Great Britain, an insufficient
attention to equality has led to a too prolonged
survival of the idea of a " governing class "

; and
social pre^ige Ml possesses an inordinate influence
upon the diflribution of political power. In
France, on the other hand, an insufficient ilress
on liberty has tended to make Frenchmen etatiSles.
According to Emile Faguet, they are accu^omed
to submit to despotism and are eager in turn to
praftise it. They are liberals only when they arem a minority. In the United States, egalitarianism
produces a kind of compulsory uniformitarianism.
It is significant that, while in a flate of war all
nations are intolerant of dissent and free discussion,
in the United States where the dodlrine of political
equality has reached its completeft expression,
dissent from the common view has been much
more harshly treated than in any other beUigerent
country. The cardinal sin appears to be that of
breaking the ranks. Liberty, according to Lord
Adon, is " the assurance that every man shall be
proteded in doing what he believes to be his duty
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again^ the influence of authority and majorities,
cuflom, and opinion;" and if that be true, idoes not necessarily follow that democracy is

may indeed become the tomb of liberty. " Demo2
racy, says the same learned authority, "no lessthan monarchy or aristocracy sacrifices everything
to mamtam Uself, and drives with an energ^and aplausibihty that kings and nobles cannof attain
to override representation, to annul all the forceso resistance and deviation, and to secure by

the wiU of the majority. The true democratic
prncplethatnoneshallhavepoweroverthe

people

^
taken to mean that none shall be able to reSlrLor to evade its power; the true democratic

principle that the people shall not be made S dowhat It does not like, is taken to mean that it shallnot be required to tolerate what it does not like.

flee wilfshtnT""''
^"""P'^ '^'' «^^^ «^n'sfree-will shall be as unfettered as possible is taken

Ln7 *^/' \'''' ^'" °f '"^^ ^°vereign people
shall be fettered in nothing. . . DemocracJ

above, but absolute, without independence belov^
to be Its own master and not a truitee. The old
sovereigns of the world are exchanged for a newone. who may be flattered and deceived butXm
whl'T:?l^ '° T"P' °' '° '-^^ -^

"

JZ^'s and ,
"1""'^ '^' '•''"SS that arel.«sars. and also the things that are God's."

J

I . i :
:

s
"

;
•

ill : ii
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Democracy appeared in order to deliver the indi-
vidual from a dehumanising subjedtion ; but
It may become a dehumanising tyranny itself. A
sovereign people may become as harsh and merci-
less as a sovereign lord.

The democratic idea is the corollary of the
do(ftnne of the equal intrinsic worth of every
mdividual soul. The modern democratic move-
ment has Parted from a recognition of this
pnndple

; and the principle is meaningless unless
It implies the prescriptive right of the individual
to self-determination. Lord Avon's definition
of liberty is inadequate because he approaches it
from the ^andpoint of one who was in a permanent
religious minority in his own country, and in a
permanent intelledlual minority in his church.
Liberty is surely the assurance that a man may have
full opportunity to live out his own life and to
grow to the full Mature of his manhood, to be true
to himself through everything. This requires the
recognition of real personal independence and a
definite minimum of obligatory uniformity. In
another connexion, Adton insi^sthat" liberty is
not a means to a higher political end ; it is itself
the higher political end. It is not for the sake
of a good public admini^ration that it is required,
but for security in the pursuit of the highe^
objefls of civil society and of private life." It is
so frequently assumed that the fundtion of govern-
ment IS the e^ablishment and preservation of
order that it is well to remember that it is a
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comparatively easy thing to secure some kind of
The real difficulty is to establish and to

order.

secure liberty. We are far too ready to assume that
Uberty is capable of looking after itself and that
the fragile plant which needs our solicitude is
social order. But liberty ilands in jeopardy every
hour, not less in a democracy than in an autocracy.
And in so far as a democracy, which was born of
the cravmg for liberty fails to preserve and to
extend liber<-;, it proves itself bankrupt.
And juA as democracy is only made safe from

corruption and subordination to undemocratic ends
by repeated solemn affirmation of its moral and
spmtual foundations, so it is only made safe from
declming into absolutism and tyranny by conflant
return upon its metaphysical centre—the sandlity
of the individual. In the modern world, the
multitude is not in danger; our chief pre-
occupation mu^ be to save the individual from
being swamped by the multitude. We are apt
not to see the trees for the wood ; we mu^ be for
ever reminding ourselves that the wood is made
up of the trees. Democracy that te- 's to authority
and uniformity is foreordained decay; the
democracy of life is one of freedom and infinite
variety. Democracy has yet to solve the problem
of setting the individual free without opening
the door to individualism and anarchy.
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II

It may be with some reason pleaded that the
defers of modern democracy spring from the
condjtions under which it emerged as a hiflorical
tact. It has appeared with an aspedt ahogether
too negative, as though the abolition of monarchy
or an^ocracy or any form of privilege were
sufficient to bring it to birth. The democratic
principle has implications which are not exhausted
with the de^rudion of autocracy or ari^ocracy or
even with the formal affirmation of popular
sovereignty and the in^itution of a universal and
equal franchise. Hi^orically, democracy is the
produ«, diredl or Jadireft, of popular risings
again^ political privilege whether veiled in a person
or in a class. Probably we should have to seek a
ftiU anterior cause in the power of economic
exploitation which politicil power confers upon
him who holds it. The r.iainspring of revolution
IS the sense of disinheritance rendered intolerable
by inm^ice and exploitation and the consequent
demand of the disinherited class for its appointed
share in the common human inheritance of light
and life. But the tragedy of revolution (despite
the conventional hiflorical judgment) is that it
has never gone far enough. The records of
revolution are filled chiefly with its negative and
de^ruflive performances because its impulse, not
having been sustained by an adequate social vision,
ran out before it completed its work or before it
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could swing on to the business of con^rudion. It

was too readily assumed that the one thing needful

was to break down the one palpable disabling

barrier of privilege. That done, the re^ would
follow ; the golden age would at once materialise.

But it has never done so. It was not perceived

that the logic of revolution required and
pointed to a sequel of positive and creative social

This was essentially Lamennais' plea in 1831.

A revolution, he told his fellow countrymen,

is only the beginning of things. You have

cleared the ground ; upon that cleared ground,

you have to raise the fabric of a living society.

France did, indeed, already provide the instance

of the danger of an uncompleted revolution. The
political equality e^ablished by the Revolution of

1789, was intended to give a fair field to every

man ; but because it went no further, in effefl it

opened the door to the flrong man. The flrong

man appeared presently in the person of Napoleon 5

and with Napoleon came the Empire and all that that

episode coA Europe in blood and treasure. The
same kind of miscarriage (in another region and
on a larger scale) has befallen the wider hiilorical

development of the French Revolution. Because

it was not seen that the " natural right " of

property might no less than the " divine right

"

of noble birth become a source of disinheritance,

the door was opened to a movement which in the

nineteenth century produced a new type of

•T'
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rZ^TJ^'^ ' ."'"^ '"^""'^ "^ disinheritance.
That Jack s vote has been declared to be as good
as h„, „,ailer's has not saved Jack from an exploit-
ation as real and burdensome as that under which

Th/^S" fTf!^- ^"' " '' °^ ^ different kind.

«nt.r„"^'!f-
?^'^'^™« °f political liberty

(interpreted m the light of Adam Smith) received
an economic translation in the dodrine of "

laissej-
taire

; and this combined, firfl, with the re^ridlions
imposed upon the power of the territorial aris-
tocracy, second, with the new commercial
civilisation which began at the Induflrial Revo-
ution, and third, with the advantage with which

class, iflarted in the new order, has brought about
a new kind of disability. The common peopkhave exchanged the old maiter for a new, a feudal

flfrr'l'^u
'" '"''."^"'' P'"'o<="cy, land barons

for trade b^ons; they have been released from
agrarian serfdom only to be tied to the wheel of

d^ri'^'^^'u''"''-
P"'"'-^ emancipation

did not bring with it real freedom.
It was charadteriilic of Lamennais' insight thathe saw that pohtical liberty without safeguards

again^ economic exploitation would prove a

«n 1847, he said that, with them he "shoulddemand that m accordance with ju^ice and
reason the question should be gone into, how it is
possible, m the di^ribution of the fruits of labour
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to do away with the revolting anomalies which crush
under their weight the mo^ numerous portion of
the human family."* Emile Faguet ju^ly observes
that Lamennais saw that the coming enemy was
" le pottvoir d'argent," and that he did what he
could to choke it off before it could eilablish itself.

Nor was Lamennais alone in his sense of the
inadequacy of political change to meet the needs
of the common people. Robert Owen reached
a similar conclusion, and, indeed, was so sceptical
of the value of political adlion for social improve-
ment that during one period of his life he preached
outright to the working classes a doflrine of political
indifferentism. The working-class movements
which came into being early in the nineteenth
century—the Co-operative Societies and the Trade
Unions—originated in the need of countervailing
the economic disadvantage under which the new
order had placed the worker and which the
endeavour to eibblish political equality and
liberty had been powerless to prevent. The
growth of Socialism and Syndicalism represents
a revolt from a social order in which the privilege
of noble birth has been superseded by the privilege
of property, and the disinherited class has but
suffered a new disinheritance.

It is by now abundantly evident that the ncj-t
flage in the evolution of democracy wilJ consifl of

* This view was shared by Mazzini, whose gospel was at many
points idenucal with tkit of Lamennais. See The Duties ofMm, en. n. '
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a movement of the proletarian masses to removethe economic disabilities under which they believe
Jemselves to be suffering. The revolutiona^
movement in Eu«,pe is diredled not only againS

t^£.T^f
'"'"'°" '"* ''«''"^ the mLrn

inftitution of private capitalism; and while the

R^"'". r
''""«' ""' '''''' "°- overwhelm dRussia and Germany were afoot long before the war

•t IS not to be queflioned that their liberal on l^'due to the War. Beneath the outward SmTfempire there was a seething mass of unre^ • andonce the cruil of empire was cracked, this' lavaof human passion rushed through. The wort^r h,.
come to believe that the origins'of th?:ra;t^t
traced to economic causes, diredt produdts of the
"Pitaliil sy^em of industry, whfch is 3so the

Whether in peace or m war, the worker has at la^

Se^K'- '''^"°'!?*''«P««heretodSc!S
wJiether the premises from which the workerargues or the conclusions he has reached arHSd
of th.- "i

""'""''^ °«'y '° n°'« the itateof the case at the present moment. We observeAat the fajure of dynailic imperialism has become

Sffutu^e """"' "°^^'"^"' '« '''^ --
The movemeit seems indeed to be historically

h^;rv t. I'""*
*"™'"8 point in modernluilory was the Proteftant Reformation with its
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insiilence upon religious liberty as againil

ecdesiailical authority. The second turning point
was the French Revolution, which was the fir^

adl in the drama of eilablishing political liberty

as again^ the power of ariilocracy. It may weU
turn out that the Russian Revolution marks the
beginning of the third crisis in the modern period,
the fir^ ail in the drama of economic emancipation.
The Proteilant Reformation affirmed the liberty of
the layman again^ a privilege reeling upon an
alleged monopoly of the means of grace; the
French Revolution affirmed the liberty of the
citizen again^ privilege re^ng upon the fadl of
noble birth ; the Revolution now in progress will

affirm the liberty of the worker as againSi
privilege reding upon the presumed rights of
property. Perhaps we are about to realise the
long delayed economic corollary of the French
Revolution.

Several circumstances of war-experience have
given a powerful ^mulus to the movement for
radical economic change. Before the war, men
were ^ill haunted by the fear that the revolutionary
changes advocated by the more advanced spirits

might turn out to be a transition from the frying
pan into the fire. But the cynical readiness of the
"big business" intereAs in all the belligerent

countries to turn the nation's necessity to their own
advantage; and the now demon^rated incom-
petency and wailefulness of the syAem of private

capitalist enterprise have served to remove from
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I'^V'^u
'''"''*". ""y ««««ring sense that the

plored and even unsuspefled possibil.ties of

uncommon y bad business. The immense increase^output in all induilries, through the properco^r<hnat.on and standardisation of procesfes

the more adequate oversight of the DhC.,r=.i
cond.tion of the workers h^ made t platX
Pfivate capitalism either would not or Tmtl
British people. For instance, the ignorant^position of theaverage employer to the moveme«for reduang the hours of labour has convidted him

-^w if sl"fi:r''
'"

""t""''
">-' -p--«y i«

^^rtriSoirn-

SLnlftT'y .''^^g'"f'y ^in-ulated the

STdeiand
"'""^ '"° '^^ '^^''^ of industry.iJus demand was assuming definite shape before

• Contemporary Review. February, ,9:8.
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the war ; but what was at that time the propaganda
of a comparatively small group has now become
the faith of a -nultitude ; and this faith is becoming
more and more articulate as a demand for a socially
intensive as well as geographically extensive
application of the democratic principle. Th«
argument runs in some such fashion as this.
Broadly speaking, the democratic idea has three
notes; firil, the in^itution of those conditions
of equal opportunity which are within human
control

; second, the participation of the com-
munity as a whole in the creation of these con-
ditions, which means a universal franchise and
equal ungraded partnership in affairs; and
third, the absence of any privileged class which is

able to impose its will upon the reit or any part of
the reil. Some rough approximation to this Aate
of things has been made in the political region

;

there it is accounted good and right. Why, then
should not the same process be good and right in
other regions of life ? For in^ance, the greater
part of a man's life gathers around and is governed
by his work ; yet this democratic principle which
is so eilimable in politics is taboo in indu<>ry.
To begin with, there is no such thing as a
condition of equal opportunity in the indu^rial
region. Certain antecedent advantages of birth, 1

possession, and education have created a privileged
class

; and the re^ are under a corresponding
handicap. There v/as a time when the ranker
could rise out of the ranks and make a field for



of wort t in Ih
""'"''°" "^'^-'S* """"""des"I wofKers in urban centres, as the result nf »»,.machine induiiry, has enabled the wo kelt

Jo.n together in self-defence; and T T«de

orPV'^*""?''
''°'^'^"' ''°« not end here It

Pnvuege
,
and it finds it in the dodlrme ofproperty-
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nghts. It would take us too far afiflH ,« .

necess ty. In England the proposal of a " l-v,,

by taxation a revenue sufficient to pay the intS

. I

h-il
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on the war debt after providing for indispensablenauonal services

; and there appears to be'no wayout of this mpasse save by making a levy unonTheaccumulated wealth of the counf^r. aTv^ "pSo the debt would require to takTsometSgX
two-fifths of the ea-mated total of the privatecapual^. The methods by which this I'gh bedone do not now concern us ; nor does it mattervery much for our argument that the indu^rS a" dcommercial magnates, and the a«J"Seconomiits are declaiming vehemently agaiXEven the fea ^hat ,he levy may not be'carr'd out"

What rL"o°T 1'°n^' ' "°' °' ^-^^~n"
evoked bvth/ " ^J '^' ^^"°"^ ^^'^^^^evoked by the proposal has shown that the tra-

has been aWet^r'
'° ^"" '' '^' P'^^^°' ^"'^er

in horror it Tv,
"^"'.""^ ^'^^'"S-"? °^ h^"dsn Horror at this sugge^on of a sacrileeious

of he'sociafZ^
""""

']"' '^''^ corner^one

r J A^ Slruflure
; and even as late as rfiSR

°tt?" rr "
"^^^ ^'^''^°"^ '^" ^^2Quoted .„ L.,, p,„„,„^ „^ ^^^^^^_.

^^^_ _^ ^^^^^^
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that " the skaied artisans of T n„A .

to the clergy but no to nV ?." "'" ''°'^'''«

circum^anc^heiaSy «Sn "'^'^^ '^"^'

Vet to-day, und^ theS ,
"^7'! '^' «"-•

« s seriously discussed wh .. ; -h S'sh"?;

trrar-/r.r"?hi^^^^^^^^^
underlies the proS of. i "n"''

^'^^ ^''^

fc House draws a"S5iXi^!f- "f
.

for use •• and " property for pow« " Th7'?

should have abfoW T '"'' 2^°**^ ^^at he

of things^tln; X^^^^^^^^^ -r

"

necessary for personal L.! '^^**"'^/'l t° what is

man may have hat^ !
''°'" f'^ 8''°^'^. A

for power h;*'''' ^T""^ ^°' "^^ ''"' not

prosper of socialisation ^„H^*
1'°^""^ '' '«

socialised propertyS ;„f„/.''''
""'^ ^"^'^

capital UnH^r

.

"^'"''^ ''^ available as

propel l^t „reThS:erS ['^r"'"^ »'

do<arine is simolvT ^4 t

^"'^ *° "h.cise the

Wholly suborSnatolXV^^^"^^ " "^

*'( J:!
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The fir« ^ep in modern democracy w« th,

socialisation of political power • fk,7. ^^ \ *

III

.•s of itself powerless to s"e°re -STe /'''"''

ance of new types of privilege andThl
^^^"

1 ttle danger thaf »»,.„' '""* '^ ""^ *

advanced'"h?ugh
\T£^^^^^^^^^

°' ^°'"^

government. Between a nrot^
^ureaucratic

and an in^^TS^^S^IZ 'iT'S??

that be—in educat.nn f . ff''
"** *« powers

under a newST k°'. '"^*r' ' ^'"^yman

chief en%:^tnh« rrmir ;\\°^^'^
comes to the front ^^a a • ' ** **P««
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all the sources of inspiration under which sociah'^leaders have faced poverty and prison are^on^
>'ke a dream and m^ead of them we have a rZcepnon of society as a perfefl piece" macWne"pulled by wires radiating from a single cent«

l„d7h. ^'/ ? "^ expunged from the banner
'
Id "i"^ r^ '^"""^ '^P^^"^ them." ThS

1
,
mdeed, a sufficiently dismal prosper, for whicht IS hardly worth while to change our present^tp

It should be said, however, L^ZZSZ
peril is greatly minimised by the current emnh,upon democratic control in LuVry TeTate"

only economic. " '*

The word efficiertcy betrays the mind of the age

cept^ns of life and piesral^t^^^e"
J

he case unfriendly to the democratic sSr?The appearance of the "efficiency enginSr''showed the low eilate into which man had faH n-man made once a httle lower th;.n tL T
but nowtreated as a littleitTtJtVetStThe business of efficiency engineering was the*
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thaf broad humanism which is the very breath of
'iemocracy; and even the generous intention
ot the soaah^ ideal was vitiated by the mechan-
i^ic charafler of sociah-fl dodrine. Statecraft
Itself became an affair of efficiency-engineering on
a large scale

; and the logic of the mechaniilic habit
of thought reached its fine flower in the merciless
regimentation of the German people and the
enthronement of the " Great God Gun." From
this pernicious heresy, we may hopefully expert
that reflexion on our war-experience may deliver
us. Already there are manife^ signs of a readlion
to a healthier and kindlier conception of life and
Its meaning. The excessive and artificial central-
isation of power in the State is being challenged
by a demand for the revival of regional culture and
such a redi^ribution of the funrtions ofgovernment
as a recognition of the " region " would require.*
The business of " unscrambling " the egg, will
indeed be long and difficult; but it is clear that
any advance in the essential humanities is bound up
with a release of life from the artificial integrations
forced upon it by the machine civilisation. Mr.
Delisle Burns has shown us that the essential note
of Greek lue was its sociability; fand this is
indeed a pole to which normal human nature ever
swmgs true. But in the Greek city, sociability was
vitiated and ultimately de^royed by the tragic

t In his Creek Ideals.
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schism of a slave-sy^em ; while in modern civil-
isation it has been poio^ned by the dominion of the
machine. The svamping of the " region " by the
ftate has enfeebled the natural social bonds
of a less sophiflicated age ; and somehow or other
democracy muil thread its way back to a simpler
and more spontaneous sociability. For the
artificial synthesis of " the individual and the flate,"
we mu£i teStote the natural order of " myself and
my neighbours."

But we have travelled so far from the simple
amenities of the " region " and our minds have
become so sophiilicated in artificial and mechanical
modernity that our recovery mufl begin in some-
thing akin to a spiritual renewal, in a new per-
ception of essential human values. Economic
change will not deliver us from the mechani^ic
obsession

; and we shall only be saved from the
mherent dangers of economic change under present
conditions by a fresh recognition of the central
pnnciple of democracy. That every soul has
equal worth carries with it the corollary that
personality mu^ be conceived as an end in itself
and not merely as a means. It is our quarrel with
the Junker classes wherever we find them, that they
deliberately relegate large masses of their fellow-
men into a sub-human category. Democracy is
the direft denial of this poflure. It affirms on
the contrary that every man has a prescriptive
right to ^and on his feet unashamed, and to
have full opportunity to become the whole man he
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. :
""^ ^°"'^- ^n this as m all thin« el^o " »«,.kingdom of heaven is within you."

'
'^^

mrT? f
'''°"^' P'*^'^« °f democracy is com

« -p-v -» "way »/,r,hitj; rss
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few political allusions which Jesus made. He
^ted this point with much plainness. " Ye know
that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them and
they that have authority over them are called
'benefactors '

" (as it was in the beginning, and has
been ever since, when autocrats and their like have
conceded to their subjedls some fragment of the
natural rights if which they have despoiled them
and then have posed as " benefacflors," and when
imperialiils tall: of conferring their peculiar
Kultar on the " lesser breeds without the law"),
" but," said Jesus, " it shall not be so among you.
He that is greater among you, let him be the
servant of all." This is the authentic democratic
spirit and the personal practice without which
democracy cannot live.

It is not enough to pay lip service to democratic
ideals—the sanftity of personality and the obli-
gation of mutual service ; or even to accept them
in a spirit of pious sentimentalism. That kind of
thing is already common enough. To the ideal-
i^ic temper, we muA attach the pragmatic habit,
and translate our do<£lrines into concrete pro-
grammes of emancipation and co-operation. The
dty of God is not to be built with good intentions.
Fraternity muil be rendered into a polity. Yet
even fraternity may perish in formality except
It be sustained by a living brotherliness. It is the
spirit that quickeneth. Democracy like e\<ry
living thing muit either grow or decay. If it
^ops at a political form or an economic scheme.
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then u mxxii decline and die T,
•

,

essential spirit captures our lo
" ""'^ *» «»

and its central pnrdde "cL "«'"'?'" '"'' ^'"»

"ously applied'^thi fcanT- u
'"'' """«-

of our nature and he SssS- Tj^'''''^-uil become a crusade aTdXy" a°/

'"^"'^- '»

i i



Chapter II

THE TESTS OF DEMOCRATIC
PROGRESS

'T'HE next ^age fn the realisation of the

tolerably dear. We are moving toward anextension of the democratic principle into the

ZtT ^"''i"^^"^>
''Phere

; but is the 1<Zment governed by an underflanding of the goalwe have m v.ew ? Are we sure that our immedin
policies are consilient with the " far gain "

whichwe should seek ? Or are we to regfrd progreS

largely beyond control? We are obviously
moving-somewhere; the movement Tdeed

ZT^l Vt "" ?P'--«'»-'f- But are thereany teits which can be applied to it in order that

will land us safely in port ?

Mr. Thorf^ein Veblen has rendered an importantsemce to this generation by showing how the

our minds and led us to an almost exclusive pre-
occupation with processes. It is this intelledual
bias which explains-at leail in great part-our
complete capitulation to the Darwinian hypothesis

n; J
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«d account, for the way in which we have preyed
It out of Its proper sphere to furnish c1um;„

are fa«ore to be considered which are not included

evSon'^H^'^ f *'' ''°«"« "^ "SfogS
evolution. Here also is the explanation of the

^tLT'^'^^'V^ '^' P"«"'''^ philosophy!Pragmatism IS indeed the char.,d}eri^ic philosophy

wh f wor1^""'"T'.^P°^'''«^ "'•»« '««nwhat works « clearly derived from the engine-shop, where efficiency is the only rule. General

tteZ/r '^ "•'' '^« '^ «^his mechaSc
.W P;""""" '*'^''='' ^^«"nts for theimportance and ...-.nicompetency ascribed to he

lid i ^ /'"' f '^'^ Whcation of psychology

soclX^!''""^''^^
'""''°'' ^^ ^''^ P-'''^- S

Psychology is the fruit of the application of the
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determine human charafter are direfled to moreor le« sharply recognised and chosen ends Tisindeed true that many of the processes which

Cooley has pointed out, unconscious and seemingly
.mpe«onal, such as those which account S thegrowth o tradition and the variations of language
Nevertheless, as Mr. Cooley himself very excd-'
lentj, shows in his illu^ration of the gromh of abcok m us author's mind, even these unconsciousand mvoluntary processes fall into line with a
definitely fixed purpose of the mind.* Theproblem ofsound social integration is not merely an
affair of processes operating properly. For human
powers may funftion, at lea^ for a time, in a norma"way even while they are being direfled toS
chievous and perverse ends. Modern Germany
supphes an m^ance of unexampled attention to

hat all this has been direfted to a perverse and.mmoral end, and has (as the event'^h^ ?hownt
culmmated in cataflrophe and confusion. S
so a i.aans intelledl may operate brilliantly

; yetthe mai: himself may be a thief. Psychology mayclaim that its business is a disinterekd studrof
processes; and the claim is juilly made. But

Th/""', T """°- ^^ '"^''^ f°' sociology.The sociologi^ may indeed claim that he too is a
sciential; and that his science like every others empirical and not t.'eological. But the two

• Charles Horton Cooley, Social Process, p. ,6.

•( U
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This .„ its turn annei ,^ u"*^""'.
°^ P''>&^^-

application of the JSle „/T ' ''"' '° '''^

affairs. We haveTp^edZ h'°"
'° '."•"'"

nature shows a procesrof H V '"""' "^'"^

of man is also nece«.,i
'^'^^'"P'^^nf. the life

predeilinedtoStiriTto bcV 'T
°^

the simple to the m«, .

''*"^'"' *^fom

this evofutionai vSVhr«' J""'
'«"'' °^

to make the JSdvTf ^"'" '*^"'" ^^ ^een

The ends are ILh '"/" "^P""" ''"P^tinent.

-bleours:[:estotti:TttUl^^^^^

'S we can do, therefore, is to ftudy
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the processes by which ft works as we ,^, rf,
operation i„ men's minds, whetherth? T '"

the mass mi„d. We ,h:.ii 1 .

""«'' °'

recoKl them, and conterJo te ^h'""
• """"' ''"'^

human freedom may be a subTe^ !f
™''^'" °'

whole life of man"*
'"terpretat.on of the

Sociology muil' concern itself with enrf. . j.tmu^dosoat its own beginn^ls if "hf '

'"''

that it has to' „ -^f' 7 ^ If this means

flatus, so y t

'

.

' '.""'°^«"«^y scientific

that the que^hon of ends is^a^aZ^of
'" "'j'^'''^

^nd hypothesis. That .^ L'e!d ./u^'f
"''"

cannot be helped. We are rom!! n !,
' ''"' "

concernine ends ^n., 1 ^°'"P'="«='" t° speculate

reaching"fcrep^ronh^ Id^r ^^^ °^

Harn,inspeculatLsolo„gTs\tt«:tm^;:

"S^^" d<SS^of'p'SbLf P'^'^Ph-cal argument
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are not hardened into dogma. Sodology willhardly rise above an academic futility S^tiTrt

makes bold to define however tentativelv the

d^refted Let it by all means make its survejand collate its ^atiilics unremittingly; butSthings ^it ought to do and not to U.', the oth"

II

Yet it becomes plain, immediately we begin tod^c^s this question of ends, that if we Sdedefinitely religious considerations from the argu!
fflent, we cannot indicate an end that L fh.

filr^f—--*-glonfy Him for ever, but to moil of us this bringsnot mformation but bewilderment; and M?Kipling
s
paradise where the painter "draws thething as he sees it for the God of thingsTthev

are is attradiVe but elusive The tnfh f ^

to be that for the multitude ofrSo^Kd
persons, the sense of God becomes effeftTforconduct only as it dramatises itself in £VoTm ^
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10 wmcn tne whole creation moves."
Wut disinterestedness anH " tu. •

rire the^r
"' '''' '''''''''''' undertakLgwe are therefore compelled to relinauish tif.hope of a definition of absolute soSal Sds and
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indicate certain proximate social aims. Even if we
cannot hopefully describe the ultimate goal of life,

we may reasonably endeavour to answer the
queih'on—What do we want our social organisation
to produce ? Juil what results are we to aim at ?

That some such discussion as this is involved in
any fruitful handling of the que^ion of social
mtegration is clear from the faft that the conception
of an aim is either implicit or explicit in all attempts
to formulate a social polity ever since Ari^otle
defined the aim of the Republic as the promotion
of the good life. But this definition, like Mill's
" greatest good of the greatest number " raises
further que^ions—What is the nature of the good ?

What is the chara(5leriflic note and quality of the
good life ? This indeed takes us to the very centre
of our problem; for at lail the controversy
between the militari^ and the pacific, the pro-
tecflioni^ and the free-trader, the authoritarian
and the libertarian, spnngs from differing con-
ceptions of the good life. This is not to say that
either party has worked out a reasoned conviflion
on the point. Both appear to ^art from certain
m^nctive acceptances, determined largely by
temperamental variations,—which points to the
need of a rigorously rationaliflic exploration of this
entire region, Mr. Graham Wallace speaks of
" the organisation of happiness " ; but as he himself
perceives, he is speaking in paradox. It seems in
any case improbable that our social aims can be
defined in terms of an emotional ^te.
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the group or to increase its eflSciency as a military
or economic unit.

(a) It may be urged again^ this view that the
antithesis which it implies between the individual
and the group is fallacious. For the group is

composed of individuals and it cannot have a
conscious end except in the minds of the individuals
who compose it. There is a degree of truth in
speaking of the " personality " of agroup so long as
the analogy is not pressed too far. A group may
have a common thought and may unite in a
colleflive adl; but to say that a group has a
•itfinite " personality " of its own is to carry the

f 'icess of abstradtion too far. A group attains to
consciousness only in the several minds of its

members. Moreover social ends mu^ take shape
in individual lives. That the individual should
serve a social end is true ; it is equally true that
the social aim muSl be achieved in the charafter
and experience of individuals. For if they are not
realised in persons, where shall they be realised ?

If our ultimate social aims do not become effective
in the single life, they remain mere abilraftions,
exiting only in a speculative thought and never
reaching the point of afluality. But it serves us
as little to insisSl on the converse of this view and
to assert that the end of society is the individual.
The truth would rather appear to be that the
individual is to reach his own end in and through
a society which it is his &t£l business to create.
Personal self-realisation and social integration will

I
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suffer death in such a cause is the highest con-
ceivable self-realisation. This does indeed repre-
sent a much higher ethical plane than that on
which a man fights only for his own hand or the
titiy circle of his blood kindred. But the fadl that
this loyalty to his group has had the power to evoke
the highest possible sacrifice, does not prove that
the glory and the power of the group provides a
full and valid end for him as a man. In his
charadter as German or Englishman, it may appear
to provide him with an end to which he may
properly submit himself without reserve ; but it

is questionable whether he can do so without some
sacrifice of his possibilities and obligations as a
man. The propaganda of Germanism produced
very efficient and docile Germans ; but the records
of the war leave us little room to doubt that the
process has had a mischievous effedt upon their
manhood. From the standpoint of an expanding
society polity, education should produce individuals
who are human before they are national. There
is no syflem of national education which achieves
this result ; but the ukimate logic of the prevailing
educational tradition as we see it in the German
condudl of the war should provoke serious mis-
givings and minifler to a change of heart in those
persons who diredt the policies of public education,

(c) It is worth observing in this connection that

even in Germany the Germanic propaganda had
to trick itself out in a pseudo-universal jargon. It

had to say large-sounding things about a Kultur-
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hiilory is embodied. Yet there can be no true
sociology in England or in Germany unless its
poilulates are equally valid in America. In other
words these poilulates muil be drawn from a
dismterefled Study of personality. They will
not concern themselves with the welfare of a
particular gron, in whatever terms that welfare
may be defined. But they will be concerned with
the good of the world of groups because they are
derived from the one fad which is common to
and underlies them all, and which, despite con-
flicting aims ^1 binds human groups together in a
permanent unity, namely, personality.

IV

The aims of our social polity muil, therefore,
be defined congruously with the nature of person-
ality

;
and the corresponding social processes

muil validate themselves by bringing to those
whom they affefl, the sense of movement towards
a real and recognisable personal good. It does
not require that all the individuals composing a
society should organise their common life with
the conscious and deliberate aim of personal self-
realisation; but it is certain that the processes
of a genume social integration will be accompanied
by a certain growing emotional satisfadion in the
persons concerned. It is generally assumed that
this emotional satisfadion is to be described as
happiness; but it is probably something deeper
and more organic than the ^ate which this word
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connotes. Professor Dewey says that "to find
out what one is fitted to do, and to secure anopportumy to do i, is the key of happ"

.
ness. • This is, of course, true so far as it

i f^«;. 'v u"
^y'^Ptom^tic of the inadequate

i
Obviously there are possibihties of self-realisation

^hlrr? ""il^"^'""
^»' beyond the attainmentwbch Professor Dewey indicates in this sentence.We might, perhaps, find a better definition of

the emotional ^te which we should require our
process of social development to produce, in theS ^'f^f"' """ °^ ''** """"^ joy- There theword IS clearly associated with an emotional iUte
consequent upon a sense of accomplishment or
discovery. The golfer experiences it for a passing
moment after a completely successful drive from

f• 7., '"'^ '"'"^ « more durably as he
puts the finishing touch to what he believes to be
his mailerpiece. Gibbon had it (not without a
large tmfture of self-admiration) on the memorable
evening on which he finished the " Dedine and

fu i'..f
** condition which is described by

the word fruition
; "t the inward readlion evoked

* Dtmocracy and Education, p. 360.
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by the sense of arrival, offulfilment, and ofcoune—
denvatjvely-of being surely on the way. It
comes to a man when he knows he is on the road
to personal completeness.

It is upon the que^on of what conftitutes
personal completeness that we have to reach some
kind of conclusion if our sociological thinking is
to be fruitful and if we are to have the proper teAs
to apply to our social programmes. Obviously
the society we want to produce is one which will
provide the conditions under which every man may
rise to the full iUture of his manhood. But what
IS the full-grown man? Apparently the only
person in the modern world who has possessed
a defimte and vivid conception of the full-grown
man is Nietzsche. But Nietzsche's do<fbine is
ruled out by our democratic hypothesis. He has
told us that mankind falls into two broad classes
of mailer and slave, and though he recognises a
considerable hierarchy of social grades, he sees,
nevertheless, at the one end the ruling class, and
at the other "the class of man who thrives best
when he is looked after and closely observed,
the man who is happy to serve not because he mu^,
but because he is what he is, the man uncorrupted
by pohtical and religious lies concerning liberty,
equahty and fraternity, who is half conscious of the

^S^*ft% ^^ for joy. that a ma. i, bom unto th«

S2t ori„?^ /S!.'"*"^-l.'='°?" '"'° has found the p«S of

SriiKt wiles'."''
^°^ '^* "»' *" ' •^^^o
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abyss which separates htm from his superiors, and
who IS happieit when he is performing those aOa
which are not beyond his limitations."* Obviously
the only kind of sodety possible on the Nietszchean
terms IS an armed peace between supermen and
slave morahty" for the reil. The will to power

soon or late issues in anarchy. The flrength of
the position of Nietzsche lies in the theoretic
juftification It provides for the native human bias
which leads to the queil of personal ascendency,
and the struggle for possession. The result of
this tendency has been the constant subordination
and exploiution of the weak by the itrong, and a
ceaseless scrimmage among the Arong in which the
weak are the pawns ; and if this ilniggle has not
brought about the Nietzschean equilibrium, it

"r
°"*' P'"«""»bly, to the enervating influence

of Chnihanity. Yet, here, in this self-regarding
bias we have the original source of aU our sodal
chaos

;
but the disorder is not to be overcome by

inhibiting this impulse. It is sometimes supposed
that human nature is incurably and permanently
self-regarding and anarchic ; but this is not true.
It is mdeed true that human nature does take
easUy to the pracJUce of self-assertion as againit
others

;
this is the penalty of our inheritance

from the " ape and the tiger." But it is mere folly
to suppose that man has to carry this sorrowful
entail in perpetuity. It is fastened on him largely
by reason of the external circumnances of his life,

• A. M. Ludovid, ffiilstche, pp. Sjf.
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a vicious social heredity which has put a premium
upon power and pushfulness. and an atmosphere
of competition in which capacity and cunning win
the prize. It 13, however, not impossible to
communicate to men a social vision which is able
to divert the natural energies of the human spirit
into more generous channels. This, did they
but know it. is the peculiar vocation of the preacher
and the teacher.

Mr. Bertrand Russell has recently laid ju«
emphasis upon the supremacy of impulse in
determmg human condufl; and has pointed out
the diilinftion between impulses which make
for life and those which make for death. William
Blake had a somewhat similar view. What Blake
«n " The Marriage of Heaven and Hell " callsM«r^ appears to be that vital flress which expresses
Itself in our impulses, and which in the form of
poetic •• energy is the source of creative art.

In Blake s psychology, this energy only works out
healthily and fruitfully when it is co-ordinated on
the one side with Reason and on the other by
Desire; and he traces our human troubles to
an undue ascendency of one or other of these two
balancing principles. When Reason prevails over
Desire, it imposes disastrous reilraint upon enerev •

but when the tables are turned, the ascendency
of Desire leads to the " vegetated life." Blake's
analysis has much to commend it ; and it appears
to supply the necessary complement to Mr.
Kussell s. For our impulses, whether they make
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for life or death are the same impul,e*-,he

f.^heTH"'i*'"""'''P""«'"8fromadiffe^^^^^^

wh?). ,K
*'^"'"' ""** '" '»« ~"d.tions underwhich they operate.

wilTtlili^'"S^'"'
""'y*" «^ ">" '"'"d into

mJ> kI, t '*" P"'*^' °^ *°"^^ ""'Wing we

of Blake s «„e;x>' or Mr. Russell's impJses.M. Bergson has shown us how the "elan vitale " hasm the course of its onward nurch split up againand aga,„, a„d ,n so doing has set afoot new lines

result the infinite wealth of plant and animalform which fills the earth. The priSveJ^^'

were rT "^""'^ ' ''""'"' °^ '^"'^'"""' *Wch
were released, one at this point, and another at
hat under the ^ress of the drcumflances encoun-
tered on the way. In the same way the energy.
the vital^ress of pe^onality is an organic compS
of impulses, each of which has released and shaped
Itself conformably to the conditions in which th-

growth. In this complex of impulses, it is possible
to discern ^Jiree main flrands :

Ja^'^J'?'^" of ^^V-preservation. This has
to do with the desire and purpose to maintain life

,

and us primitive form was determined by the

I^Th.?/ Z^'^'t^
^'^' '='°''>'"« ='«'' shelter.

Its charadleriilic afl.vitity was that of discovering
and adapting the means which were available to

rt --1
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the end of suflaining life; and out of this grew
agnculture, weaving, housebuilding and a range
ofoperations which grew in number and elaboration
as the requirements of life increased. Here is
Uie ongm of what Mr. Veblen has called the
Initina of Workmanship.

a. The Impulse of Reproduction. This in its
elemental form expresses itself in the begetting
of children. But as man became more familiar
vnth the objedb round about him, in the course
of handhng them for the ends of self-preservation,
this impulse became associated with the ia£tia&.
of workmanship, and man began to attempt to
reproduce himself in other media than his flesh.
He came to do certain work which was not required
by the exigendes of his physical subsistence ; and
this work he did—as it were—for the joy of doing
It. He attempted to express himself upon such
materials as were capable of receiving his impress

;

and his delight in his handicraft became the begin-
ning of Art. Presently he learnt to set hne and
colour and sound in combinations that pleased
hini, and m which he was conscious of the joy of
fatherhood. This is the InSlina of CreativeLss.
It IS not always perceived that there is a very
profound di^dtion to be drawn between the
workmanlike and the creative aftivities. Miss
Helen Marot appears to assume (in her book
iiie Creative Impulse in Induliry), that a
democratic form of co-operation, and an under-
Standmg of induiirial processes will satisfy the
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creative iniJlinft in induilry. It is difficult to seehow this can happen under the conditions ofthe modern large-scale machine induiln^. Miss
Marot nghtly ,^^s that the creative impulse isnot merely an affair of individual self-expression.
Nevertheless, it is only possible to a group when
the group is comparatively small, and every member
IS in adtiye touch with the whole process. The
inihnfl of workmanship is of a routine produdlive
charadler the initinft of creativeness is original
and reproduaive. Nothing on this earth can make
our highly specialised machine processes into
opportumties of self-express-on. This, however
does not mean that the machine induflry has no
place m the future social order.

3. The Impulse of Association.~Min has always
lived with men • and there is perhaps nothing L
di^diive of human nature as its faculty for
association. We are so made that we only find
ourselves and each other as we live together in
soaeties, that we only find ourselves as we find
one aiiother. The exchanges of love and friend-
ship, the nches of feUowshi>-these are the moA
fmitful experiences of life. " We are members
of one another "

; and are fulfilled in each other.
Our mutual need has released in us the Inilinaaf
Sociability.

The weakness of this kind of analysis is that
It appears to untwine threads that cannot be
untwined m pradlice and never are separated in
experience. Human inilinds do not operate

4.
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independently; they blend into each other
continuously and inextricably in countless ways.
We have seen how the reproduaive impube fused
with the inilindl of workmanship into an impulse
toward creative art. But the debt has been repaid
in the introdudion of requirements of beauty into
the exercise of workmanship. In the era of
craftsmanship, the two impulses were very
intimately blended, workmanship and creative-
ness going hand in hand in the eredlion of lately
minilers, or in the making of harness for the
squire's horses. It is due to the development of
the machine that these two impulses have been so
widely parted in our time, to the immense injury
of both; and it is one of the tasks, perhaps the
chief of the tasks, facing us in the future to re^ore
them to something of their old-time intimacy.
Of this re^oration, the great modern prophet is
William Morris, who saw hope neither for the
worker nor for the arti^ except in a closer asso-
ciation of industry with beauty, and who laid the
foundation of this revived association by his own
pioneer work as a house-decorator. This does
not require, as some suppose, the scrapping of the
machine indu^ry, even though that were possible ;

it only requires that we underhand the true place
of the machine induilry and put it there. Simi-
larly, the inStinO. of sociability coalesced with
those of workmanship and creativeness. The
signal in^ance of this combination is to be found
in the spirit of the mediaeval Guilds ; but there
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are other tnflances in plenty. Mo^ of the great
human achievements in thought, religion and art,
have had a social origin, in schools of philosophers
and prophets, m groups of artiils and the like, and
conversely new departures in thought, religion and
art have become the foci of new groups.

(^ all this the moral would seem to be that we
muil treat the energy of personality, its charader-
^lic outgomg, as a single undivided indivisible
Stream

; yet we muit recognise it also as a ^ream
contammg a certain range of ingredients. There-
fore, what we shall require of our ideal society
IS that « shall generate an atmosphere and an
environment in which the con^ituent ingredients
of personal energy shaU find opportunity of full,
co-ordmated and parallel development. It will
be a society m which the inilindl of workmanship,
crMtiveness and sociability will grow side by side
and hand m hand toward " the perfefl man, of the
measure of the ilature of the fulness of Chri^ "

Of this society then, we may say, that its m'arks
wiU be that firii every man shall have the oppor-
tumty of a secure and sufficient physical subsiilence,
second, that its work will press upward to the plane
of art, and that its soriability will grow into vital
and purposeful fellowship. By these teils we
shall judge the soundness of democratic progress.
Our analysis has hitherto taken account only of

fte common man without reference to natural
divergencies of genius or capacity. Professor
Geddes has lately been emphasising Comte's

n
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doflrine of hiilory as an interplay of the temporal
and spiritual powers, and his classification of the

A-, Ti types-Chiefs, People, Emotionals
and Intellefluals. Mr. Arnold Bennett found men
on the Clyde sorting themselves out into Organ-
isers, Workers, Energisers and Initiatore, which
classification, as Professor Geddes jufUy points out
corresponds closely to Comte's. These types
however, reduce themselves to two, namely those
chiefly animated by the impulse of adWon, and those
chiefly ammated by the impulse of reflexion. Of
course, these types shade off imperceptibly into
one another, because the impulses which give them
th«r peculiar colour are native to and present in
universal human nature. And while it is certain
that nature will see to it that mankind will be
dehvered from the doom of a dead uniformity, it
is nevertheless necessary that we should aim at
the full development of both the adlive and
refledhve impulses in every man. Would that
aU the Lord's people were prophets I Hitherto,
we have considered man as afluated mainly by the
impulse of aftion; but the release and develop-
ment of the impidse of refleOion is essential to the
growth of society. For the experience which is
the sequel of acfUon is condemned to ilerility except
It be reflefled upon. Refleftion upon experience
IS the appomted guide of further aftion. We tmi£l
therefore, add to our ttSh of sound democratic
progress, a fourth, namely, that it shall be of akmd to Aimulate^and encourage reflecOion. It
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lauA, that is, include a method of education
whereby every man shall as far as possible become
capable of mdependent thought and sound iude-
ment. ^

Out of all this emerges immediately one certain
conclusion. The kind of society which encourages
creative self-expression, independent judgment
and a living expanding feUowship mu^ necessarily
be conceived and created in freedom. For to
these essential human impulses, freedom is he
very breath of life. The initial oroblem of
sociology IS, therefore, the achievement of free-
dom

;
upon that foundation, and that only, can it

build for eternity.



Chapter ID

THE PECUNIARY STANDARD
" The deeper cauM of the oppression of the faftory operative

and of the terrible degradation and pauperisation of the agri-

cultural labourer, was not the mere faA that machines were
invented which multiplied the efficiency of labour, but the

previous monopolisation, in the period of the Renaissance and
the Reformation, and during the earlier part of the eighteenth

century, of the land and of education. The great change then
took place in the current philosophy of life, which made the

whole of the governing classes of England, with exceptions

praflically negligible, accept with avidity the idea merely more
clearly formulated by political economics, that the higher duty
of man was to buy in the cheapeil and sell in the deareA market."

Patsicx Geddes.

I

THE saying that " man shall not live by bread

alone " has been in familiar circulation so long

and on authority so good that it is remarkable

how slightly it has affedled the general conduct of

life. Bread and the things symbolised by bread

in the saying are and must remain the fir^ care

of men, but they are fir^ only in the sense of

being preliminary, the necessary conditions of

the main and supreme business of life. Yet
modern civilisation as a whole has shown no
manifest sign of a conception of life which requires

that the chief intere^ and energy of men should

be diredled to ends of a higher order than that

of maintaining physical exiilence. This fad is

to some extent obscured from us by the elaborate

development of commercial organisation, so that

multitudes of men are engaged in enterprises and
vocatiotis apparently so removed from the actual
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businws of clothing, feeding and housing othermen that they are not aware of being connecfled
with .t at aU. Yet the entire ibuflure of
commerce reib upon the requirement that certain
Pnmary physical needs of men muil be met.
That men shaU be fed, clothed, sheltered, provided
with heatandhght,-hereis the source ofcommerce.
Around these primary needs certain other demands
have gathered-for elaboration in food and
clothmg, comfort in the home, and the like;
and a multitude of commercial aflivities of a
secondary kind have been set afoot and added to
the sufficiently complex business of providine
society with the firft necessities of life. Th^
secondary life of commerce is mainly parasitical
and feeds upon the other, and its vitality depends
as much upon the success with which demands
are mgeniously created as upon the power to
produce the supply profitably. Added to this
vait busmess of produflion is an enormous
machmery of diilribution ; and in these or in
financial operations, originally derived from them
but now largely controlling them, we are all more
or less direftly engaged. There are a few
professional occcupations which remain outside
this classification, which (to use Carlyle's phrase)
are boarded and lodged on the industry " of the

community to which they belong,-thc do<ftor.
the clergyman, the lawyer, the teacher, the aftor,
the arti^, the joumali^; yet so ^ong and
imperious is the commercial tradition that the
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non-produflive vocations are required to juftify

their exigence by providing the inspiration, the

health, the recreation and the knowledjge necessary

to the efFefiual and prosperous working of the eco-

nomic macliine. Society seems (outside the " leisure

class") feverishly engaged in keeping itself alive.

Yet if its only purpose were to keep itself alive,

it would not need to be so busy. But to the firfl

impulse of produftion and exchange has been
added another intere^, that of making profit and
accumulating wealth. In the process of exchange
the opportunity was found of securing a margin
of personal advantage ; and gradually this margin
of personal advantage has become the chief

incentive to commercial enterprise. It does not
belong to our purpose to trace the hiflory of this

change ; it is enough that we should observe the

fadl that the profit-seeking motive has become the

real driving force of modern commerce, and that

hiilorical circumilances, such as the introdu<flion

of large scale processes, the world-wide ramifications

of commerce through improved facilities of travel

and transportation, the invention of the telephone

and the telegraph, the growth of truils. combines,

and monopolies have made possible fabulous

increments and accumulations of profit.*

• For an analysis of the process by which simple barter has
grown into the modem intricate sy^em of commerce, with its

fine flower in " big finance," see Thorflein Veblen, Tht Initina
of Workmanship, chap. V., VI., VIII. More summarily in
Geddes and Slater, Ideas at War, Chap. III., IV., V. For a
useful analysi.s of the current commerdal organisation see
Cole, Stlf'Govtrmtnt in InduSlry, pp. 178, 179.
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TTie effeft of this upon a generation habituated

to the profit-making temper has been to set up
the multi-millionaire as the type of perfedion
toward which aspiring youth should be encouraged
to ftnve. We go into business not to feed and
clothe each other, but to make money; and since
from tne nature of the case only comparatively
few of us have the capacity and the opportunity to
become commercial supermen, the refl of us remain
in business to feed and clothe ourselves, or (as
we say) to " make a living." Commerce, which
owes Its origin to social need, has almoiSl whollyM the social motive. If we are not making money
ourselves, we hire ourselves out as the money-
making tools of others ; and while some of us aim
at larger profits, the re^ of us hope for larger
wages. The economic motive is universal, and it
«cpresses itself exclusively in the pecuniary'
^dard. " The Almighty Dollar "

is more than
a gratuitous exercise in satire, it describes the spirit
of an age.

Much has been heard since the war began of the
profiteer, on both sides of the Atlantic, and on both
sides of the quarrel. But the profiteer is not a
phenomenon peculiar to war-time. Like the
poor, he IS always with us ; the war has but served
to reveal him more vividly in his proper charader.
His peculiar crime is that he makes the extremity
of his country the opportunity of private gain. But
what he does in time of war, he does no less
sedulously in time of peace. His sin takes a
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deeper dye ia war-time because the natioiial needa greater, and his opportunity is much enlarged.
Yet riie story of how " big business " has endeav-
oured, and has largely succeeded in the endeavour
to control the legislative machinery of the nationsm Its own intereils in normal times, is a very
dqplorable and shameful chapter in mod«i
hiilory. It «, of course, no new thing that legis-
latUTM should show themselves tender to economic
mtereils; there is even yet no legislature in the
world which IS not more careful of the rights of
P«Verty than of the welfare of men-except.
P«haps, m Russia. By a curious paradox, th^eWho moft jealously guarded the san<flities of
property, were once the implacable critics of
commercial enterprise, but that phase has passedaway Landed ari^ocracies, no less than bourgeois
laanufafturers, have been so seduced by the lure
of large and swift gain that the old line of demar-
cation has disappeared; and the doftrine of

Mn«ity of the capitalist syilemof induilry. Thegovemmg classes " in Europe and America, whoto^ay are the economically powerful, have become
an unholy aUiance which exploits the ^.te in the

and pubhcans only who say, "our trade, our
poht.es, though these particular people may be
the only ones who have the effrontery to say so in

«i '•
.u

"•
JS!'^^

** P"^***''" «y '• »««> when-
ever m the pait a piece of social legislation has been
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introduced in England, he raises the scare cryAat capita^ wiU leave the country," which simpty
means that he esteems his profits more highly than
he does his country. He is the author of the
inspiring dodlruie that "trade follows the flas

" •

which prMtitutes national idealism to the sordid
busmess of profiteering; and so deeply has this
poison entered into our life that Chri^ian missions
to the non-Chriflian world are frequently commen-

t'thTtlider"'
""^ '''^ '° "'""^^-^ -'^

All this is. of course, trite and commonplace
;

century there has been a continuous and increasingno^ of proteft againfl the modern commercial
do«rme of competitive profit-making. It muit.

gamed much headway again^ the evil; on the
contrary the evil has, during this same period,
grown by leaps and bounds, so that the earlier
twentieth century witnessed its supreme achieve-
ments. Mr. John D. Rockefeller is the tragical
culmmation of the process in our generation ; and
there a no reason to suppose that he is the la^ or
greater figure of the line of Croesus. Nor will
the subordination of life to the business of
pecuniary gain be effectually ilayed until we
seriously take in hand the profiteering ideology
which governs all our thought and condu<ft. Themam mgredient in the social heredity of this
generation is the profit-making impulse; that is .

i

m { .
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essentially toL.'S".^''*'" "^*"^ ">«

supremacy
'"'""^

''^* " commercial

to profit-nSg pr" „Te/1 'f
'"^ ''*"""'°"

sub^ntial seJcesTSty W T'""'provision of the necessiti« ^" vV^ """ *'»

inventions have adH.!i ^ ^'*' "^y of its

independ^ndy ofltv
""''';° '''^ ^"'''' "^ ^^^

un./uef:s:'Srt;rvd''2r'^""- "^^

-y owe their origiri^'trX'^LT.T
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SLh'l'"""'* ^^ •?*"" commerdal transport.
Stephenson's firft locomotive was intended "o

live Lt h« • °:^ ?"'^ '° '»« «-"''"•''

tTZn?^
has popular^ed the telegraph ma the

»e^tl'^""^ *' ""P'*™* »chieven,en.. ot MrHenry Ford « not a miracle of ^nda.d..cu oVidu^oa but the contribution which h„ car h^

teowledge of the earth's surface and its people.and through th«, one of the foundations of hecommg mternationalism, we owe greatly to the

".i^rbe; nJv"'''-/°' '
hundiyu:

services beyond its mmiftry to the elemenf^™human needs of food and clShing Je I^IZZ
to commerce and to those merchant venti^er, S««y ag« who laid its broad modern founda "n^Yet ,ufl because we acknowledge a manife^ debeven to profiteermg commercial enterprise, Tt 2the more necessary that we should assaiUts modemascendency over life, and its own perversion tomd.v.dual aims, and point out the havo7wTh iS

Tis tt «,^'"'' and undiscriminating to Ly tha
« IS the sole source of our social confusion but it
" «?•?'* '"•* to say that it has become ftscWrfdarefl occasion; and the result is to be t^ ced toAe crcumilances which have changed comm^ce

S L^ ' P"^"' S"'"- The reilorationof commerce to .ts own proper place and office ^

^i'#
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bound up with a recovery of a true view of life

as a whole, with a new under^nding of those
things other and greater than bread by which it is

ordained that men shall live.

II

The paramountcy of the economic motive is no
modern phenomenon, and it would be a miflake to
identify it exclusively with the modern commercial
civilisation. Its modern beginnings are no doubt
to be found in the appearance of the small merchant
class in the era of craftmanship ; and the difference

between him and the merchant prince of the
twentieth century is mainly a difference of scale—
this difference being chiefly due to the his,'h mobility
of property when it assumes the form '.f money,
and the increased facilities for mobilising it through
the development of the credit syflem and the
improvement in the means of communication.
The fundamental impulses and in^indls which
determine the social order are broadly identical

throughout hi^ory. That is why Marx' economic
interpretation of hiAory is probably the moft
luminous and fruitful clue to the course of human
affairs that hiflorical fludy has yet yielded to us.
We are not juftiiied in assuming (as some have
done) that it is the only valid clue ; ilill less are
those disciples of Marx juflified who have developed
his theory of hi^orical interpretation into the
metaphysical dogma of economic determinism.
That economic factors have controlled the general
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drift ofhuman affairs in the pa^ does not necessarily
mean that they are predefined to do so in
perpetuity.

Yet even those who moit vehemently denounce
the exi^mg profit-making organisation of society
are iliU obsessed by the notion that social trans-
formation is chiefly an affair of economic revolution.
Their thought appears to run whoUy within
the economic circle. It is in some respe(5b
Aeitrangeil paradox of modern times that the
Russian people with their long and umque tradition
of spirituality should have been so completely
captured (to all appearance) by the dodrinaire
materialism of the Marxian school and have
accepted the view that the Kingdom of Heaven
comes by a proletarian capture of economic power.
The ctfcum^ance is, of course, capable of explan-
ation, for in Russia, as elsewhere, political power
has gone with economic power ; and the Russian
revolutionary knew what the Frenchman of 1789
did not know, namely, that no political revolution
could be complete or permanent which was not
an economic revolution at the same time. That,
therefore, the Russian revolution should have been
primarily economic is not Grange—sirce Marx had
lived and written in the interval between 1789 and
1917

;
but it remains a somewhat singular faft

that the spiritual idealism of Feodor Dostoievsky
and Lyof Tolstoi have been so little manifeA
durmg these laSl surprising months. This pre-
occupation with economic change is charafleriAic

i' la
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of the attitude of those everywhere who are
taoSt urgent in their endeavour after social
transformation. The advocates of the National
Guild Movement are never weary of reiter-
ating that political power belongs to those who
wield economic power, and of urging that the
workers should make themselves mailers of the
economic resources of society as the necessary
preliminary of laying hold of the political power.*
This may be a sound counsel of immediate
flrategy

; but it is full of disaster if it is treated
as a permanent principle of social pradlice. For
it leaves us ilill within the vicious circle where the
purely economic intereAs are paramount. When-
soever we consent to the ^tement that the one
thmg needful to society is a more equitable
diilribution of the wealth which its indu^ry
produces, we are ^ill within the same hopeless
universe of discourse. A more equitable distri-
bution of wealth is needed ; so much is obvious.
But having secured it, what then ? Will the
City of God then come down from heaven ? Or
are we content with the hope of a redeemed
society which goes no farther than a vision of a
community of healthy and contented animals?
It IS certain that, so long as our thought of social
regeneration moves chiefly within the existing
framework of wealth production and weakh

vi'r^J^'^ ." °^' i?
*" '*!!" " ™"mng that the Kational GuildMovement u> deOitute of a spiritual ouUook. On the conttary,see, for initance. the lafl chapter of S. G. Hobson a cSuPnnaphs m War and Ptace.

noowna i/iuia
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di^ribution, our effort will create a range of new
social problems of an acute and probably less
soluble kind. That we should Ubour to humanise
and to socialise the exiilmg commercial and
indua-ial organisation goes without saying ; but
there is no certainty that after we have done so,
the same economic pre-occupation will not ^ill
fill our mmds. It is not enough to work for
change that only transfers the power to produce
and to enjoy wealth from the hands of a small
minority to those of the great majority. That is
indeed only change, and not necessarily progress.
There will be fewer people with more butter on
theur bread than they need ; and fewer people with
less than they need ; and that will be something
gained. Bu' it does not necessarily follow that we
will not ^ill be chiefly concerned about bread
and butter, ?nd whatever elaborations upon that
simple theme that our enlarged resources may
tempt us to seek.

This is not in any sense an argument for spending
less energy upon the urgent task of accomplishing
the radical economic changes which social well-
being plainly requires; it is rather a renewed
plea that we should ask ourselves whether we are
moving conformably with a vision of man and life
as a whole. Whether we rank as reforraifls or
revolutionists we should endeavour to see the evils
we hate and the manner and matter of the remedy
m the light of a philosophy of comprehensive and
coherent human good. The scheme of social

W^m
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insurance eilablished in Great Britain before the

war was a response to a definite social need ; but
it is now no longer open to question, that both
in respefl of its content, and the method of its

in^tution, its promoters failed to appreciate the

precise nature and conditions of the need; and
the final solution of the problem which evoked
the measure has been confused and retarded.

And generally, so long as we think exclusively of
social advance in economic terms, out of relation to

their context in life, we are subordinating the greater

thing to the lesser, and are in continual danger of

poAponing the greater thing into an impossible
future. We become and remain virtual oppor-
tuniils (even though we call ourselves revolu-

tionaries !), only moving spasmodically and incoher-

ently within the very circle of institutions and
tendencies which have wrought our present
confusion, until we have gained that social per-
speiflive in which the economic requirements of
life take their proper place.

Properly underwood, this place is a relatively

humble one. In our analysis of personality in

the previous chapter, four major inilin(5ls were
defined. The fir^, the inflindt of self-preservation

has to do with the maintenance of physical life

;

the second, the third and the fourth, as they appear
in their full development, are mainly concerned
with the spiritual expression of life. The firft is

the necessary basis of the other three—the foun-
dation, as it were, upon which they build ; but
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jythe real significance and iov of life ,r. , ^

twangs wh.,H we .ay broad,; cilyS,^^^^^^^^^
are not subordinated to and absorbed in theeconomic motive are consigned to the odds ^ends of time which we are able to snare from ^,sovereign business of making a fortle'r^
relirio7;h t

'^'^"^^' '•"'"^ mterelTof
religion, thought, art, and recreation are no morehan occasional alternatives which enable i^tosome extent to repair the wear and tear ofrhP
ceaseless economic drive The rIV .

we need •« th^ Y "^^^ revolutionwe need is the general convidtion that to out itoughly-as the kitchen is to the home, so heeconomic mtere^ is to the re^ of^ife Th.tochen IS indispensable to the homf; aid therare exceptional persons to whom u s theS
nan a ^ridly subordmate part r^ the homeWhen we have finished with th. busLt";procunn and eating bread, then the re^b'Tnessof We begms. It is indeed necessary thTt Z
°'^ °* P"^'"="'6 ^nd distributmg the primary
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necessities of life should be organised so as to

be consilient with the spiritual realisation of life.

We can, of course, no longer admit a dualism of

material and spiritual ; for the spiritual may and
mui^ infuse the material and subordinate it to its

own ends. To-day the material has made the

spiritual ancillary to itself; and the soul is

the drudge of the body. The radical problem of

the future is how to reverse this position and to

enthrone the spiritual.

What the spiritual realisation of life implies we
can no more than dimly guess. We may speak of

love and art ; but the potentialities of social and
creative achievement in human nature have yet

to be explored. A material civilisation has largely

kept mankind in a i^te of arreted development

on every side save that which has to do with the

conditions of its physical life. Psychology is

busily, though not yet very successfully, explaining

that hidden world of life which lies beyond the

frontiers of consdousness ; there are (and this is

virtually all we can say) vail possibilities and powers

latent within us of which we have only occasional

and indi^in(fl intimations. We have te^ed the

power and the range of those endowments of which

we are already aware ; and the triumphs of art

and science show how nobly and richly our nature

is equipped. Nevertheless, all that art and

science have yet accomplished are but the promise

of that glory that is ilill to be. But the full release

of all our powers—^known and unknown— is
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contingent upon a social setting more richly
human, that is to say, more spiritual in temper,
and outlook, than mankind has hitherto known.
This social settmg will come when we make up ouimmds to break the tyramiy of the economic motive
and to deliver life from the infamous despotism
of things. No man knows to what heights of
creative achievement and personal self-realisation
we may not attain when once the economic
preoccupation which swallows our be^ energies
IS duisipated, and we are free to become aU that
we have it in us to be, when powers of fellowship
and creation now inert and unknown are awakened
in us, and we press on to those peaks of attainment
of which prophets have spoken and which angeh
have desired to see.

Ill

The tMk before us, therefore, is the deliverance
of hfe from the ascendency of the economic
motive

;
and at bottom this means the redemption

of commerce from the obsession of profit-making
in other words, commerce muil be conceived and
conduced as a sodal service. It is true that in the
early days of modern commercialism, the principle
ot competition was regarded as the heaven-sent
panacea for human ills. Men became dithyrambic
about laissez-faire, and though they perforce
admitted that the growth of the commercial
system had caused certain glaring evils, yet thev
mamtamed that these were no more than the
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inevitable accidents of a process of readjuilment.
Let the syflem only work out its inherent logic to
the end, and there wUl be a golden age for every-
body. The syf>.m has had a fair trial ; and so far
from achieving .ne results confidently predirted by
its advocates u has failed hopelessly to provide
even a toler.jly secure and sufficient subsistence
for the great mass of men. It is indeed difficult
to see how it could be otherwise or how those who
uphold it could have expected a different result.
There is no doubt that the syflem has cumulated
the produflion of wealth ; and this its protagon-
ists accurately foresaw; but they apparently
suppMed that the distribution of wealth would look
after itself. It had indeed done so, in a fashion
which has deprived the mass of toilers of that
security of physical subsistence which is a necessary
condition of liberty and of the liberation of the
spiritual impulses. So far from adequately ful-
filling the elementary services of providing men
with a Steady and reasonable supply of the
necessities of life, it has made life itself insecure
and precarious.

How this situation has come about may be
Stated summarily in a few words : (a) The pursuit
of profit tends to lower the coSt of produ<5tion,
while It raises the price of the produ(5t. Chief
among the coSts of produdtion is the payment of
labour,—that is to say, wages. The result of this
tendency is to depress the income of the worker
and at the same time to raise his expenditure
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sy^em has evolved a reserve of labour, commonly

called unemployment. In normal times, there is

in every trade a chronic margin—varying in

amount—of unemployed men ; and no man knows

when his turn may come to fall into the reserve.

It naturally happens that the less efficient man

goes firil—the man leail equipped to face the

demoralising efre(£ls of unemployment. The

result is that he degenerates into an unemployable

and swells the volume of the human driftwood of

our social order.

((/) Insecurity arises also from the unquefUoned

and unchallenged authority of the owners or

representatives of the invented capital, againft

whose verdiifls there is no appeal. The worker is

at the absolute mercy of the mailer or the foreman

;

and he can usually find work only at the sacrifice

of his freedom. Should he display any signs

of reAiveness and be dismissed, the growth of

Truils and Employers' Associations has made

it possible to deny him employment within the

area over which such bodies exercise control.

This takes no account of the dehumanising and

despiritualising effKifls of the machine indu^ry

under the conditions of the profit syAem. That

is an aggravation of the situation which muil

be considered in another conne(£iion. Here we are

concerned to note the failure of commerce under

a profit syilem to provide the conditions of

security of life for the mass of men. And not the

leail disailrous consequence of this failure is the
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deep social schism it has engendered. It has
created the criminal antithesis of great wealth
and great poverty in great cities, and the virtually
open warfare between capital and labour. The
investor and the employer are bent on larger
dividends upon the outlay of capital ; the worker
is seeking a larger return upon his outlay of
labour. In the Aruggle the worker is at a dis-
advantage. For while capital and labour, the
producers, are fighting, the casualties of the
struggle are chiefly among the consumers. But the
consumers are moflly composed of the labourer
and the tenement-dweller, that is to say, the
working-class itself. So that the worker in the
flruggle is divided againil himself. If he is

successful in his druggie for higher wages, the
advantage is loSl through the increased price of
commodities ; for the employer pays the higher
wages out of higher prices. In the issue, the
worker is caught in the vicious circle of a
continuous Aruggle againil himself, which to
dependence and insecurity adds an unending
confusion.

No queflion is here raised as to the legitimacy
of profit ; we are concerned only to point out the

consequences of a sy^em which permits an
unlimited expansion of profits ; and it should be
clear that the redemption of commerce and its

restoration to the Status of the social service it

shoiild be, are to be wrought firSl by imposing a
limit upon profit-making.

I I' i
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This requires two measures :

FirA, the produiTlion and diflribution of the

necessities of life should be definitely placed out-

side the sphere of competition. The British

Labour Party in its memorandum on recon-

ilrudion, proposes that the coal-supply shall be

so organised that the ordinary householder shall

be able to have his coal delivered at his door, at a

uniform price all over the country and all through

the year—ju^ as he buys poflage ^amps. But
the principle should be extended to all the essential

commodities. Flour, milk, coal, meat, wool,

cotton and their immediate derivatives should

be withdrawn from the circle of competitive

commerce, and be no more subjed to the fludlua-

tions of a market manipulated in the intere^ of

profit-making than the water-supply is. There
is no reason why the supply of these primary

articles should not be so regulated as to bear a

reasonably conSlant proportion to the demand.
For those who argue that this would dislocate

the cuilomary economic processes, a two-fold

answer may be returned. Fir^, that the customary

economic processes deserve to be dislocated ; and
second, that the only possible ju^ification of the

cuilomary economic processes is derived from an

economic theory which is no longer relevant to

the fadls of life. In point of adlual fadl. the

standardisation of prices has become in recent

years increasingly common—the elimination of

competition by the formation of ttuits and combines
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has had the result of fixing prices with a consider-
able rigidity

; and during the war, it has been doneon a very large scale. In neither case is it suggeftedby any one that it has had a deleterious effed upon
com«erce. In this proposal for the itandard-mnon of prices, there is nothing new ; it is simply
a revival of the medieval custom of the mum
pretium-accotdmg to which buyers and -ellersand market authorities together determined a price
tor each commodity which should be equally fair
to the producer and the consumer; and a return
to this praaice-with such modifications as modern

Still hold to the curious illusion that Adam Smith
spoke the laii word upon this subje(a *

Second
: A limit should be placed upon profits,

dividends, mcomes and fortunes. This may be
donebytaxation,inheritancedutiesandotherdevices
already familiar to the managers of public finance.We should agree to ftiake it cease to be worth any-
one s while to exploit the public, by fixing rigid
bounds to the accumulation of private wealth ; and
this we may do with a good conscience. For all
wealth IS socially produced ; and the society which
produces it has the fir^ claim upon it. This is a

n'l,°'J7''u'''T *" '^^^^'"eed only by those who
Still hold that the possession of property confers
upon Its possessors a " divine right "

to take the

ii
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lion's share of the wealth produced by the induilry
of the whole community.

It will be maintained that measures of this kind
will take away the incentive to induflry and com-
mercial progress. But it may be poi.ited out in
reply that the economic end of British life so far

from being disa^rously undermined by whole-
sale interference with economic laws during the
war, seems to have been in a rather hialthier
condition than it had ever known previously.
Profits were limited

; prices were ^ndardiscd

;

the old competitive basis was largely suspended.
Virtually all those incentives of self-regard and gain
which we have been told were essential to economic
development were put out of business. Yet
produaion reached an unprecedented point, both
in quality and in amount. Another incentive was
indeed operative ; but this incentive was not of the
personal kind. The peril of the nation in the
great hazard of war evoked a social solidarity
which proved a more powerful incentive to
industry than the self-regarding in:ftinfls ever
provided. This is our sufficient answer to those
who «ill hold to the cynical superstition that the
only motives on which we can rely in dealing with
human nature are those of selfishness. What is

needed to Emulate effort and devotion is the
sense of diredl participation in a great social task ;

and there is no reason to suppose that the systematic
education of a couple of generations may not make
this same social idealism the normal driving force
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of national effort. It is no doubt true that asthmgs are, only such a challenge to patriotic felin^as war brmgs, could achieve such a result ; butSour business to discover the ^imuli which v,iU maketh. same intensity of devotion a permane^ Sd
waSL r^ u

''"^' ^^' """"^'^ conditions ofwartime are abnormal, and economic "laws"

uMru'e Sf A'
°^ "^"""V^tly true and partlyuntrue, ao far as produflion is concerned theonly change that war requires is greater speed 4dgreater volume; the difference is one of de«ee

finance that war-time conditions work Tvoc
witimeTT "l''^"i

^^ '^^ experienS o

^hT^\.7 "^ ' "" ""' "^^^"' ''='«°" »ha' theselaws have no permanent charafler. They areon the contrary contingent and nVative affaiS

ce™L '^ ^'""^ statements con-cemmg economic tendencies which are set afootand seined by the ways in which meniSj
att. If men could be induced to ad differentlv

f •lal»'th """^r"
'°™"'^^^ ^ "- -tot laws. The greater revelation of the war inmany respefls is the tremendous achielemrm ^finduitnal produflion in Great Britain under thenfluence of a social emotion, and without any ofAe common incentives of personal advantage. I-nay be conceded that this social emotion was tosome extent ^ulated by a group a«tago""m!

but m the mam it was the love of and the desire to

i
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preserve—in spite of its faults—that particular

social synthesis described as British that lay behind
this great performance. And once more let it

be repeated that the peril of war is not the only

organ of social vision.

It is not pretended that commerce will be
redeemed automatically by placing a limitation

upon the profit-motive ; but without such a limi-

tation, it cannot be redeemed at all. It mu^ enter

into our scheme to provide means of kindling the

social vision which will transform commerce into

a social service ; and this implies certain changes

of temper and method in the sy^em of education.

There is no reason why we should not come to

regard the business of feeding and clothing the

people as much a department of the public service

as that of educating or that of providing them with

water or the time of cay, or of transmitting their

correspondence ; and there is no reason for suppos-

ing that a right education wi'i not provide in time

as effeftual a spur to patriotism as the peril of war.

IV

It is, however, not enough to ^ndardise the

co^ of living and to impose a limit upon profits

;

for we have ^ill no adequate guarantee again^
a lowering of the standard of life. It does not

necessarily follow that the surplus profits will go

to the raising of wages, or that standardised prices

will make for a sufficient living. It is necessary

to define a minimum ^ndard of life. The demand

1,
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for a minimum wage is a beginning in this direftion,
but under the profit syitem, the minimum wage
defined as 1 money-wage is something of a snare,
i-or so long as prices tend to fly upward, nommimum wage can effeftually prevent a depression
of the ^ndard of life. It is only as we succeedw fixing a mmimum "real wage" which takes
account of the coSt of living that we approach a
satisfadiory fftimate. But, again, under the present
sy^em—the relation of supply to demand in the
labour market will render even a minimum "

real
wage " exceedingly precarious.
The only satisfactory solution of this difficulty

IS to dissolve the conne«aion between work and
wages. The assumption that men will not work
unless they mu^ is not true ; but it is the truth
that while men are compeUed to work by the
coercion of fear—whether of hunger or of punish-
ment—they will not do the moSi or the beil work
of which the, are capable. That workmen nowa-
days are apt to do as little as they can for as much
as they can get is not to be disputed ; and organised
Ubour combines with its demand for larger wages
another demand for fewer working houre, and
under certain conditions imposes re^riaions on
output. But this is simply the answer in kind
which labour returns to capital. It is the vicious
sequel of a vicious syilem. Capital buys in the
cheapen and sells in the deare^ market; and
labour having been brought up in the same school
does the same thing. If capital tries to extort as
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(nuchas it can out of labour, it is not to be wondered

at that labour should take a hand in the game.

We have to recognise that the be^ workmanship

requires two conditions; firift—that the worker

shall have a dired^ intereA in the thing he produces,

second, that he shall enjoy the freedom which comes

from a sense of guaranteed security'. To the

former we shall have to return at a later ^bge in the

argument. Concerning the latter, we have seen

how the present system exposes the worker to a

grave and vexatious insecurity. It is ^upid to

suppose that men will habitiially put their befl

into their work under such conditions as these.

The whole sy^em is intrinsically demoralising to all

whom it touches. It is demorahsing to the

employer because he comes to regard the worker

as a mere " hmd," a tool ; and that is a frame of

mind which si.ps his own manhood. It is demoral-

ising to the worker becauses it treats his physical

energy as a thing to be bought and sold at a price,

the h^heil price he can extort ; and since a man's

labour is a<Slually inseparable from his person, it

reduces him to a condition of servihty, which,

within a certain limit, is as real as that of a chattel

slave. He has neither independence nor security.

Over again^ this ^te of things, we mu^ affirm

that a man's subsiilence shall be guaranteed ^o

him as a cuflomary pradice, in good weather and

in bad, in sickness and in hciJth, in work or

unemployment. The British Labour Party's

proposal of a national minimum standard of life
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universally enforced is certainly one of the corner-
Stones of a wholesome social order. The cynic
will probably say that this will be the paradise of
the slacker; and no doubt there would be someperwM base enough to evade their share of
produdlive labour. But we can count upon the
public opmion of a society in which freedom has
created a new sense of social obligation and a new
quality of feUowship, to make a slacker's life not
worth hvmg. It may veryfairlybedoubted whether
at the wor^the slacker who remained incorrigible
would con^itute so great a tragedy-either in
number or m kind-or conilitute so clear evidence
of the bankruptcy of a syftem as do the innum-
able and mcreasing dereli<fb of the present
mduitrial order.

Thwe threj measures, the Aandardisation of the
coil of hvmg, the limitation of profits, the in^i-
tution of a minimum standard of life are necessary
to the redemption of commerce. For to redeem
commerce, we mufl in the firfl instance, take away
from ,t the power and the opportunity of exploiting
life ior the ends of private gain. But this procas
secures another result. It ensures for the mass
ot the people a reasonable security and sufficiency
of physical subsistence, so that the pre-occupation
with self-preservation need no longer arre^ their
spiritual development. We eihblish the founda-
tions of freedom—freedom from fear, from
anxiety, from the autocracy of the employer or
his agent—and confer upon the ordinary man a
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new ^tus, in which we may with good hope

expe(5l to find him susceptible to a social vision

powerful .0 evoke his devotion and to bring his

will into captivity to its obedience. Commerce

and industry will then no longer be a va^ scramble

of competition and exoloitation, but a generous

social co-operation.
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"" *'*'" "*"' *""' ^"ng* » duly flrugglingor breath to mainum the vital Itrength they laboured with S?^ng ma daily drculation of sorrow, livig Z"o Zork »d

, J, t".^ Ef**^ '^.^y"^ "*• "hen it i. of all men und.r«oodiMt *, beau y of holiness mufl be in labour a, weU aTr^Nay
1 more, tf i, may be, in labour , in our ftrength raA« thmm our w«k„..«, and i^ the choice of what we^haU work fo?through the su days and may know to be good at their ev«toJtime, than m the choice of what we p„y for on the «vennfreward ajtd repose. With the mult.U that ke^ TJuay ™

the Lord and vamly there have asked for what we fanci™wouU

Svil. "S"^, "t:^"" ""^''' ""* "»" "'«'' home nohallowmg. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow them aU

LordfS *^r"''' "S"
""^ "^ "-*" '•> «h' House o" tSLord for ever."—JoHs Ruskin.

THE clue to the approaching change in the
social order is to be found in the mind of
organised labour. What organised labour is

resolved to achieve, that it will achieve soon or
late. Hitherto we have been concerned in these
pages with an enquiry, more or less speculative,
into the conditions and measures required for a
wholesome social evolution. How far does the
present tendency of o--anised labour correspond
with the general lines ot progress which r ur enquiry
has so far coaibrained us to define ? It will not
be necessary, in order to answer this queAion, to
survey the whole field of labour policy. For our

J"
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present purpose we may neglefl on the one hand

the conservati-.-e element in the labour movement,

and the extreme revolutionary element on the other.

This does not imply a judgment on either; it

simply means that we shall reach a safer judgment

upon the direiHion in which labour is minded to go

by considering the central mass of the movement

;

and of this central mass it may be affirmed with

some assurance that i» beA mind has received

a more coherent and detailed interpretation in

Great Britain than elsewhere. We shall, therefore,

consider the general tendency of the progressive

elements in the British Labour Movement. It

will not be necessary to raise the que^ion of ways

and means at this point. It is a queftion upon

which ^rong views are held on both sides—

whether labour is to attain its goal by political or

industrial aftion, by gradual approacli or by some

cataibrophic method such as the general Strike.

But the queSlion of method does not arise at this

point ; our present objefl is to examine so far as

we may the goal which organised labour is

pursuing.

I

The Trade Union movement originated in the

necessity to provide some remedy for ' the

helplessness in which since the induSlrial revo-

lution, the individual workman Stood in relation

to the capitalist employer and Still more in relation

to the joint-Aock company and the national

combine or truSl" In this initial Stage it was
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governed by what Mr. Sidney Webb has called the
"Do<nrine J Ve^ed Intere^s," and it was chiefly
concerned with securing those conci sions and
safe-guards which conilitute the " Trade Union
Conditions " to the suspension of which British
Labour consented for the period c "^

the -var. These
conditions affefled the rate of wages, the length of
working day, overtime, night work, Sunday duty,
mealtimes, holidays, and included a countless
multitude of details a .iling processes, machines,
the employment of boys and girls, the limitation
of output, and other related subjedls—the whde
being an inconceivably intricate patchwork of
concessions and advantages gainer as the result
of innumerable local skirmishes a negotiations.
The policy at this itage may be properly described
as one of "nibbling" at the enemies' lines, of
raiding his treuches as opportunity offered or ne >

required
; and it is a commonplace what large ai

subilantial advantages these operations have
yielded to the workers as a whole, whether union^
or not. But it was not possible that these piece-
meal tadlics should continue to be the chief
weapon of a growing, highly organised movement
which was gaining a kind of self-consciousness
and a common mind ; and gradually out of the
experience of the Unions grew the " Doctrine of
the Common Rule." The main emphasis has now
shifted from the local and seflional problem to that
of eilablishing and maintaining a Standard Rate
of Wages and a normal Working Day. This change
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is naturally marked by the appearance of a large

scale strategy in place of the local and occasional

tadlics of the earlier Aage ; and the earlier type

of labour leader is rapidly disappearing in favour

of persons who are able to bring some gifb of

Salesmanship to the problems of labour. This is

not to say that the earlier doiHrine has been

abandoned ; rather it has been supplemented and
overshadowed by the new orientation.

But a situation has recently arisen which will

probably bring about the permanent and general

supremacy of the Common Rule do<nrine. The
urgencies of war-produdlion made it desirable

and necessary that the achievements of the earlier

unionism should be suspended; and all the

intricate machinery of safeguards and reilridlions

was willingly laid on one side for the period of the

war. But it is now evident that even with the beii

will in the world, this restoration, as it was originally

guaranteed, has become impra(5licable. Events

in induiby have moved so rapidly that it is impos-

sible to retrace our Aeps to the ante-bellum period

and to pick up the lines of life where we dropped
them in 1914. At firil sight it would appear that

this result proved that the whole achievement of

the earlier union a(Slivity had been of a peculiarly

fragile and slender Idnd. Yet, despite this

drcumilance, the British Trade Unions have

grown considerably during the war, this growth
being doubtless due to the increasing sense that

only a Srong corporate movement of the workers
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will be able to e^blish for them the necessary
conditions of a secure and independent life, and in
particular such improvements in their position, in
respeft of wages and other matters, as they have
been able to gain during the war. It now seems
likely that the outcome of the situation created W
the impossibility of re^oring the flaftu quo ante,
and the increase of Trade Union length, will
be the general acceptance of the Doftrine of the
Common Rule and a programme based upon it;
and the demand for the Restoration of Trade Union
Conditions may take the form of a demand for
certain general ^andards of life and labour.
Already, it is fairly evident that the leail that labour
will demand will be what Mr. Sidney Webb
calls "the New Industrial Charter" in which
there are five articles : (i.) the prevention of
unemployment; (ii.) the maintenance of Standard
rates of wages ; (Hi.) a " constitution " for fadlory
and mduSlry, i.e. the introdudion of a measure of
democratic control over the conditions of work

;

(iv.) no limitation of output; (v.) freedom for
every worker.* The "charter" as it Stands,
represents a minimum demand ; it certainly does
not run to revolutionary excess and contemplates
no organic change in the existing framework of the
mduStrial order. With its probable economic

.-,' 1^* "''?'' •"?'''<"> « discussed in its relan'on both to theemployer and to the worker in Mr. Webb's brocW: nteR£ora(,on 0/ Trade Union Conditions. Since thSe p^agM
Kd'Sr.Vtdr'""" "'"""'^ *-"* '"'"""-^ ^™
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effedh we are not now concerned, but it is important
to notice the emphasis which it lays upon the
^landing of the worker. The charter aims to give
him security againil unemployment, a share in the

control of the conditions under which he works,
and freedom from the autocratic dilation of
employer or foreman, and from the coercion of
necessity. Even this moderate measure would
undoubtedly bring a great accession of independence
to the ordinary worker. Further, this charter

applies to all workers, not to unioni^ alone ; for

once the Standard Rate and the Normal Day
are conceded, the old invidious necessity of
making war upon non-unionifts disappears ; and
with it, to the great good of all concerned, the

demoralising cuilom of imposing reflri(5lions upon
output.

II

This " charter " will not be granted without a
druggie. The greed and amour propre of some
employers, and the iftupidity of others, will inter-

pose great ob^acles to its in^itution. The great

growing ^rength of organised labour, however,
guarantees a comparatively early capitulation of
the intransigent employers.* But it would be
a mistake to suppose that this is all that is implied

• Since these paragraphs were written, a National Induflrial
Conference convened by the British Government, and composed
of equal numbers of employers' and workers' repreilentatives, has
reported unanimously m favour of a universal minimum wage and
a umversal maximum week.
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in the present temper of labour. A good deal ofv^at labour is looking to has not yet'Shtfthe

a^rehendT''"""' '."' " ^ ^P"^'"^ ^^ "S-

moving. The social.^ propaganda, even if it h^not always been as prolific of conversions JZpromoter desired, has been a singularly p^ten^

wtrr °' •='""''°"' ^"'^ '^ the'worke«?s awhole have not accepted the conclusions of thesoaalua « .s mo^ certain that they have beenprofoundly moved by his premises. Probabty

the spmt of revolt againfl a permanent divisionof society by a Ime of economic privilege; andTthas encouraged a very real insurgency againit the

Station of life into which Providence has been

£rS ^"'" *'"• ^''''^ ^'^^ rich believeJ
that their duty to their less fortunate neighboiS
was an affair of charity, the Sociali^ had taught t^
pcK,r to cry for iu^ice. The chief achievem'em ofhe SocialiiR movement up to this time lies lessm the acceptance of its doarines than in the newsense oi right which it has succeeded in awakening

Still represents a dangerous and forbidding speftre.And It IS this sense of right, the refusal to accep
as permanent and juA a «ate of exploitation, wifh
the demand for economic freedom and indepen-
dence, which IS working as an irresi^ible leaven in
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the mind of the worker-mass of our time ; often

indeed, inarticulately enough, but in the minds of

the better educated and moSt thoughtful workers,

beginning to express itself in specific requirements

which far outflrip Mr. Sidney Webb's conservative

interpretation of the present need.

The Socialism popularly advocated during the

laA half-century, is, however, not likely to capture

the working-class of to-day. The movement for

the nationalisation of the means of production and

diAribution—especially of the primary necessities

of life—has indeed gained length during the war

;

and the public ownership do(5trine of orthodox

socialism is in no danger of being discarded, though

it may be modified in the extent of its application.

But the orthodox sociaM plan of veAing economic

and induibial control in the ^ate will not survive

the war. The modem do<5lrine of the ^ate reached

its apogee during the war ; it is already in process

of rapid discredit. This is chiefly due to the

revelation of the logic of flate-absolutism, which

the German performance in the war has yielded

;

and we are likely to witness a ^ong readtion from

the dodlrine of the sovereign omni-comnetent

^ate in the coming generation. Moreover, in

England the working of the Munitions A&. has

proved that the ^ate may be as harsh and trouble-

some an employer as a private individual or a

corporation ; and the workers are not minded to

emancipate themselves from the plutocracy to

hand themselves over to a bureaucracy.
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But how is public ovraership to be made praflic-
able without ^ate control? The experiences
of war-tune have revealed a possible solution
of the difficulty. The Garton Foundation and
the Whitley Committee, the former a private, the
latter a parliamentary body, and neither committed
to " labour " views, have been led by the Audy
of induilrial conditions in war-time to advocate
introdu(ftion of democratic control into induilry,
and experiments in democratic control which have
been made, have plainly demonArated its praftica-
bility and its economic value. In the woollen
trades that centre upon Bradford, in Yorkshire,
various troubles interfered with the output of
cloth. Early in 1916 the War Office requisitioned
the output of &.. faftories for the produftion of
khaki, blankets, and other war-material; and a
little later the Government purchased all the
available wool on the market. The diilribution
of this wool to the factories was left by the Army
Contradls Department to a Board of Control which
it e^blished for the whole induiby. "The
allocation," says a recent account of the matter,
" is carried out by means of a series of rationing
committees. There are di^ridl rationing com-
mittees of spinners, of manufadurers, and a joint
rationing committee on which the Trade Unions
are represented. These committees ascertain all

the fa(fls about an individual firm's consumption
of wool, and the kind and quality of machinery
that has been used. From these data the rations

i]9
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are arranged for the several mills of the djilrifl,
while the Government committee settles the rations
for the several diilridts. It is an extraordinarily
intere^ng example of an induflry regulating its
life on a principle of equity instead of leaving the
fortune of different mills and the fortunes of
thousands of workmen's homes to the blind
scramble of the market." It is of intereft further
to observe concerning this experiment that when
the Government requisitioned the mills, it estab-
lished a method of payment which eliminated
profit-making, and the spinner and the manu-
facturer became virtually government servants.
This is worth remembering when it is urged that
the incentive of profit is essential to induilrial
development, especially in view of the conspicuous
success of the experiment. More to our immediate
point, however, is that this is a definite experiment
in democratic control, for the organisation in which
the ultimate control of the woollen industry was
vefted is composed of thirty-three members, eleven
each being appointed by the Government, the
Employers' Associations, and by the Trade Unions.
The experiment in the woollen trades goes

farther than the measure of democratic control
suggested by Mr. Sidney Webb in his charter.
For he contemplates no more than a democratic
control of the actual conditions of work, while the
control of raw material is veiled in the Board of
Control of the woollen induilries. Mr. Webb's
sugge^ion is for " workshop committees or shop



The Redemption of Work 103Wds " in every e^blishmem having more than
twenty operators, to whom the employer shouldbe required to communicate at leait one weekpnor to their adoption any proposed new ruSand also any proposed changes in wage-rates, piece-work prices allowances, deductions, houS "f
c^aI' """fT^^'

««hods of working and

Mr rj!!f"^'f/**'*~'"^°"°^^he workshop.-

ml^h^n ^r 1'"°"''' P'°''^'''y '*^ ^ ^^^ dealmore than this; but in his brochure, he franklv
writes as one who believes that " the mofl hopeful

theS"l'°"l^ I
• •

«« always in rnalng
he be^ rather than the woril out of what we find
at the moment to ! and." But in point of faft, very
considerable extensions of the principle are alread^bemg canvassed

; and it is unlikely that organised
abour will be long content with' the tiWd bid
tor a share of induArial control which Mr. Webb'c*
proposal represents. It is symptomatic of the
present tendency that in the Building Trades amovement initiated by Mr. Malcolm Sparkes, aLondon Ma^er Builder, looking toward the for-
mation of an Indu^rial Parliament for the building
trades, has already been the subjeft of serious
d^cussion both by the employers' associations,
ana the trade unions concerned. Mr. Soarkes
sugge^s that the Parliament should be com^sed
of twenty members appointed by the National

a^^":Tu^"u'''"^
'^"'*" ^°"""^' -^^ twenty

appomted by the Federation of Building Trades
• r/ie Reaoration of Trade Union Conditions, p. 95.
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Employers, and that it should meet regularly

for con^udlive, and not at all for arbitral or

conciliatory purposes. To this parliament would
be remitted such matters as the regularisation of

wages, unemployment, technical training and
apprenticeship, publicity, and the invefUgation of

possible lines of trade improvement. But
obviously such a parliament as Mr. Sparkes
suggests could have vitality and authority only

as it ^ood at the top of a hierarchy of analogous

bodies all the way up, through provincial and diilridl

councils, from the committee of the single shop.

The principle of democratic control in induiby
has come to ^y ; together with the dodlrine of
public ownership it will probably fix the accepted

social policy of progressive labour. Already,

indeed, this combination is to be found in the

British Labour Party's memorandum on " Labour
and the Social Order." The Party " demands the

progressive elimination from the control of induilry

of the private capitalist, individual or joint-

ilock." It flands " unhesitatingly for the national

ownership and adminiSlratiou of the Railways and
Canab, and their union, along with Harbours and
Roads, and the Pofls and Telegraphs ... in

a united national service of Communication and
Transport, to be worked, unhampered by
capitaliA, private and purely local intereSls, and
with a iteadily increasing participation of the

organised workers in the management, both central

and local, exclusively for the common good."
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Ai|d again, the Party "demands the immediate
nationalisation of mines, the extraflion of coal and
tfon bemg worked as a public service, with a
aeadu;> increasing participation in the management,
both central and local, of the various grades of^om e.nployed." It is no exaggeration to say
that the pnnciple of democratic control in indu^.
«.peualy under the conditions within which the
Bntish Labour Party contemplates it, carries with
It an entire change in the ^tus of the worker. Forwhen we remember that with democratic controlm mdu^, the British Labour Party demands a
universal apphcation of the policy " of the National
Mmii"-4m, affording complete security again^

I'^kTI'-J"
"''•"''^ *"'^ ^ ^^'^' ^ gWKl times

and bad alike, to every member of the conmiunity
of whatever age or sex," it is evident that we have
the two requirements of that necess.-^ revolutionm the worker's ^landing which is the corner-flone
of a worthy social order. The worker is no longer
dependent, a pawn in the game of production, an
employed wage-earner, a " hand;" he has beccme
a partner, possessing both the freedom arj the
responsibility of partnership. And it is no less
evident that a great ibide has been taken in the
diredhon of separating work from the means of
subsistence and abolishing " wagery."

Ill

There can be little doubt that the principle of
pubhc ownership with democratic control has
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received a great impulse from the able advocacy
of what has come to be knowti as Guild-Socialism.
The work guild in this connexion is something
more than a reminiscence of the medi«\al infti-

tution ; the present movement has quite definite

affinities with its hi^orical precursor, notably in the
principle of combining all the members of a craft

in co-operation. But the " national " guild goes
beyond its forbear in two respefls—in the ia(\ of
being national where the older invitation was
local, and in the account it necessarily takes of
the more complex and specialised charafler of
modem industry. "A national guild," says Mr.
S. G. Hobson, " is a combination of all the labour
of every kind, adminiilrative, executive, produ(flive,

in any particular induilry. It includes those who
work with their brains and those who contribute
labour power. AdminiVration, skilled and un-
skilled labour—every one who can work—are all

entitled to membership." This body of people
will lease from the community the right and the
means to carry on the induVry with which it is

concerned, always providing that it shall be under
conditions which safeguard the interefls of all the
people in respeft of the products of the induAry.

In the eyes of the guildsman, the " original sin
"

of the existing indua^ial syVem is produdion for
profit. In his Guild Principles in Peace and
War, Mr. S. G. Hobson puts side by side {inter

alia) the following figures, (the particular year to
which they belong is not given)

:
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Ntt output
Ptttoiu employed
Net output per pcnon
Avenge wage per peiwn

Railway
ConAruetion.

£17,103,100
34i,;ao

Iron and Steel
Induilrics.

£30,948,100

£118 r

fcf«J J" "''r^
"n^uflion, which is chiefljkrneed and use. the disparity between the aver«e

Sl^i '^r^"'*' *^^' P- personrZ
high as fifty^ne pounds. Railway conilnKHion
represents output in locomotives, rollingXck aS
«» forth which the railway companies' m^ktS
^^Z? ."•:,« '^^•'««*' the produfls of the ironand fteel induilnes are declined for the marketWhere produJ is for profit, the excess of a^age~tput over the average wage is more than twelS

Sr,f «"''*i^7'»«'« *e Produflion is for u^!

IS 7JT^"^ '''* *' ^'^ '^' the ironSSteel mduilries are chiefly concerned with th,
prov^ion of dividends, wh'ereas Tri^f^ j!flrudbon there is no such direa necessity.

casL thfr*^
^"^ °^ ^^'^^ « t*'^ « bothcases the average wage is the same. This is the

SoillfT^
'^i'cumibnces-fir^, the commSity!neory of labour, according to which labour-power

« regarded as a measureable marketable affair,

senirf f" ^^'u'*"
°^ ^"^P'^ ''"'^ ''^'"^d and

eparate from the personality of the worker; andsecond that reserve of labour commonly caUed
unemployment, the existence of which tends to
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moderate the fluAuations of the labour market.

It is in the intereAs of capital thar there should be

a permanent margin of unemployment in order that

the price of labour should not become excessive

at any time Sy reason of its scarcity.

In the pail, the maintenance of the unemployed

was, so far as their own members were affected,

assumed altogether by the Trade Unions ; but by

the provisions of the National Insurance A£i this

has partly been laid upon the employer and upon

the community as a whole. But, says the

guildsman, since the exigence of a reserve of

labour seems under present conditions inseparable

from the condudl of the induilry; and since

further, it is impossible to secure that under no

conditions there will not be some margin of unem-

ployment, the charge for the maintenance of the

reserve of labour should be made to fall on the

inJuAry itself. This, however, immediately

destroys the commodity-theory of labour. Under

such an arrangement, the worker will be regarded

not as a potential vendor of so much labour-power,

subjeft to the law of supply and demand, and

liable to lose his subsidence and that of his family

by the chances of the market, but as a regular

member of a society whi>.h provides a financial

reserve for the purpose of maintaining him when

he falls into the labour reserve. So once more, we

see the iftatus of the worker transformed. He

ceases to be a " hand," and becomes a partner.

The " national guild " is really no more than the
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njenutic developmeut of this idea of partnershio •

S3^Z,^^ '•"* '"^ pa«ne,5„p STbe''eal and not fi(Jlitious, it reje<fls all «-h,™!. tWade cont.1 in indu^'^'wtlT STthlCarton Foundation and the Whitley schema!m retain the conunodity-theory of labS "daU scheme, of profit-sharing which i, th voLSj
tnat the worker has a direiJl inter-O .« »».- .u-
produced apart from his hi^,td tl^hL con^"

P«^ersh.p m the induilry as real as that of hi

ZSI^d, T^ "° ""^ "»« '»ke in hisdmdends. To th« principle of partne«hip, the«IS. of course, no logical end but the elimi-^ion of

ctmS^r T'r'' *''"''^' ^ indiWdu^r^ acompany, and the combination of the ac n.V,;,

Tr^''^''" ''"' P«^"«^'- -bour inaX

y>XlJ^- '^'"a^'^'
P'*^""^'"" fo' profit

wui go to the commumty. The condufl of ft,,
'nduilry will be veiled in a hierarchy of reol

„rJ^/> ^ "^ **•* ^'^«o«' departments ofprodudbon and administration; and thesTSSi^
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will range all the way up from the small shop

council to the national council. The guildsmen

extend their vision further to a combination of

national councils, which will become the economic

parliament of the nation, empowered to handle its

commercial and industrial affairs and leaving the

legislature to occupy itself with those aspedls of

public life such as education, health, art, local

government and so forth which are now so griev-

ously negledled and subordinated to the exigencies

of the commercial life of the nation.*

That roughly is the guild theory. Its great

advantage is that while it eliminates competitive

profit-making, it also avoids through its emphasis

upon democratic control, the danger of excessive

centralisation and bureaucratic control inherent

in flate socialism. On the other hand it does not

fall into the syndicalist error of antagonism to

the Slate. It is not without intereSl to point out

here (in anticipation of later discussion) that the

national guild reflefls on the economic side the

current tendency in political philosophy towards

a do<5trine of the Slate which regards it as multi-

cellular in nature, and would make it federaliSlic

in practice, in contraSl with the emphasis of the

laSl generation upon its unitary and absolutist

charadler. It would appear that sovereignty is

deSlined to be distributed among a series of

democratic functional controls.

* The proposed National Induilrial Council recommended by

the recent National InduArial Conference is plainly an in^al-

iDtilt of the National Guild Council.
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The Redemption of Work
The pressure of events has already validatedmany of the contentions of the guilds'^ Wehaveseenhowanthe caseof the woollen indu^rfjAe Government has initiated the pradlire "f

^roZe7S°^^".^.f °^ P-'' semnts h2recognised the principle of democratic controlhas assumed the purchase and control Tit
profit by produdtion for use: we have hZ,,»
Je essentials of a national g^ild save Lera^Sthat one thmg needful is the short ^L bom

normal produdlivity of the nation, imposelKe
financial burdens of the viat \,in.u- ,

t^r ' '"?" .'^-it.er'ofIsetSendena«. Certainly we have in the BrShLabour Party some guarantee that this movTrnt

v^iTvT- '^'»«'»°'-"'l"'»onreconruS
vmually presupposes where it does not explicit^affirm the underlying principles of the eui^dmovement. "Standing as it does for' le'Democratic Control of Indui>rv th. i u
Party would think twice bSort^Z'santon^f,^;
^andonment of the present profitable centrtl ^^tion of purchase of raw materials; of the present

.Tki 1,

'"''^ concerned, of the severaleflabhshments with the materials they requTe

;
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of the present elaborate sy^etn of ' coding ' and
public audit of raanufa(^urers' accounts, so as

to ^op the waifle heretofore caused by the mechan-
ical inefficiency of the more backward firms, of the

present salutary publicity of manufadluring

processes and expenses thus ensured ; and on the

information thus obtained (in order never again

to revert to the old-time profiteering) of the

present rigid fixing, for ^andardised produfls,

of maximum prices at the fadlory, at the ware-

house of the wholesale trader, and in the retail

shop."

IV

" The que^ion," the Memorandum continues,

" of the retail prices of household commodities is

emphatically the mo^ pradlical of ail political issues

to the woman eledor. The male politicians have

too long negle(fied the grievances of the small

household, which is the prey of every profiteering

combination." And this brings us to the answer

to our que^ion how far the present orientation of

labour satisfies the conditions we have laid down
as necessary to worthy social progress. The rigid

fixing of the retail prices of household commodities,

—the primary necessities of life—plainly sub^itutes

the principle of produdlion for need and use for

that of produdion for profit ; and while this of

itself does not eliminate the profiteer altogether,

it tends so to limit the area of exploitation as to

bring the small household, which is after all the
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at a price in order to provide himself and his

children with bread, under conditions which make
a sufficiency of bread permanently uncertain, and
which virtually deny him the opportunity of

being anything more—from his firil working day
to his lail—^than the tool of intere^ from which
ne is powerless to detach himself, he can never
become the man he might be or experience the

joy of life which his intuitions declare to be his

rightful inheritance. The greater part of life, and
especially of the worker's life, is an unredeemed and
unexplored trafl ; and the possibilities hidden in

those regions beyond, eye hath not seen ; nther

hath ear heard. But dimly and indii^indtly the

worker has caught glimpses of this promised land

and he has set his face that way. But he has

juiMy perceived that between him and the promised
land lies the " great divide " of economic disin-

heritance with all that it entails of insecurity and
bondage. To-day he has come so far as to be
in the very a<5t of crossing this divide. That he
does not discern clearly what manner of life awaits

him in his premised land is no wonder ; for none
of us know, since as yet none of us have tailed save

only in brief and transitory moments the rare

quality of the fellowship and the creative urge

which belong to the life of spiritual freedom. The
British Labour Party speaks of " the promotion of

music, literature, fine art, which have been under
capitalism so grossly negle(aed, and upon which,

so the Labour Party holds, any real development
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much that means for the right kind of social

progress, for the development of a completely

human order of life, it is impossible to do more

than fancy. But it will be a great day when men

awaken to the faft that the centre of gravity of life

is not in the body but in the mind.

V

To have transformed the Satus of the worker is,

however, only a part of the problem of work. An

induflrial democracy may conceivably be no better

than a glorified capitalist, a national profit-making

concern. But this keeps us ^ill within the vicious

circle of economic domination, with the dangers of

degeneration greatly increased. For in place of

individuals exploiting individuals, we should have

nations endeavouring to exploit nations—with

two certain consequences, war and a readlion to

competitive individualism; and our lail Hate

would be worse than the fir^. Our complete

emancipation from the economic motive requires

not only a new flatus for the worker but a new

dr'.ine of work. Induflry mufl no more be

conceived as a means of national wealth than of

individual wealth.

The true do<arine of work is present in germ in

the British Labour Party's formula of " workers

whether by hand or by brain." The inclusion in

one category of the industrial and professional

classes should exert a very profound influence upon

the popular attitude to manual labour. Much of
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the traditional habit of looking upon manual labour
as being intrinsically inferior to brain work is due
to a ^upid lack of Jiscrimination. For skilled
labour often requires as nice a co-ordination of mind
and hand, and as sensitive a nervous organisation
as the mo^ recondite surgery. The competent
engineer is in no sense the mental inferior of the
accountant; probably the engineer has on the
whole the more highly organised mind ; yet the
engineer is popularly assigned to a relatively
lower social rating. The conventional social
divisions of those who work are entirely absurd and
seem chiefly to depend upon the clothes one
wears. That toil is regarded as inferior which
cannot be performed without soiling clothes of a
more or less ceremonial cut.
But when once it is realised that the work of

the physician or the clergyman is different only inkmd and not m social worth from the wo'k of the
machmiit or the farm-labourer, we shall have a
more reasonable basis for classification; and
though It IS true that the miniver (being no more
immune from the pressure of social atmosphere
than other men) has not been unmindful of his
^ipend or the dodtor of his fee, yet both callings
have preserved enough of the ideal of disinterested
social service to pass on something of the same
impulse mto occupations which the common mind
regards solely as means of livc'ihood. This indeed,
must be the 6t£l element in our doftrine of work.
It muil be regarded primarily as a social service.
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John Ruskin long ago tried to teach us that in every

nation there were four great intelle^ual professions

:

the soldier's, to defend it ; the pailor's, to teach it

;

the lawyer's, to e^blish juilice in it ; and the

merchant's, to provide for it ; and it was, he added,

the duty of each of these on due occasion to die

for it. What was novel in Ruskin's doflrine was
that there was a due occasion on which a merchant

should die for his country. But why should we
^op at the merchant ? There is no reason why
this principle should not be extended to every

kind of labour essential to the life of the nation. At
lea£l there should be nothing inconceivable in

the idea that every member of the community
should develop the same degree and quality of

social devotion. And (let it be repeated once more)

the indu^rial records of this time of war do make
this expedlation into something more than a

chimxra. The splendid social devotion which the

emergency of war has discovered and released

should and could be made a permanent asset.

It is entirely a question of the right kind of

education.

If the impending revolution in the worker's

i^tus brings with it (as it should) a sense of genuine

partnership, its natural sequel should be a growing

consciousness of participation in a great social task.

Every man would come to look upon his job as an

integral and indispensable part of the common
sei-vice. This would add a new intere^ and worth

even to the purely mechanical tasks which the
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growth of Urge-scale produflion has so greatly
multiphed. It would be no more than a partial
solution of the entire problem involved in routine
mechanical toil; but it would go a great way
towards mitigatmg its inevitable dreariness, and it
would certamly bring with it a quality of penonal
satisfadlion in work which working for a living
at a ,0b m which one's sole interest is one's hire
cannot possibly afford.

VI

Yet neither the habit of regarding work as
participation in a social task nor the element of
comradeship which we may reasonably expeft
to grow out of such a way of conceiving work,
nor yet the amelioration of the purely external
conditions of modem indu^rial produflion, can
possiWy be accepted as furnishing a final solution
of the problem of work. It is probable that
under exiihng conditions, some such changes as
these are all we can hope for over large areas of
induibial hfe

; perhaps, indeed, without a general
recogmtion of the real social significance of large
scale produftion, the 'jtSt we can ever do will consist
of further modification of induilrial conditions
along these Unes. Yet all this does virtually
nothing to make work a means of worthy self-
expression.

The high degree of specialisation which has
foUowed the introduaion and improvement of
induflrial machinery, confines large multitudes of
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people to occupations which consi^ of repeating

the same small routine operation all day and every

day ; and the mentally benumbing and demoral-
ising consequences of this type of work is one of

the commonplaces of social observation. Not
the lea^ of the social services of Trade Unionism
is that it has furnished to men occupied in purely

mechanical work an intere^ which has helped to

keep their minds alive. It is rarely recognised how
inevitably certain of our graver social evils are

connefled with the devitalising influences of
modern induilrial conditions. Undoubtedly one
of the taoH powerful causes of the deadly grip

of the drink traffic upon society is the opportunity
it provides of re.idlion from the depressing and
deadening round of the shop. The saloon ^rikes

a kind of psychological balance with the fadlory.

The well-meaning persons who suppose that open
spaces, museums, art galleries, and the like will

furnish effeflual off-sets to the public house,

overlook the fa(5l that the peculiar depression to

which the faftory worker is subjedled demands
a relief more vivid and more violent than these

more refined avenues of diversion offer. Temper-
ance reformers have greatly negledled this aspect

of their problem; and prohibition without any
accompanying provision for the healthy equilibra-

tion of human energies is likely to have conse-
quences that may a^onish and perhaps confound
its advocates.

But the remedy for this and the other penalties
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which society has to pay for its induilrial syflem
IS not to be found in the abandonment of large-
scale processes and reversion to an earlier fashion
of produflion. Machinery certainly supplanted
a more human, kindlier way of life ; and not even
the extensive factory legislation which has tempered
the worfl excesses of the new way, has compensated
for the passing of the amenities of the older sy^em.
We have, however, to count upon the permanence
and the Hill further extension of large-scale
processes. Obviously it is not intrinsically an
evil thing, potentially it is an asset of incalculable
value to society. Even its monotonies have their
uses

;
for a certain amount of routine work is good

for every man. It is only evil when it is excessive.
The disadvantages which belong to large-scale
produftion are on the whole incidental, and owe
their origin chiefly to laissez faire and the economic
motive. Once this vicious connexion is dissolved
and produdlion for need and use becomes the
general rule, the very proficiency of our large-
scale processes will liberat a great volume of
human energy for the pursuit of the spiritual ends
of life.

For the elimination of the profit-intereil, and
the regulation of produdlion on the basis of cal-
culated demand, will at once lead to a very con-
siderable diminution in the number of working
hours. It is questionable whether, with indu^rial
processes properly organised, it would be necessary
for any man to spend more than four hours a day
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in the adlual produflion of necessities. This
refers, of course, to the ilriflly mechanical depart-
ments of prodiKJlicn. In agriculture, which
depends upon seasons and weather conditions, it

is obvious that a standardised day is impradlicable.
Moreover, agriculture is an avocation which has
its own peculiar compensations. It is carried on
in the open-air and has elements of variety and
change to which the induilrial worker is a Granger.
Yet, even in agriculture the great extension of
mechanical and labour-saving inilruments should
go far to mitigate the acknowledged disadvantages
of the life. The evils attaching to the work of the
farmer and his labourer are, however, largely
extrinsic. It is the dullness and monotony of his
spare hours that weigh moil heavily upon him.*
With the indu^rial, it is different. He does not
lack opportunity of sodal life in so much as he
lives normally in large populous centres; but the
atonic condition to which he is reduced by the
circumstonces of his work, renders him incapable
of creating and enjoying the beil kind of fellow-
ship. He is either too weary for any kind of
fellowship and sits at home reading the newspaper,
and then to bed; or he turns in his need of
compensating excitement to the que^ionable
atmosphere of the public-house. A small minority

.J!v.T!?' P^l""
wholely inadequate remuneration of the

agricultural labourer does not come under discussion here, as
Uie argument assumes that the principle of the national minimum
]ff ^'? ^•.i.^''" ^TP''™ « *' "o" reasonable in view

?\J. "? "t" '" England a minimum wage for agricultural
labourers has been fixed and ia to operate for five years?
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1 JlT' '^ ™''' " " P^b-bly should, thlt

a Share m the work of maintaining its nafural lifeand so take his part in mechanical produS^S"herl

toil'LirH"^^. 'i"
-'^-P-«ble mec^'nt

oa^ .
**"*^'''"^^''°"^'*"«'tberedu«dto a very low pomt indeed.

K in addition men are trained from childhoodo uke the view that this toil is a necessaryS
lo. u K

**'»°^Ph«e in which it is dischargedwould be orgamcally changed. To-^Zprevadmg note of speed and competitS^Sdues
A^place and sense o comradeship to very na.!::;
limits. The general attitude of antagonismbe^een capital and labour infedb the air.ITZonly makesco-operation between theadmi;i«ratr^eand produ^ive functions impossible, but i„t^duces a subtle poison of disintegrat on intrri^mutual relations of the operatiVes T^e

° S
comradeship which appears fo eS is tS wS.
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is created by the need under present conditions

of safeguarding class interests. When men of all

classes have been brought up to regard a certain

amount of mechanical toil as an honourable

obligation to the society to which they belong,

they will naturally accept their share in the common
task and bring themselves to it in a spirit of com-
radeship.

VII

But it is useless to suppose that we have done all

that is needed when we have thus relieved the

irksomeness of the day's work. Indeed, we have

(if we leave it at that) only created a great peril

—

the peril of deterioration which always attends

unused or ill-used leisure. " Satan finds some
mischief SiiU for idle hands to do ;

" and the

antidote to idleness lies in providing things to do

that unoccupied hands will turn to do with

readiness. Yet it were fatal to regard this as a

problem of utilising spare time. We have indeed

a greater and worthier task on hand ; and the

dra^ic shortening of the ^atutory working day

provides us with our opportunity.

Genuine social progress and content is, as we
have seen, to be achieved only under conditions

where men have the opportunity, and are trained

in the exercise of the in^indl of creativeness. For

the great majority of men, the means of this self-

expression mu^ be found in some sort of manual
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th?''^r, •

'' T^ ''^ '^' ^°™ °^ ^°^k. Perhapshe ,olut.o„ hcs ..the princfple of " one man, two

inec..ai...J „| involved in social upkeep, and the
otheracraftinwhichamanmayexerdseandexpress
something of his own independent mind. PosSy

as u ihty-trades and vocations, the one necessarv
quahty of the latter being that men should be aS
to put their whole souls into their tasks ; and in

s,WeM'
'""^^

""f
°^' '^'^^'^ P^°''"<^'ve kind,

fitly be tasks of beauty as well. We require
something of the nature of a revival of the older
type of craftsmanship in which the xiihetic
faculties found room for expression; and in the
matter of clothing and house-furniture and decora-
tion there is ample room for the development of a
revived craftsmanship where use will go hand inhand with beauty. It should plainly be an
organic part of educational policy to provide for
the early laying of the foundations of original and
creative craftmanship. In any wise sy^em of
education the period of adolescence should bemarked by a very definite differentiation of
vocational traming (without negledting the other
elements of a generous education). Aptitudes
should be watched for; and the growth of the
youth should be stimulated along the lines of his
natural inclinations. Especially should any signs
of mdependent and original creative power be
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encouraged. Change of this sort can, of course

be brought about only gradually; but it should

be faced seriously if society is ever to be emanci-

pated from its baleful subjedlion to the economic

motive.

That we find it difficult to believe that any

change along these lines is possible is due chiefly

to a lack of acquaintance with any other conditions

than those which exi^ to-day. But William Morris

and John Ruskin found no difficulty in believing

that men would work " for the joy of the working,"

provided that they had work to do which had in it

the elements of joy. It was so that they worked

themselves ; and the subilance of their teaching

was a plea that work should be made once more a

delight by being raised to the plane of art—that

is to say, that it might become the avenue of

independent creative self-expression. It would

doubtless take several generations before this

do&iine could be e^blished as a habit of mind and

society organised conformably to it, but it is no

cheap speculation which foresees, arising out of a

progressive liberation and discipline of the creative

inflindls of a community, a new birth of art. The

creative urge would, like the sun, shoot out coronas

of flaming achievement; art itself might climb to a

plane it has never hitherto known and break out in

directions which we in our present flate of spiritual

purblindness cannot anticipate. At leail.it is some-

thing to be remembered that those days in England

in which indu^was alive with a fine craftsmanship
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and a generous comradeship, were also the days
wh^chproducedthefineflmonumentsofEnghshaT

VIII

k,-n?l° u'k^'*'°"
°^ '°""*y "P°n lines of thiskind would be a protradted and difficult task • andhere one . concerned „,ore with the defiti;„"ofa tendency rather than the precise measuresnecessary to make it effedive. ObviousTy h

7J^\c
developmg sodal order. But theedu<a.on of mechanical toil to the lowe^ prad^c

Li T'' "^^ ' ^^""°"^ development o the

Z 7 1
*^^ ^'="^'^1 principle which we

be apphed m other regions, as for in^ance in thediitnbutive trades and in those occupations wh chare concerned with the disposal of'wSe Themcreasmg emphasis on hygiene has led to themulnpUcat,on of a number of "
waile-occupations,"

the ilreet-cleaner, the drain-man, the garbL-ma„

ril "'•^'^t"
''^ ^^^'°" we' have' e'er?nght to expe« so large an extension of scientific

produas of life as to make some at leail of these
occupations wholly superfluous. This type ofoccupation has meantime, the very undeTirabkand mjunous effedt of relegating those who are
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engaged in it to a condition of much social inferior-

ity ; and this is the more unju^, insomuch as the

health of the community depends so greatly upon its

being faithfully performed. It was a happy

inspiration to clothe the New York street-cleaners

in white; and it should have a sacramental

sugge^ion for their fellow citizens. For we are

familiar with a word which describes a mukitude

"arrayed in white garments." The innovation

e^blished a point of contadt between urban

cleanliness and holiness; and it is within this

cycle of social judgment that the wa^e occupations

should be placed. We should then take more

kindly to the only equitable solution of the problem

presented by this class of work, namely that it

should be shared out and that all the members of

the community should be liable to be called out in

companies, as they are now for jury service, to do

t'leir part of this indispensable work. This brings

the wa^e occupations into the same category

as the produdlive trades ; in point of fad, it is there

they really belong. There can be no intrinsic

difference of worth between the work of providing

for the needs of society and the work of disposing

of its wafle. For without either of these, society

cannot live.

The only class for which there should be no

room in a healthy social order is the social parasite.

It is to this class that the " idle rich " belong, the

people who neither toil nor spin yet fare sumptu-

ously every day at the expense of the labour of
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all needful. We have all the materiab of joyful

life when we have food to eat, a home to live in,

freedom and congenial work, comradeship and

love. And unless these become more and more

the sure possession of all, our social progress is no

more than a laborious sham.

:i



Chapter V.
THE ACHIEVEMENT OF FREEDOM

Lahennais.

I

So long as one man's subsiilence depends uponhe will of another, it is foolish to suppose thafhe«n in any real sense be free- and ^^7 u

Sr b°di"^^r"-.^
-Vhetade'ul„^^

bllhuf^^n" ^"''^"'^ '°^''^''' they have

ri,? ^V """"^ encroachments on the part ofAe ve^ed interests upon liberty of thought andconscience. Nevertheless, whl the presemacceptances of the industrial order prevaT he
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worker £ii\l lacks that liberty of the f jrson without
which the liberty of the mind, the crown and
safeguard of all liberty, can never be more than
partial. It is true that the serf was tied to the
land in a way in which the modern worker is not
tied to his job. Yet the difference is more apparent
than real ; for the worker has obtained this freedom
at the coit of that security of subsidence which the
serf did undoubtedly to some extent enjoy. The
worker may also choose his maSier as the serf could
not ; but it is nevertheless the choice of a maSier, a

man who didlates the terms and conditions of
employment, except in so far as the principle of
coUeftive bargaining has succeeded in entering in

and modifying the magisterial power of the
employer. Freedom of thought and conscience
is a vain thing except a man be able to translate

thought into adl and to obey the injuncflions of
his conscience ; and so long as a system, industrial

or other, imposes re^ridtions upon a man's control
of his own person, he does not possess that mobility
with which his own personal growth and his

ultimate social efficiency are organically bound up.
To complete our heritage of freedom, it is essential

that the worker should receive a guarantee of

economic security. His mind and his conscience
muil be delivered from the fear of ^rvation ; for

to-day it is only at the risk of exposing himself
and his children to hunger that he is able to assert

his liberty within the indu^rial region.*
* Upon the broader effects of the economic factor of property
ngha upon liberty, see pp. a46f.
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serfdom. For the presence in any society of a
permanently unprivileged and disabled element
which is condemned in perpetuity to do its menial
work is the undoing not only of liberty, but at
lail of the society itself.

The problem of hberty resolves itself therefore
into that of the liberty of the mind. The coming
achievement of economic independence is due
largely to the circumilance that the Trade Unions
have afforded a sanduary for intellertual freedom
againfl the danger of encroachment upon it by
the sy^em of private capital and the conditions
of the machine indu^ry.* It mu^, however, be
remen-bered that the freedom of the mind is

dependent on fadors other than external; and
chiefly upon the capacity to use mind in coherent
and purposeful ways. A mind capable of such
use will not long remain bound. This aspedl of

• It is worth notidng that on the other hand, the growth of themachine industry has itself indireOly co-operated in this process.
It follows as a consequence of the large and increasing require-

ments enforced by the machine technology that the period of
preliminary training is necessarily longer, and the schooUne
demanded for general preparation grows unremittingly more
exaflmg. So that, apart from all que^ion of humanitarian
sentiment or of popular fitness for den.ocratic citizenship,
it has becoine a matter of economic expedi-ncy, simply as a
proposition in technological efficiency at largi-. to enforce the
exemption of children from induilrial employm'int until a later
date and to extend their effeftive school age appi iciably beyond
what would once have been sufficient to meet all the common-
place requirements of skilled workmanship.- (Thorflcin
Veblen, The InOina of Workmanship p. 3M.) ThS
educational process has had consequences beyond those immedi-
ately sought. The quickening and enlargement of mind which
nave followed even the very inadequate education hitherto
provided in the common schools, have made a very considerable
contribution to the movement for economic emancipation.
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ignorant by those whose fntereils would be

imperilled by change. It is only by a recognition

of the social significance and value of dissent, and

the important part it has played in hi^orical

progress, that we are likely to reach a proper

underAanding of the true democratic attitude to it.

In the hi^ory of religion, it is plain that dissent

has almofl always proved tobetheorganof advance,

and if not of advance, at leait of a saner balance

of religious faith and pra^ice ; and it may be said

with not a little assurance that whether in church

or ilate, the dissent that has gained a reasonable

following has been evoked by the need of vindi-

cating some natural right or emphasising some
truth or fad) of experience which was negleified or

obscured in the traditional syntheses. It may ^ill

further be ^ated, that whereas dissent has been

denounced by its contemporaries as disruptive and

ho^ile to social solidarity, it has in point of fad

been the produfl of a larger social vision than that

current in the exiting conventions. D
usually been created by the desire to b' ku. ^ .

basis of human fellowship.

This will be seen by an appeal to the mental

outlook of the dissenter. Of course every

dissenting movement has been hampered and

prejudiced, and its ideals muddied by the adhesion

to it of temperamental rebels, and the type of

crank which gathers around any Aandard of revolt,

juil as the opposition to dissent has been degraded

by its readiness to accept the help of " lewd fellows
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of the baser sort." But when one penetrates to
tne core of the movement in the mind of its chief
exponents we find ourselves in a peculiarly pure
and Simulating air. The great hiSorical rebels
nave almoS mvariably been afluated by a social
passion.

Some day perhaps a competent iludent may give
iw a work upon the psychology of the rebel. That
there is something typical about the mentality of
the great rebels may be gathered . even from a
cursory reading of a few obvious biographies.
There is usually an abnormal mental sensitiveness
combined with great physical restlessness, a keen
craving for comradeship, combined with
fondness for solitude and lonely meditation,
a vivid perception of present evils together
with a passion for a future which should
re«ore some ancient simplicity, a tendency—
once the firA Sep in revolt has been taken, —to
broaden the rebellious front to include other issues,
a frequent admixture of imegrity of character
with a certam irregularity of conduct. Yet this
IS only the psychological basis; and the real
differentia of the true rebel lies in the character
of the occasion which crystallises his mental make-
up into a definite course of action.

Disraeli used to speak of the " two nations "
which mhabited England. These were the
privileged people and the disinherited. But that
IS a phenomenon peculiar neither to England nor
to the modern world. It is the great permanent
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line which divides the human race from top to

bottom into two classes. We belong either to

the exploiting race or the exploited, are either

top dogs or under-dogs. The Greek cities with

all their emphasis upon freedom yet thought of it

as the prerogative of the few. " There were

vague beginnings of a new ideal in Athens, but

even in Athens personal liberty such as in now
connedled with the world ' democracy ' was

confined to a very small percentage of the

population."* The remainder were women and

slaves upon whose subordination the entire social

order re^ed. The line of division has not always

been political or economic. In our own time the

acute sense of disinheritance has been the main-

spring of the femini^ movement. In religion

especially the cleavage has been conspicuous.

The Reformation controversy about the layman's

rights to receive the chalice in the Sacrament

was at bottom a repudiation of the tradition of a

privileged ca^e ; and every considerable reform-

ation of religion has involved a challenge to

prieAcraft on the part of a disinherited laity.

It is the clear perception of this circum-

^ance—the subordination of that mass

which we commonly designate " the people,"

the appeal of a disinherited class, of " the army

of workers," as Lord Morley said, " who make

the moSi painful sacrifices for the continuous

nutrition of the social organisation," which

* G. D. Bums, Gretk Ideals, p. 76.
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conflitutes the decisive factor in shaping the rebel's
mind and course of life. It sometimes happens
that a combination of circumilances throws the
need of the disinherited into sharp relief, and the
ensumg ferment creates the leader ad hoc. as it
were. The dismtegration of the old feudal bondsm England liberated the social discontent which
roused John Ball and made him the inspirer of
the Peasants' Revolt. Dr. Lindsay in his History
of the Reformation tells us of the existence of
an aftive and wide-spread evangehcal piety in
Germany long before the Reformation, and it was the
sharp contrail between the spiritual hunger
of the people and the barren externality
and corruption of medieval ecclesia^cism,
at lail brought to a head by Tetzel's peddling of
mdulgences, that precipitated Luther's crisis and
with it the Reformation. The crisis in the early
development of Kansas undoubtedly marked a
^ge in John Brown's development. But whether
we may be able or not to trace decisive occasions
of this kind in the life of the rebel, the common
mark of the rebel mind is a passion for the common
people. It has been said of Rousseau that "it
was because he had seen the wrongs of the poor
not from without but from within, not as a pitying
spedhtor but as one of their own company, that
he by and by brought such fire to the attack of
the old order and changed the blank praOice of
the older philosophers into a deadly affair of ball
and shell." Similarly Professor Dowden says
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of Shelley that "it was the sufferings of the
indu^rious poor that especially claimed his
sympathy; and he thought of publishing for
them a series of popular songs which should inspire
them with heart and hope."* Tolfloi, according
to Romain Rolland, had for the labouring people
a "Grange affeftion, absolutely genuine," which
his repeated disillusionments were powerless to
shake. Sometimes, as in the case of Glendower,
Mazzini and " nationaliil " rebels generally, it is not
the case of a disinherited class but of an oppressed
nation which shapes the rebel's course. The great
rebel in every case is made by the lure of the
disinherited.

But it is not only compassion for the disinherited
which moves the rebel, but a profound faith in their
power to work out their own salvation. The appeal
to the people has been of the essence of rebel
policy. The Peasants' Revolt in England was
Emulated by John Ball's doggerel verse, which
was specially intended to iliv discontent. "Wyclif,"
says John Richard Green, "appealed, and the
appeal is memorable as the fir^ of such a kind in
our hi^ory, to England at large. With an amazing
induilry, he issued traft after tra(fl in the tongue of
the people itself." He wrote " in the rough, clear
homely English " of the ploughman and trader of
his day. The Tradlarians of a later date were only
imitating their great Oxford precursor when they

vZ^T'^^u W' ot^'^«'y P- 437. The "Songs andPoems for the Men of England," were published in 1810, after
aheiiey s death.
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that heritage of opportunity of which they were

^

cheated by the cupidity and cunning of the great.

;
He assailed the Ba^illes of conilituted authority,

\
and battered hoary in^itutions that people might—
at this point or that—come into their own. He

]
sought to fling out wide the frontiers of privilege

that the poor and the outcafl might come into a

world of larger life.

Mr. Welb has recently told tis that " from the

firfl dawn of the human Sioty" man has be.-n

"pursuing the boundary of his possible com-
munity." But the prime agent of this pursuit

has been the dissenter. Dissent has proved itself

to be the growing point of society. Yet the

dissenter has been ^oned and hanged by his

contemporaries. Mu^ it ever be so ? Is there no
conceivable social order in which it shall be
unnecessary to treat the moral pioneer as a

criminal ? As yet we have not achieved it. Our
limit hitherto has been a kind of toleration rather

grudgingly accorded so long as the dissenter does

not disturb us over much. But no society will

ever be truly free until it has reached the point not

only of frank toleration but of the serious encourage-

ment of disseniing opinion. For dissent is after

all only a manifeilation of the " elan vitale " of a

living society; and it should be greeted with a

cheer. A society incapable of dissent or of toler-

ating it has entered upon its lail phase.
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is the inner embodiment of an irrevocable and

infrangible moral order. This does not, of course,

imply that every " conscientious objeftor

"

interprets the mord order rightly, but simply that

it is, as and in so far as he sees it, the moral order

for him. His judgment may be fallacious ; but

what is in que^ion is not so much the soundness

of his judgment as the sincerity of his conviftion ;

and we are rather apt to forget that moral sincerity

is a greater asset to society than a logical correfti-

tude. It is difficult to see how any one who takes

a " religious " view of the world can escape this

conviflion. Even Lord Morley, who speaks of

"the higher expediencies" where a religious

believer might speak of an ultimate moral order,

reaches the judgment that this is a region in which

no man ought to compromise. It is on this

account singular that the mofl draAic criticism of

the conscientious objeflor, both in England and

America, has come from miniilers of religion ; and

it is more singular ^ill that this severity of criticism

should have chiefly come from miniflers of the

non-authoritarian churches which were born out

of the struggle for the rights of conscience.

When Glad^one challenged English Catholics

to say how they would ad in the event of a collision

between the commands of the Queen and the

Pope, the greateil of modern En-- 'sh Catholics

took up the gage and gave answer. " It is my

rule," said Newman, " both to obey the one and

to obey the other ; but that there is no rule in this
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Lamennais. His hard fight for religious liberty

in France was precisely for the right of the Catholic

to render the Pope a full and undivided allegiance

in all matters relating to the content and practice

of faith. But a time came when the Pope came

to exa£i from Lamennais a submission he was

unable to make. As he would not allow the flate

to have jurisdidlion in the spiritual sphere, so he

denied to the Pope jurisdiftion in the civil. The

Pope would not consent to this modification of his

claim to authority and demanded of Lamennais

an unqualified submission. Whereupon Lamennais

replied, " MoS Holy Father, a word from your

Holiness is always enough for me, not only to

obey it in all that religion ordains but to comply

with it in all that conscience allows."* " Outside

the Church," he wrote to the Countess de Senfft,

"in the ^rictly temporal order, and more par-

ticularly in that which touches the affairs of my

country, I do not recognise any authority which

has the right to impose au opinion uoon me or to

didlate my condud. I say it emphatically, in that

sphere which is not that of the spiritual power, I

will never renounce my independence as a man;

nor will I, for thought or adion, ever take counsel

but of my conscience and my reason."t In this

course, Lamennais followed the judgment of

Cardinal Jacobatus, in what Newman calls his

" authoritative work upon councils." " If it were

• Bouurd, Lamennait, sa via tt sts do&rims IL p. 383.

t Ibid, II., p. 370.
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of loyalties was very concrete and authentic. The
Socialifl conscientious objedlor who sees in the
International, if not the city of God, at leai> its

threshold, and who does not conceive himself
absolved from his loyalty to it even though the
German socialiib betrayed it, is moved by no
personal eccentricity, but by a real social emotion.
A sympathetic ^udy of the conscientious objedlor
brings him according to his measure into the same
category as the historical leaders of dissenting
movements. The decisive moral surrenders
which quicken and ennoble life are afls of obedience
to a social vision; and the only really moral
attitude to men who make these surrenders, how-
ever variously they may make them, is that of the
dedication of a recent volume—" To all who are
fighting for conscience' sake, whether in the
trenches or in prison."* It is weU for the com-
munity that it should h-ve those within it who
are ready to endure ol quy and imprisonment
rather than be guilty c» what is to them a moral
apo^cy.
The conscientious objeftor—whatever the sub-

iea matter of his dissent—has always been an
exasperating figure to his orthodox contemporaries.
This is, of course, largely due to the inertia and
the dislike of dissent which settle upon middle-
aged communities ; but at the present time it is

probable that the impatience with the con-
scientious objedor springs from other and more

• Dr. Orchard's ene The Outlook for Religion.
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principles afterwards, if that be necessary." The

one hitches his wagon to a ilar ; the other hitches

it to anything that is going his way. Upon the

merits of this kind of controversy, contemporary

judgments are notoriously unsafe ; unfortunately,

none of us will be living at the time when it will

be possible to say with assurance who was in this

case the true realiA after all. Meantime, the

conscientious objeftor, however despised, may help

us to a healthier balance between uhimate principle

and immediate process than any of us have had

this many a day.

But along with the mechani^ic habit of thought,

there is a survival of the Hegelian idealism which

has been chiefly responsible for the modern

apothesis of the national ftate. It is not the

Prussian only who has affirmed the sovereignty

and omnicompetency of the flate and its right

to undivided obedience ; but being more mechan-

ically and remorselessly logical than his neigh-

bours, he has carried the dodlrine to a more definite

point. But it seems to be generally assumed in

all popubr political thinking that our loyalty to the

^te should be not only firA but absolute over all

the other loyalties of life. In our day this view

has received, particularly in democratic com-

munities, a subtle and plausible reinforcement from

the growing emphasis upon the h£i of social

solidarity with its implication that the consensus

of the community fixes the norm of condufl. A

man's conscience should refleft the coUeiflive
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conscience of the society. Moreover, th

tarian populates of republican dem j , are
conftrued to require a uniformity of condu<a no
less complne than that demanded by the political
theory of autocracy ; and the unpardonable sin
IS to break the ranks. "The true democratic
prmciple," says Lord Afton, "that every man's
free wiU shall be as unfettered as possible, is taken
to mean that the free will of the colle«ive people
shall be fettered in nothing."* Democracy which
has sloughed the archaism of ariilocracy has yet
to outgrow the Austinian do<flrine of sovereignty
if It is not to be in danger of ceasing to be the
sanfluary and becoming the grave of liberty, and
MHth hberty of much else beside. When it no
longer tolerates the nonconformifl and the moral
pioneer, " its doom is writ

;
" for once more let

It be repeated that historically dissent of this type
has always proved to be the growing point of
society.

This is not a plea for the conscientious objeftor
but for democracy. Newman said that if the Pope
spoke againft conscience, "he would commit a
suicidal aft. He would be cutting the ground
from under his feet." The authority of the Pope
is not shaken because he concedes to conscience
the liberty of dissent; rather it is confirmed.
Even more so do the Stability and growth of
democracy depend upon its recognition of the
inviolability of the individual conscience; for

• Lord Aflon, Tht Hiilory of UUrty.
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democracy cannot live except its roots be deep

ilruck in the moral nature of man. The ultimate

battleground of democracy is in men's hearts ; and

its appeal muit at la^ ever be to men's consciences.

But the appeal to conscience has no meaning unless

conscience be free ; and when demoaacy con-

Sbeaias men's consciences it is writing off its own

spiritual charter. Even in time of war it is safer

for democracy to let a hundred shirkers go scot-

free rather than run the risk of penalising an

honeA conscience. For by its affirmation of the

sovereignty of conscience it reinforces the con-

sciences of all its members and wins the deeper

loyalty of those who are contained to dissent

from its policy on particular issues.

IV

The growth of the democratic ideal is bound up

with the acceptance of the freedom of the mind

in all its consequences—even at the risk of some

disorder; and the difficulty which political

democracy is apt even in normal times to find in

conforming to this view is due to the fadl that it

has not yet perceived the logic of its own firfl

principles. This in its turn is at leaA to some

extent to be accounted for by the survival in

democracies of mediaeval conceptions of authority.

We do not need to take into account those dodrines

of authority which are begotten of the divine right

of kings and are now clearly at their lail gasp.

The divine right of kings is, however, assumed
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to have fallen upon democratic governments ; and
though they may not exercise authority for the
same ends as an autocrat of the old ^le, yet they
conceive of it as operating in the same way.
Theoretically, authority in democracies is exercisedm the intere^ of social ju^ice; but we HtU
suppose that the discipline of social ju^ce muit
be imposed upon men from without.
Apparently the assumption underlying the

authoritarian position is that human nature is
mcurably anarchic, that it is its inilindtive tendency
to be wayward and disruptive, and that there is no
remedy for this ^te of things except that of
puttii^ it in a cage, of surrounding it with a fine
mesh of arrefls, checks and repaints. This view
may owe something of its modern length to the
theological dodlrine of the total depravity of human
nature—a dogma no longer held by sane people.
We know that if we do hold a dodlrine of original
sm It muil be held together with the no less true
do(arine of original goodness. But the authori-
tarian is theologically orthodox ; man to him is a
born rebel, a natural anarchift ; he holds that he
IS organically antisocial; and there is therefore
nothing to do with him but to treat him Uke a
wild animal and put him behind bars. It is of
course possible to subdue anarchy in this way,
and to produce some kind of order—for a time.
But it should be observed that what happens is
that liberty is not so much disciplined as denied

;

and as it appears to be the inherent and incurable
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tendency of authority to feed upon itself and to

grow fat, the natural consequence is the pro-

gressive de^udlion of liberty. The hi^orical

rea(£tion from the excess of authority is a violent

revubion to wild and bloody anarchy ; and over

again^ authority, the only hope of liberty is to

divide and to keep it divided.

As a matter of fafl in democratic communities,

there is a curious discrepancy between theory

and praflice ; and—somewhat unusually—our

pradlice is better than our theory. The mediaeval

do<ftrine of authority Aill haunts our political and

social thinking; but there are few people in a

democratic community who behave themselves

only when and because there is a policeman about.

The whole Arufture of law (of which the policeman

is the symbol) re^ upon the proposition that it is

possible to define and to enforce those moral

obligations which are essential to the cohesion and

the order of the community, those things which

members of a society mu£l do or abstain from

doing if the society is to hold together at all.

Law does not do more than Aate the loweA common
terms of social duty. It does not cover "the

whole duty of man." The maximum of legal

obligation is the minimum of moral obligation.

That is why the law does not touch ordinary

folk^xcept, of course, in formal adjuilments of

affairs of business or property. In the region of

personal condudl, law is for decent folk in normal

times a pure irrelevancy. We not only keep the
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law but we to some degree transcend it, and we do
so without thinking about it. The policeman has
no terrors for us because we do not approach his
trontiers

; and he has terrors only for the wilful
social misfit whose native anarchy is Sill untamed.
Law, that is, imposes the discipline of social
justice only upon the exceptional case, the indi-
vidual who is contemptuous or negligent of his
social duty. Upon the great majority of people
It IS imposed from within—sometimes indeed by the
fear of public opinion, but chiefly by a more or
ess effedtive social sense. We are free from the
law not because we take care not to break it, but
because a higher principle has lifted us outside
and beyond its bounds. Our righteousness truly
exceeds the righteousness of the Scribes and the
Pharisees, that is, of the legal mind ; and that is
because a higher principle of righteousness is at
work withm us. This higher principle of righteous-
ness is of course no other than our own independent
and energised sense of social obligation. The
degree to which it is effeflual may and does vary
in different persons ; but it is not to be queflioned
t^t democracy exifts because of the increasing
efficiency of the inward sense of social obligation
m Its members. Its further development is
contmgent upon the measure in which this inner
conibraint supersedes coercive machinery as the
organ of social juilice.

It is, of course, better for men to live under law
than in anarchy. What we have to under^nd

Ml
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concerning law and its machinery is that it is a
ilage in the evolution of social order and in our
education into true freedom. At the same time
it muSl not be forgotten that the law itself may
become a real hindrance to this process. Juil
because law is a definition of obligation, it tends to
be regarded as fixing the outmo^ limits of social
duty ; and whatsoever we do beyond these limits
ranks as work of supererogation. That is bad
enough; but worse may happen. One may
suppose that outside these limits, any kind of
condufl is admissible; and law, despite its

intention, may therefore arre^ the growth of the
social sense. The social sense, that is, is expefted
to operate up to frontier line defined by the law

;

beyond that point, it is not called upon to adl. We
require to introduce into men's minds a different

conception of law from that popularly current.
It is the office of the law to make itself superfluous ;

and its adminiilration requires not a super^itious
veneration of its maje^ or a pedantic respedl for
its letter, but humanity and common sense. The
law is overmuch conceived as our goaler ; properly
understood, it is, as St. Paul said of the Mosaic
Law, our " schoolmailer." But so long as we
talk about " vindicating " the law more than
reclaiming the offender—as the legal mind is apt
to do—so long will men tend to regard the law not
as a ^epping-ftone to higher things, but as an
irksome repaint; and while we indulge in tall

talk about the majeily of the law, we make law-
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abidingness "the kw and the prophets." and

IS the hope of the democratic ideal.
The further development of the democratic

would appear to be contingent upon the growth ofthe mtenor discipline of social iuHicI JSh a
consequent duninution in the influence of exterior^gal sanft^ons. If society is to be regarded^
« any sense truly organic, and if consequently
Its vitahty is to be measured by its capadtyfor
vanauon, .t is plain that it mu^ be releLdWthe tendency to uniformity which is entailed in ar«gn of law." Augustine's definition of liberty
« pertinent here-Love God and do as you pleajand translated out of the idiom of religion Jo thaof sociology (which is like unto it) the rule runs

'

Love your neighbour and do as you pS'
tation

;
and while it may in this way repress th

waywardness of individualism, it does To at the

?heT/ .*'' P""°"^ *^8, individu4
The task of democracy is that of defying indi-
viduahsmand of cultivating individuality L.W
IS the condition in which a man may be true
to himself through everything, and may live outthe ogic of his own diilinftive spiritual endow-
ments. But because personality is essentially
social, a man cannot be true to himself until he
«s m a true sense delivered from himself. An
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effecftual social discipline is a necessary condition
of a real liberty. It is not a check upon liberty
but its indispensable concomitant. Without it,

liberty overshoots its bolt and decoys itself.

But this relation is a mutual one. Not only
does a social conscience safeguard and discipline
liberty ; but its own mating with liberty works for
its liberation. We have seen how the influence of
legaliilic preconceptions tends to arreit the growth
of the social conscience ; how the school of law may
become the prison of legalism. The social con-
science is something more than a moral critic or
invigilator ; it has the quality of a creative energy ;

and once it is " free from the law," it is for ever
trying to outdo itself. It is indeed only an
adventurous social conscience of this kind that will
avail to overcome those diilinftions of class which
conilitute the immemorial and multiform schism
of our race. We have to work not only for the
socialisation of liberty but also for the liberation
of our social in^indb ; and this is to be done by
an equal mating of liberty and die social conscience.
This is, in the main, the office of the teacher and
the preacher, but meantime a great deal is to be
done by a syflematic effort to multiply and develop
those social contadls which already exiil either
a<nually or potentially.

The final reason for this mating is not merely to
make room for dissent in the community. That,
indeed, is only an inddental thing which serves
to teil the quality and extent of the community's
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freedoin. Freedom ;=

« the only coSS u^V wS" ''""' "
expression becomes r^l^^ '"'^r^

"^-
spint mu^ have inH.«._-j

*^^""** The human

^ to beits'^^hr rrw?nTt:::* v^^

achieve something bes^d^t /r^'^I.J^^rof a democracy resolute to live ou" he fnli
• ?

-tes of its fir^ prinrip,^ mu^ Lf Jte'^S"'"alone, but /r«rfom ««rf/e/fo,.4
"
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THE PRACTICE OF FELLOWSHIP.

" We aie memben one of another."—ST. Padi.

" Forsooth, brothers, feUowship is heaven, and lack rf feUow-

sbip is hell ; fellowship is life and lack of fellowihip is iatk :

and the deeds that ye do on earth, it is for feUowstop s sake thai

ye do them ; and the life that is in it, that shall live on and on

for ever, and each one of you part of it, while many a mans Ufe

upon the earth from the earth shall wane.

" Therefore I bid you not to dweU in hell but m heaven
;
or

whiU ye muft, upon earth, which is part of heaven, and fOTOoth

no foul part."—WttLiAH Momns, Th* Dnam of John BaU.

" Sana d'«g«litt done, point d-unit* !
suis libert* point

d'tgalit* : mais point de libert* non plus sans des devoirs mutuels

volontairement accomplis, c'est-«-dire accomplU par le volonM

se portant d'elle-mtme et tans contrainte a tout ce qui produit

I'union entre les Itres (gauz ; autrement chacun n auroit

d'autre regie que son intfatt, sa passion. Et du confllt de t«it

de passions, de tant d'int*r«s opposts naltroient aussitM, avec

la guerre, 1> servitude et la tyrannie. Or, rob«iss«.ce libre au

devoir est une obiissance d'amour ; et lorsque Tamour

s'afJoiblit, la libertt decline en m«me proporHon. A la place

de I'union volontaire et morale, dont 11 est le principle, 1« force,

loi des brutes, opfee une ution purement mattrieU*.—

Lahinnais, Affains dt Rami.

IT
is usually assumed that the diibnflively

social en'.* of life begins " after business hours."

There is, we say, " no room for sentiment in

business,"—which is part of the intolerable price

we pay for our subjeAion to the economic motive.

In business the presumption is that we are all

competitors; when business is over we are

prepared to be friends. The formaUty and the

insincerity of much social intercourse in our time-

not to speak of its utter fruitlessness for any healthy
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human good-has its origins largely in the banish-
ment of leUowship from the "business end" of
hfe. This IS not to say that there is not a great
deal of wholesome human intercourse in modernWe or that there are not genuine friendships
between busmess competitors and between
pnnapals and subordinates in indufby; but it is
generally true that we conceive of commerce and
mduftry as admitting of no extensive exercise
of the humanities ; and for this habit of mind we
are punished by a deep impoverishment of life
There is a sense in which the druggie for hbertymay be regarded as being essentially a Juggle to

broaden the basis of human fellowship
; and it is

undoubtedly true that forms of privilege are the
moSl prolific causes of social schism. No com-
munity possesses the conditions of real fellowship
whi^e It is (as modern communities are) divided into
to^ogs and underdogs, whether the topdogs be
ari^ocrats or plutocrats, and the underdogs be
serfs or wage-slaves. For the poison of privilege
«s apt to permeate the whole body; and an
exploited class may itself be composed of exploiters
to our day the queil and the possession of pecuniary
advantage has so grievously muddied the springs
of fellowship that we live in a chronic temper of
mutual suspicion and di£iiu£t. We do not
coniKtute living societies ; we are but coUedlions
of mdividuals who live together because we mu^,
and come no nearer to each other than is necessary
tor the mdispensable common operations of life
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Lord Morley has pointed out that the business of

the Irish Land League lay as much in adjujling

feuds among its own members as in carrying on

their common feud again^ the landlords. Within

small circles there is, of course, much genuine

friendly exchange and co-operation; there are

holiday occasions when good temper and good

fellowship rule; but for the reil, we chiefly live

under jungle law.

It is essential to the creation of a living sodety

that we should recognise that the principle of

fellowship is a condition of the higheil fruitfubess

of human effort in every part of life. But fellow-

ship in this conneftion means something more than

the casual and superficial cameraderie of one's

leisure hours. It mu^ be translated into concrete

policies and into organised and suilained co-

operation. In this sense its application to industry

is one of the firA conditions of its reiloration in

other regions and in other senses. Indeed, it may
be regarded as the natural complement of that

change in the worker's ^tus which we have seen

to be impending. Free men will flow into fellow-

ship as the ciilem 'to the river ; and the " demo-

cratic control " of industry is the name we give to

the praflice of fellowship in induilry which is the

clear sequel to the do<%ine of partnership.

Mr. Sidney Webb, as we have seen, advocates

the grant of a " conilitution " to induiby ; but

this proposal suffers from the inherent dtitA of

the well-meaning experiments in co-partneiship
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and profit-sharing of which there have been not
a few m recent years. This defe(fl a that all alike
preserve the line of privilege. The benefits are
granted as concessions from above ; and generally
as incentives to greater assiduity. There can be
no objeflion to the granting of concessions from
above so long as those who are above come down
and fland on the same footing as those below.
Butsolongas a veflige of the old differentiation of
superior and inferior, of mafter and servant
renuiins, not aU the nominal co partnership and
profit-sharmg in the world can satisfy the conditions
of real partnership. While for instance the
admimflrative and executive branches of an
industry remain out of the sphereofco-partnership,
the partnership is a polite fidlion ; and it is only
by the passing of all the departments of an induflry,
adnuniibative as well as operative, into the control
of aU who carry tl^em on, that democratic con-
ditions can be eilablished. The theory of partner-
ship implies an aftual intereil in and an aftiial
control over all the divisions of an induflry •

and, while this does not imply that diredlion and
leadership and the powers of discipline will notiW be veiled in individuals, these individuals
will owe their position not to any antecedent
privilege but to the will and consent of the workers
as a whole.

On the surface there seems to be a dangei lt£i
such an arrangement may lead to an exclusive
and particular feUowship within separate induflries

!
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and therefore may militate againil the larger

fellowship of the community, a fellowship, that

is, of producers againA consumers. But it is not

contemplated that the control of the workers—

whether operative or adminiilrative—shall be

absolute over their induilry. That will in turn

be subjeA to the will of the commonwealth as a

whole—this superior authority being made

effedlive by such devices as the control of raw

material. This particular danger may, however,

be very easily exaggerated. After all, every

producer is a consumer ; and the co-operative

societies have shown that it is possible to create

a very fruitful fellowship of consumer and pro-

ducer. Moreover, this is a danger which we

imagine largely because we argue from existing

conditions. It will be greatly diminished as the

economic motive ceases to exercise its withering

influence upon men.

But it Elands to reason that men will do better

and more faithful work under conditions which

give them a diredl interest in and control over their

work. Both the quantity and quality of work

suffer to-day because nothing is left to the worker's

sense of honour and responsibility. It is only

a more or less irksome necessity to which the

worker goes apathetically and from which he turns

with relief. But convert it into a social task in

which fellowship may be a^ually realised in a

genuine participation in control, where manage-

ment is an affair of common counsel and not of
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autocratic fiats, where the ideal of public service
has superseded the purpose of private gain, and
you set free potentialities both of quality and
quantity of workiruinship of which under the
present demoralising .jndit.oi , u is not possible
to form a concep' ^sn.

Clearly the rt -'itr of fellowship it induilry tiaiA
be validated b> i..aking every p.s'tion of greater
responsibility open to eveiy vo.-ket ; and appoint-
ment to such positiois should be by choice of the
workers. That the wovkers may be trusted to
make good appointrntntj is demonilrated by the
sagacity which has generally been manifested in
the seledlion of their Union leaders j and this
is a far more certain guarantee of effeflive manag;
ment than the present syflem which often assij. >

incompetent men to important positions on grouiu
of kinship or " influence." It further goes without
saying that a genuine partnership implies the rigi.t

of withdrawal. A man muil be free to choose his
work and the place where he works. Freedom is

of the very essence of fellowship. Anything of
the nature of coercion or conscription would be
deadly to the spirit which it is desired to create.

II

Naturally a living society will require a living
fellowship in the ordering of its public affairs ; and
it is true that the arreil and corruption of democracy
—wheresoever those ills have befallen it—are due
more to the ignorance and the indifference of the
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mass of the people in tesped of their common
affairs than to any other single cause. This is ever
the opportunity of the demagogue and the spoils-

man. Where there is no vision, said the ancient
scribe, the people perish ; but the people perish
no less certainly where there is no common thought.
The mental indolence and inertia of the public
and the incompetency of public criticism is the
danger of the ^atesman, and the very life of the
carpet-bagging politician. The extent of this

ignorance and apathy—beyond the narrow hmits
where our pockets are concerned—is appalling.
Especially in regard to the external relationships

of their respeflive ilates, the common people have
lived in the pai> in great darkness, and as the war
has shown, in tii» shadow of death. If the masses
of the European peoples had been in 1914, as

well-informed concerning their neighbours as

they are to-day (and this does not say very much),
the war might well have never happened ; and it

is well that we should remember that the democratic
control of foreign policy, of which we ju^ly hope
much, will prove a vain thing without syflematic
education of the people in the matters which are

gathered up in the expression " foreign policy."

And, indeed, the main root of indifference is

ignorance ; for we are vitally interefled in nothing
of which we do not know something. It is to

education that we muSi look for our main remedy.
Some gleams of light have indeed already begun to

pierce our darkness. We have commenced to
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educate school children in the rudiments of civic
obligation

;
and there is no reason why hiilory and

ge^raphy should not be taught, not as at present
to ^ulate national pride or commercial efficiency,
but to generate a sympathetic and comprehensive
outlook upon human relationships. To this sub-
jeet we shall need to turn in more detail presently

;

here all we need is to premise that the Simulation
and mobilmtion of common thought requires an
education which shall equip the citizen with a
system of knowledge and ideas which will enablehim to respond to the challenge of the problems
of common life and approach them with intelli-
gence and sympathy. No one who is familiar
with the proceedmgs of parliaments and congresses
win require proof of the existence of this need
But this IS no more than a beginning. To

education muA be added the opportunity of free
and unfettered discussion. Every manner of
embargo or restraint on thought muil be removed.
When a Cambridge don once said that morning
chapel should be compulsory on the ground that
" there were no compulsory religion there would
be no religion at all, Thirlwall, afterwards Bishop
of St. David's, replied that the diilinflion was too
subtle for his apprehension. No less does restraint
upon thought lead to the deilrudlion of thought.
Yet thought, juil because it is free, requires some
method of ttSi and correflion ; and this is supplied
by discussion. In this region especially is fellow-
ship the necessary co-efficient of freedom. At
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present the comparative paucity of opportunities
of syflematic discussion, outside small circles and
coteries, has led to that lack of mental independence
to which the modem press owes its ordinate power.
The pathetic, not to say tragic, readiness of the
multitude to follow any demagogue in the press
who shouts loudly enough is a manife^ sign of
dangerous mental incompetency. The North-
cliffes and the Hearsts owe their influence to the
incapacity of the multitude to think for itself; and
no multitude will ever be able to think which does
not acquire the habit of thinking together.

It is impossible to eflimate the value of the New
England Town Meeting as an organ of discipline
in common thought; and some such focus of
public discussion there should be in every com-
munity. Nowadays the community elects a board
or a council and relegates the fundlion of discussion
to this body, and so far as its local affairs are
concerned goes to sleep until the next eledlion,
except perhaps for a small minority chiefly
composed of ho^ile critics. This elefled body
rarely reaches a plane of initiative and leadership
in thought even within the narrow province
committed to its care. Its discussions chiefly
gather around minor points of adminiilration

;

rarely dc they reveal any degree of conftruflive
originality. Yet the pubhc spirit which is the
life of a community needs continual ^imulus

;

and this ^imulus is dependent on discussion. It

is a frequent, almofl a con^ant complaint againil
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munjdpal bodies that they are composed of persons
who have axes of their own to grind, or who, though
they are not personally corrupt, are promoting the
advantage of particular intere^. There is no
way out of this difficulty save by the creation of
community centres for regular and free public
dwcussion Those who are charged with the
conduft of public affairs-whether local or national
—should be open to continuous and reasoned
popular criticism for which an eledlion allows no
opportunity.

The rapid extension of the public Forum in
America takes to some extent the place once filled
by the Town Meeting ; but its outlook is too general
and Its constitution too casual to enable it to
discharge the fundtions of the latter. Yet it has
a very important office to fill ; and in many respedb
It IS the mo^ promising objed in the outlook for
democracy in America. As yet it is too dependent
upon the platform ; and que^ions do not form an
adequate alternative to reasoned discussion
These are, however, defe(5b which will be remedied
as the movement develops. It is not at all
unprobable that the churches may find a way of
recovermg their social usefulness by the pro-
motion of the Forum method. Dr. Kirsopp Lake
has a theory that ju^ as the sacramental «age of
religion has passed, so now the " sermon " ^age
IS passing, and we are entering upon the "

dis-
cussion " ^age. It may be so. Certainly „o
human concern so Sbnds in need of vigorous and
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radical discussion as does religion ; and now that

it becomes increasingly evident that the day is

wholly gone when religion could be cultivated as

an isolated intere^ unrelated to the secular concerns

of life, it will be of untold advantage to the church
and to society, in the interefls of truth and right

thinking, that the free discussion of religion and
public affairs in the closed possible relation to one
another should be seriously fo^ered. Neither

religion nor any view of the world which does not

touch life at every point is likely to survive in an
age which is slowly learning the unity of all life.

In modern England, the Trade Union branches

have in many cases proved to be educational centres

of the utmo^ value ; but even more than the Trade
Unions has the Sociali^ propaganda, with its

challenge to discussion, proved a fruitful organ
of common thought on public affairs.

When we pass from the plane of local to that of

national intere^s we find a ^ate of things which
provokes wonder that any shred of democracy has

survived it. The syAem of political parties has

its roots in human nature ; and we are never

likely to outlive it. The quip that we are all born
either little Liberals or little Conservatives has

beneath it the fa<fl of a profound and perhaps

permanent difference of temperament. There are

those—and probably will always be—who take

less kindly to change than others ; and in this

difference there will always be ample room and

occasion for discussion and criticism. It is also
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well to remember that the conflift of sincerely held
opinion is one of the mofl fruitful forms of co-
operation in the search for truth. But there are
few exi^ng lines of party division which refledl
a genuine cleavage of convi(flion. The present
opposition of Repubhcan and Democrat in America
seems to have only a di^nt connedlton with that
profound division of opinion in which the oppo-
sition fir^ originated. In Great Britain, Liberal
and Conservative have ilood ideally for the two
necessary principles of freedom and order, progress
and ^lability; but the party conflift has r.iged

chiefly in recent times around the question of
power. It has been a duel of the " ins " and
" outs." There are, of course. Liberals like Lord
Morley, and Conservatives Ukc Lord Hugh Cecil,
whose political attachments reit upon deep and
reasoned convi(ftion ; but reasoned conviiflion is not
the main subjeft of interefl in the Whips' offices.

The final judgment upon the nature of the party
ftruggle is to be sought in the practical business of
eleftioneering. Dire<^ corruption is on the whole
rare in democratic countries ; but the organisation
of the party vote—whether in England or America
—is a wholly scandalous and deplorable business.
The praflicr of canvassing for votes, attended
frequently with intimidation and generally with a
good deal of insincere cajoling, the easily made
and easily forgotten ele<nioneering promises, the
frantic shepherding of sluggish voters to rhe polling
booth,—these things show how little swbOance of
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convi(flion and thought there is in the modem
political game. Canvassing is sometimes defended
as a method of political education ; occasionally

in competent hands it no doubt is so ; but anyone
who is acquainted with ele^ioneering methods
knows that the education is merely incidental to

securing the promise of a vote. Canvassing would
conceivably serve a useful purpose if the attempt
to extradl the promise of a vote were declared to be
in faifl what it is in spirit—a violation of the Ballot

Adl. It is questionable, however, how long the

practice of canvassing would survive this curtail-

ment. And in addition to this, all inducements
to drag unwilling and indifferent citizens to the

poll should be made illegal. Democracy is not

necessarily government by the mob. It is rather

government by the intelligent and the interested

;

and the remedy for popular apathy here, as eke-
where, is proper education.

The two-party sySlem of Great Britain, and in the

United States, may in time be replaced by the group
system as it prevaib on the continent of Europe.*
The group sySlem is subjeft to the evib and the

disadvantages attending the two-party syAem ; but

it has the diilindl advantage of m^ing possible

a larger range and variety of criticism. Neverthe-

less, whether under the two-party or group

conditions, it is doubtful whether the present

territorial arrangement of representation can ever

• The results of the lail General Eleflion in England seem
to bear out this anticipation.
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secure a truly democratic government. The
territorial arrangement is derived from a period
which long antedates the raikoad ; and improved
means of communication have created national
groups with specialised but ultra-local interefls,
and for the purposes of democratic government the
Labour Union (for inibnce) is as imporunt a unit
as the county. It is absurd that the only way in
which the specific intereils of organised labour
can be represented in the House of Commons is

by putting Labour candidates in competition with
Liberals and Conservatives in mixed conilituencies.
Some alleviation of this anomaly may be found in
the plan of proportional representation ; but this
does not fully provide for the necessity of securing
dire(5t and adequate representation of fundtional
and cultural associations in the councils of the
nation. It is an anachronism that to-day the mind
of the nation should be gathered solely on a geo-
graphical basis, when the actual living mind of
the nation increasingly resides in the various
groups into which men form themselves on the
basis of interefts that are no longer determined
by local considerations. The representation
of non-territorial conflituencies in the councils
of the nation raises the queflion of the nature of
the Slite which muil be considered separately.
Freedom and fulness of discussion is the very

breath of life to popular in^itutions, and where-
soever any problem or range of problems is with-
drawn from public discussion, there is a virtual
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denial of the democratic principle. When, for
inilance, and in particular, foreign policy is con-
diuJled behind closed doors, a control over the
deftinies of the people is vefled in individuals or
in a class of individuals which is as real and as
monilrous as that of an autocrat ; and democracy
is denied in its mo.ft sensitive and critical part. It
is true that the ptaitict of secret diplomacy has
survived because nations have been too little

concerned about their external affairs; and no
plausible arguments about " delicate situations

"

and the like could resifl for a moment the insiilence
of an intelligent democracy upon the management
of its own affairs. If democracy is to survive at all,

it muilmake up its mind speedily that the principle
of its inner life shall not be denied in its outer. But
if democracy is to have a mind at all, it mti£i learn to
use the mind it has ; and the chief ^mulus to this
end would be the multiplication of centres of
discussion. This would be materially helped if

government departments were required to produce
not only ponderous blue-books which only
bewilder the common man, and official documents
intelhgible only to the expert, but popular accounts,
published regularly, of their proceedings. The
press should be used far more extensively for this
purpose; and even the children of the public
schools should be provided with appropriate
graded summaries of the a£h of the national
government. Then on the basis of this material
for discussion, the social debating society, the
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reading circle, the Forum and all such groups
would become the living and increasing springs
of democracy.

In speaking of education we are far too apt to
confine the word to the education of children

;

but what may be done in the education of adults
and at the same time in the stimulation of fellowship
in thought, is well shown by the achievement of
the Workers' Educational Assodation in England.
The education of the working class is an idea which
dates back to the social and political ferment of the
early nineteenth century—the tuUeii expression
being the Mechanics' In^itute movement. This
was followed by the Working Men's College
movement under Frederick DenLson Maurice and
his friends. Then came the educational experi-
ments, fir^ of the Rochdale Pioneers in 1840, and
then of the Co-operative Societies, out of which
grew ultimately the University Extension move-
ment. The exifling Worker's Educational
Association originated in an alliance of the edu-
cational aftivities of the Co-operative, Trade
Union and University Extension movements.
It was based upon " the vital principle that there
could be no complete education of working people
unless it was a result of the combination of
working men and women and scholars, respedlively
experts in demand and supply." It is certain—and
the war has provided many inflances of it—that
this alliance of worker tad scholar has done much
to break down the partition wall of class prejudice

;
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and the " tutorial class " has in particular been a

very fruitful agent of fellowship and education.
" The days of the W. E. A." (as it is caUed) says

Mr. Alfred Mansbridge, its devoted and able

secreury, " have been few so far; but it has already

demonArated the soundness of its theories—to

take one in^ance alone—by the development of

the University Tutorial Class movement which
conforms in method to that of Plato so far as

question and answer developed in discussion are

concerned. In England alone over eight thousand

men and women have passed through these courses

which are organised in connedlion with every

University and University College. If it were not

for the clear demonflration of experience, it would
seem fatuous to expedl that men and women who
have undergone no educational training other

than that provided in the few years of attendance

at the elementary school would be willing to attend

classes for three years, and in some cases for as

many as seven or eight years. It muii be remem-
bered that the discipline of the class though self-

imposed is severe. No absence is allowed for

other than unavoidable causes. Moreover, their

purpose is the acquisition of knowledge a.* assisting

the fulfilment of an educational ideal which is

conceived not in the interefb of the individual

but in the intere^ of citizenship. The level of

intelleflual achievement teAified to by many
eminent educationiils is such as to warrant the

Board of Education in making a regulation to
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the effeifl that ' the inilnnflion muft aim at reaching
within the limits of the subjedl covered, the
Aandard of University work in honours.' "• While
the emphasis in this account is laid chiefly upon
the educational aspedls of the movement thosewho
are acquainted with its working lay much Aress
upon the part which the pradlice and realisation
of fellowship play in it.f The sense of common
quefl is at once a source and a result of the move-
ment : and it is not open to any question that the
W.E.A. is one of the moil powerful organs of the
new democracy now exiting. Alongside the
W. E. A. in Great Britain is also the Adult School
movement, which chiefly under the auspices of
the Society of Friends is doing much similar,
though not so severe work. It gathers together
every Sunday morning in all parts of the country
thousands of working men and women in its

many hundred schools to fludy not only " the
principles of the life and teaching of Jesus, but the
manifold and perplexing problems of national
and international life." In such fruitful acftivities

as these will the mind and the temper of the coming
* Conltmporary Rtvitw, June, 1918.

t An intereAing sign of where the members of the W. E. A.
themselves feel the essence of the movement to lie is seen in the
in..ripuon on a memorial crass erefled in the Parish Church of
I'ambeth, London, m memory of three tutors of the W. E. A •

" In memory of
Philip Anthony Brown, 1886—1915.
Alfred Edward Bland, 1881—1916.
Arthur Charleswood Turner, 1881—1018.

1- J '?" „,, "'* Workers' Educational Association. Thev
lived for Fellowship in England and died for it in France."

The Chatttngt, luly 19th, 1918.
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democracy be created. These men and women
are learning the pradlice of freedom and fellowship
in thought, which is the fundamental democratic
method.

Ill

Now that we have come to acknowledge not only
that Jack's vote is as good as his mailer's, but
that Jill's vote is as good as Jack's, we have laid the
train of a further change in the relations of men and
women. For ju^ as surely as the worker has
discovered that political equality does not of
necessity remove economic disability, and is now
beginning to demand economic emancipation, so
also women will pass on from the acquisition of
political equality to a demand for economic
equality. Indeed, the demand is ah-eady being
made. The war has served to reveal the arbitrary
and illusory charafler of the assumptions which
closed certain occupations to women. We know
that the number of occupations for which women
are temperamentally or physically unfitted is

comparatively small. There are obvious reasons
for believing that some few trades will remain
permanently undesirable for women; but the
immediate faift that confronts us is that the
traditional line of demarcation has been swept
away under the Stress of war needs ; and that we
shall have to work out in the school of experience
a new classification of occupations more consonant
with the new fafts.
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Some years ago there was much discussion in

England concerning a high legal decision that a
woman was not a " person " within the meaning of
a certam Aft of Parliament. This was sympto-
matic of a general survival of the view which
assigned women to a slightly sub-human class;
and the vitality of this view is flill more considerable
than many hopeful minds are willing to think.
Yet It IS only when we have educated ourselves into
the conception of woman which attributes to her
a di^inft personality of her own, with an end in
and for herself,and with all the rights and privileges,
the freedom and the independence appertaining
to It, that we shaU approach the problem of the
relations of men and women from a genuinely
democratic Standpoint. Woman is commonly
regarded as having a fundlion rather than an indi-
wdual end. It is her part to preserve the race.
Her peculiar vocation is child-bearing. It cannot
however, be affirmed with too much emphasis that
the perpetuation of the race is no more the task of
woman than of man. The heavier end of the
physical burden of race-preservation certainly
tails upon the woman; but this fafl does not
indicate that this is the purpose for which she
exiits. Her traditional assignment to this role, and
the consequent limitation of her circle of experience
and intere^, the virtual incarceration of the great
majority of women to the " home," and the denial
to them of any real participation in the larger
concerns of the common life, mu^ cease if social
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exiilence is to achieve the balance necessary to

liable and healthy progress.

The preservation of the race can be left to look
after itself. Race-suicide only becomes a peril

when the relations of men and women become
perverted and unnatural as they commoniy do in

our present social order. When at one end of
society, the bringing up of families entails an
economic burden too heavy to be borne, and at

the other, the hedonism which acconipanies

excessive wealth tends to a sensuality which refuses

to accept the natural risks and to pay the natural

price of the sex-relation, a poisonous arreA is

unavoidably laid upon the normal operation of the
sex-in^in(fts. The mo^ easily perverted endow-
ment of human nature is sex, and it cannot retain

a balanced and healthy funiflioning under dis-

ordered conditions of life. The incessant dis-

cussion of marriage and divorce misses the point
largely because it ignores the background of the
problem. While we regard the physical diilindlion

of sex as the primary fadl to be considered in

relation to woman, and ilill cling to the obsession
so dear to bourgeois respeftability that her business
is motherhood and " her place is the home," so
long, that is, as we regard her life and its purpose
as dependent upon man, so long will judgment
be defle<Jled from its true pole at its very source.

Wholesome and free men and women will continue
to fall in love with one another and will want to

have children of each other, where to-day because

ill
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their relations are unwholesome and unequal,
they tend only to seek possession of oiie another,
without any disposition (not to speak of eagerness)
to welcome the fruit of their union ; and too often
with the deliberate intention of preventing the
fruitage. For the disorder which leads to this

confusion of the sex-relation, the first remedy is

to e^blish the independence of the woman.
The problem of marriage will remain acute

—

and, indeed, ultimately insoluble—until the con-
trafting parties enter it upon the basis of an equal
partnership. The conception of marriage as a
"career" for women has done much to destroy
the only conditions under which marriage can
ever be successful. The freedom and spontaneity

of the relation between men and women is made
impossible by those calculations of position and
wealth which the career theory of marriage requires.

While it is nominally the case 'hat no woman is

compelled to marry, it is adl . .y the fadl that

many women—in the bourgeois classes, moft
women—are so brought up that marriage becomes
their only escape from indigence. The fadl of

woman's independence should be made concrete

and real by requiring that every woman shall be
self-supporting, that is to say, that she shall share

in the necessary indu^rial processes of the com-
munity or do some work of acknowledged social

worth. Naturally the latter category includes the

bearing and upbringing of children ; for than this

there is no work more fundamental or of greater
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sodal worth. This requires the economic
independence of the mother ; and since the social
reconilruftion populated in these pages, involves
in some form or other the efbblishment of an
universal minimum Aandard, the mother will not
only be economically independent but will also
be released from the harrasing task of bringing
up a growing family upon a ^tionary income.

It will be argued againfl such proposals as these
that they endanger the sandtity of the family. But
this criticism possesses neither grace nor force
m a generation which has permitted indu^rial
conditions to prevail which have virtually deilroyed
the home-life of the working-classes. The only
assumption on which it is safe to proceed in dealing
with this queflion is that anything entitled to be
called a " home life " is quite exceptional among
large masses of the population. Both the physical
setting of the home—the house—and the economic
condition of its members rob the home of that
quality of sanctuary and base which is of the essence
of a genuine Aome. Our problem is to recreate the
home, the setting of that social group of man,
woman and child, which we call the family, and
which is the natural nucleus of the commonwealth,
and the moral gymnasium where the young should
befl learn the arts of fellowship. The housing
que^ion has its own importance in the problem

;

but of infinitely more importance to the recovery
of home life is the e^blishment of the economic
independence of the woman. So long as cuilom
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and necessity place her in a position of dependence
on the -Tan, so long will she be denied the freedom
which is essential to perfeft comradeship. Her
pr«ent flatus denies the equality which is necessary
to fellowship

; and much of the unhappiness of
modern marriage is due to the intelligible chafing
of women againil the conditions which dependence
and inferiority of ^atiis impose upon her. Tk

.

many married people succeed in overcoming this
mitial handicap is true ; but that is due to certain
quahties m themselves and does not in the leail alf..r
the fadl that where marital relations go awry the
evil is largely in the conditions which govern
those relations in our present social order.
The relaxing of marriage ties is no remedy; it

B only a relief to persons of incompatible tempers.
Both the advocates and the opponents of greater
facilities for divorce seem to argue their case out
of all rek- oa to the exi^ng social environment of
marriage. The evils for which a remedy is sought
in easier divorce are not to be found in the nature
of the marriage relation but in the conventional
and legal ^tus of women.* While the social and
economic sources of the trouble are left untouched,
no amount of Catholic emphasis upon the sacra-
mental charafter of marriage is going to iflay the
demand for the greater dissolubility of a tie which

th^ „T^ff°" °°' ""P'y ?*"' 'J" P^^"' "'«" does not recognise

Bri,^'« u
«•."« ««"«.on of the grounds of divorce in great

SS??"h. Jiir'^ """^ 1^' ^ *^ ""« «l>e problem

5Zl,n h^K* "Pg^'S'^'lf''
""'" "» economic independenceo« women has been eilablished.

k*"""!™
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ext/ling conditions do much to make difficult and
frequently intolerable. Even under the beil

conditions, the mutual adjuflments of the man and
woman in married life are not easy ; but when one
party enters the relation in a position of more or
less explicitly acknowledged dependence and
inferiority, there are seeds of ineradicable trouble.

It is not for a moment argued that the e^blish-
ment of the economic independence of woman is

a cure for all the ills that affli(5l the family. But this

is fundamental ; and we shall simply be beating
the air so long as we do not accept this principle.

For it is the only method which holds a promise
of re^oring the life of the home. At the same
time, it is no less necessary that the woman being
by reason of her motherhood economically inde-
pendent should no'; be regarded as the economic
handmaid of the ilate. If the endowment of

motherhood is only a provision for increasing the

economic and military human material of the

community, then we are better without it. For
the poison which vitiates our life will return to it

at its mo^ delicate and sensitive point. To regard
the marriage relation simply as the means of supply-
ing a conilant Aream of military and economic
units for the ^ate is to deny the spiritual nature
of man at its very source, and to reimpose on
ourselves the deadly incubus of materialism. This
is the danger which the Eugenit movement
threatens us with. To introduce the principle of

seleflive breeding into human relations may result
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in a community of persons, healthy, vigorous and
efficient for economic and military purposes ; but
we are learning how little physical heredity has to
do with the ultimate purpose of life. In so far as
Eugenics will lead to greater precautions againil
the propagation of diseased and mentally and
physically degenerate persons, and quickens a
greater vigilance and a more insiilent demand for
sound minds and sound bodies in those about to
give themselves in marriag.?, it brings a necessary
and valuable reinforcement to the influences that
make for human welfare. But when it goes
beyond this point, it becomes a danger to the
spiritual conception of life and society. What we
muil insiit upon is that marriage shall be a partner-
ship, deliberately entered into by two equal
persons, ecOi.omically independent of each other,

attradledtoeach other by that physical and tempera-
amental affinity which we call love ; and that we
shall import into the relationship no extraneous
notions of ^te-service or of race-preservation
which may interfere with the freedom and spon-
taniety of the relation thus eSablished. The bearing
of children may be 1 service to the nation; but no
child is well-born who is not born simply of the
joyful mutual selfgiving of man and woman.

Yet it may be held that the partnership is an
affair so momentous that none should be permitted
to enter it so precipitately as the marriage laws
of the United States allow. Some degree of
deliberation should be insisted upon before legal
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recognition of the union is granted. The denund
for greater facilities for divorce is probably not
unconnedled with the extreme facility with which
persons can enter upon the marriage relationship.
But the eilablishraent of right relations between

the sexes mxiSi begin before the period when
men and women have reached the condition of
personal independence. It should be plain that
the sense of sex-difference which emerges in
adolescence should not be allowed to develop in
the unregulated and capriaous nanner in which
our false modesty compels it ;o develop to-day.
The processes of initiation into the myfteries of
sex should begin sufficiently ear?y to avert so far
as possible the danger of its being uiscoloured and
perverted by the undue obtrusion of its sense-
accompaniments. There is no real reason why the
frank comradeship of boys and girls should not
be maintained through adolescence into youth,
but the criminal negligence which we have shown
concerning the means by which sex-knowledge is

communicated to growing children has succeeded
in creating a gulf between men and women which
persiils more o. less permanently and conflitutes
the moit ob^i late difficulty in the way of perfedl
freedom of felowship between men and women.
It is no exaggeration to say that the attitude of moil
men to women is poisoned—perhaps beyond perfefl
recovery at any time—by the conditions under
which as boys they received their first intimations
of the nature of the sex-relation. A good deal has
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already been done to pave the way t-f change in
this matter ; and an increasing number of parents
are assuming the responsibility of communicating
this knowledge to their children. But th.-re is

flili unfortunately a great mass of unheilthy
pn.dery to bt overcome before rational dealing with
this problem becomes anything like universal.

The problem of the fellowship of men and
women, however, extends beyond the inflitution of
marriage. Now that the enfranchisement of
women is opening up the queAioa of their availa-

bility and qualification for national legislatures, we
are confronted with a very large possibility of
change in the tone and temper of government.
Much nonsense is talked about the psychological
differences between men and women; and of
this nonsense, the emptiest is that which assimies
that women are dominated by sentiment and
emotion, while men are guided by reason. An
luiprejudiced observer, watching deliberative

gatherings of men over any space of time would
certainly arrive at the conclusion that the occasions
on which they afled upon purely rational grounds
were rare and exceptional; and it has been the

experience of the present "riter that in deliberative

groups of men and women the women ar: on the
whole more likely to display a dispassionate ration-

ality in arriving at their judgments than the men.
It is a region in which broad generalisations are
bourid to be unsound ; and the progress of the higher
education of women is imdoubtedly oblitei-ting
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any patent difference of mental operation between
men and women. At the same time, there are

certain differences which are embedded in the

physical ilrucHure of sex and which may be
therefore permanent; but so far from disquali-

fying women from a share in government, thoae

very differences entitle them to it. Quite apart

from the h£t that the problems of food and
clothing in their incidence on the home are of
peculiar importance to women, and that the

woman's point of view should always be represented

in discussion of the large-scale problems of pro-
duAion and diilribution, the mind of woman
brings a check and balance to the operations of
the male mind which they very acutely need.
There can, for inilance, be no queflion that the

male mind tends to an inordinate faith in force

and coercive processes ; and while it would hardly
be corredt to say that the female mind possesses

an antithetic bias of a reasoned kind, it does
normally display a certain hesitancy to apply the

closure of compubion which the too ready real-

politik of a purely male assembly is prone to adopt
when it sets out to translate its emotions into

enadlments. The truth of the matter, in fine, is

this—that because humanity is bi-sexual, its

aflairs cannot be reasonably and fruitfully deter-

mined save through the common counsels of men
and women. We have ah-eady made a beginning
in the admission of women to the councils of the

community. A woman has sat in the Congress of
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the United States ; women have long been at ! ime

in British municipal bodies, and their right to

a place in Parliament has been acknowledged. It

is only a matter of time when the lo-ic of the

enfranchisement of women will reach its. inevitable

conclusion in their admission to all public delibera-

tive bodies on equal terms with men. They have

a contribution to bring to th^ irporate diredlion of

affairs without which the nations can no longer do

;

and the inA th;>t as a class they may take some
time to become habituated to the mechanics of

legislation is an argument for hasteni g their

complete admission to it.

There were those who in the " militant " flage

of the " Votes for Women " campaign foretold

that the economic class-war would presently be
superseded or complicated by a sex-war; and
some women there were whose utterances undoubt-
edly pointed in that diredlion. For the time,

however, this danger has dropped over the horizon.

The war has evoked a community of suffering in

which men and women alike have shared too

deeply, and in which their mutual need has been
too overwhelming to make the notion of a sex-war
even thinkable to-day. But we should be rejoicing

prematurely if we supposed that all possible

sources of sex-antagonism have disappeared. The
political enfranchisement of women certainly

removes one source; but the new induilrial

complications caused by the entry of women
into occupations which have hitherto been a male
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monopoly, and in which their employment has been
fully ituftified by the charadler of their workman-
ship may, when the transition to peaceful life

is being made, breed grievances and troubles in

which the line of cleavage will be determined

by the sex-fadlor. But if we assume the eiflab-

lishment of the "national minimum," applicable

to men and women alike, and therefore securing

the economic independence of women, we sliall

have robbed this prospedlive danger of much
of its sub^nce. For the teSt, there seems to

be no reason why women should not be freely

permitted to engage in occupations for which
they are competent, on equal terms with men;
and the comradeship of men and women in the

control and the operation of indu^ial processes

would do much to fix the now dominant sex-

intereA in its proper place in life. The primacy
of the sex-interefl in determining the relations of
men and women works definitely toward the

retention of women in a subordinate, parasitic and
exploited position, and while this lails, we shall

flill have with us the seeds of sex-antagonism. All

this does not overlook the fadl that there are kinds
of work for which women are physically unsuited,

and that there are times in the life of the married

woman when she should be exempted from all

manual work save of the lighted sort. But these

problems are in essence present even in the working
conditions of men. All men are not suited for

all classes of work ; and there are few men whose
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work is not occasionally interrupted by sickness.
What is needed in the case of women is simply a
further application of those principles of seledWon
and accommodation which already operate in every
induiby. Unless some such position as this is

frankly accepted, we may be presently confronted
with a new militancy and a new sabotage at the
hands of women who have ta^ed the experience
of economic independence and are unwilling to

surrender it to a convention of inequality which
they claim their own war-time performance has
permanendy discredited.

IV

Difficult as the realisation of a perfeft fellowship

between men and women may be, it presents a
problem comparatively easy of solution by the
side of that entailed in the division of a community
by a colour-line. In itself the colour-line is not '

insuperable; its difficulty lies in its symbolical
charadler as representing a difference and an inferi-

ority of tradition and hiflory. The chief difficulty

in the United States arises out of the memory of the
former slavery of the negro population ; and the
consequent persi^ence of a prejudice againA
according equal treatment to a class regarded as,

if not sub-human, at lea^ permanently inferior in ;

capacity. It is useless to press the assumption
that a necessary physical aversion maii always
separate the white from the black, in the face of the

exiilencc of a vail number of palpably cross-bred
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I persons in the community. This does not,

of course, mean that mixed marriages should be

encouraged or regarded as normal. The problems

raised by miscegenation are much too difficult

to permit us to remove the colour-line by the off-

hand method of race-fusion. The fusion of two

races separated from one another not only by the

memory of two centuries of slavery but by un-

numbered centuries of widely different culture,

would probably create more problems than it

solved. The colour-line would be superseded by a

mukiplicity of shade-lines ; and confusion would

be worse confounded. It is probable that the

level of the more advanced race would be depressed

more than that of the more backward race would be

raised. Houston Chamberlain is probably right

(in spite of his capacity for being so frequently and

so colossally wrong) in holding that the fine^ racial

types are produced by the fusion of two peoples not

too widely separated in physical and hi^orical

charafter, followed by close inbreeding. The gulf

between black and white in America and South

Africa is far too deep, as yet at lea^, to m^e the

removal of the colour-line by fusion a subjeft ,of

hopeful discussion.

But equally the solution is not to be found in

segregation—certainly so far as these two countries

are concerned. The admixture of the black and

the white elements in the population has gone much

too far to make segregation a praflical proposition.

It would, moreover, have the diAinft disadvantage
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of ^ereotyping two different types of cultural

development within the same commonwealth and
of consequently endangering its unity by setting

up the possibility of rivalry and antagonism. In
any two-race community the ideal mufl be to
secure so far as may be possible a sub^antial
identity of outlook and culture ; and this is to be
done not by segregation, but by contadi.

But it is jufl this " contadl " that is denied to

the negro race both in America and South Africa.

The races are really segregated as eifedtually as
though they lived in separate reservations ; they
live in quite different cultural "climates." The!
negro though no longer a chattel-slave yet con^i-
tutes a servile class ; the duties assigned to him in

the community are essentially of a menial kind.
It is charadleri^c of his position in America that

'

the higher ranks of military command are closed '

to him ; and while a woman has made her way to

Congress, there is as yet no negro congressman

;

the idea is ^ill barely thinkable. Yet no com-
munity has thrived permanently which permitted
a helot class to exifl within itself ; and the position

of the negro—now that education is quickening
his mind to the sense of class-disinheritance and
race-consciousness—may become a grave menace
to the inner harmony of the Republic.

The logic of Lincoln's proclamation has yet to

be worked out in the minds of white Americans.
To abolish slavery is not indeed to make a black

man white ; nor does it at once equip him for the t. 'I
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\ responsibilities of freedom. But it does confer

citizenship upon him ; and the gift of citizenship

' should be validated by two things ; iir^, by a

/
frank and generous recognition of equality of

; Ending, and second, by a thorough-going policy

I of education. Perhaps the former was more than

could be juiUy expedted. Juil as the slave was

ill-equipped for freedom, so the white man could

hardly rise at once to the plane of regarding the

negro as his free and equal brother. But it is a

fair criticism of the public treatment of the negro

that he has not been supplied with the opportunity

of rising to his white brother's plane of culture.

There have been voluntary philanthropic efforts

in this diredlion, but this work should not have

been left to the precarious chances of charity. Juil

because negro emancipation was a public a£\, the

full cultural education of the negro was a public

responsibility.

By reason of this failure on the part of the white

' man, the negro has not advanced to such a point

as two generations of liberty would seemingly

entitle us to expedl. He has inevitably retained

much of the mentality and many of the habits of

his servitude ; and these are effe(ftual bars to that

type of social contadl which the negro's growth

requires. That there is no inherent impossibility

in educating the negro up to the average plane of

the Anglo-Saxon has been proved in a multitude of

instances ; and people who are devoid of race-

prejudice find no difficulty in eilablishing frank
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and fruitful fellowship with educated coloured
persons.

America and Great Britain in her dominions
and dependencies have to face the logic of their
democratic ideals by a suilained resolution to
provide the opportunity to their coloured fellow-
citizens to reach their own plane of culture. As
things are they deny their democratic professions
by permitting their race prejudices to consign
thett coloured fellow-citizens to a condition of
permanent social inferiority. If they wish to be
democratic in fadt and not merely in name, they
will need to be true to the implications of their
democracy through everything, even through the
physical repugnances which the personal habits
of backward races are apt to evoke. The colour
problem was created for this generation by its
forbears—by those who sold and owned slaves and
those who e^blished colonies in diSant countries.
But though the problem is not of our making, we
cannot absolve ourselves from the moral respon-
sibility which it lays upon us ; and it is only by
means of an inveterate good-will that we shall
discharge this responsibility. Such a good-will
mufl re^ upon the truth—however unpalatable
to our prejudices it may be—that the black man
whether in New York or in Cape Town is equaUy
wth ourselves endowed with the human differentia
of personality, and that he is morally entitled to
aU the rights of life and light and liberty that we
claim for personality. With this truth muil be

J..

I
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accepted the task imposed upon us by our superior

advantages (which like our responsibilities we owe

to our fathers), to raise the more backward races

with whom we live to a plane on which there can

be free and enriching fellowship between them and

ourselves. We cannot hopefully go on to make

the world safe for a principle of common life which

our present habits show that we do not believe in

at home.

However complete and well-organised the pro-

vision may be again^ deflitution in any society, it

can never prevent the digress which ensues upon

the accidents of life, sickness and sorrow, loneliness

and old age—these we shall not wholly escape even

in our earthly paradise. We may indeed lessen the

occasions of sickness and of premature death by a

wiser and more scientific ordering of the physical

setting of life and of personal habit ; but no

ingenuity or skill can overcome the inevitable

brokenness of life in a world of time. But this

very circura^ance provides fellowship with the

opportunity to do its moft perfedl work.

And real fellowship will be possible for the

simple reason that " charity " will be superfluous.

In modem life, the material de^itution of large

numbers of people has necessitated the organisation

of relief on a large scale, both public and private ;

and while the charitable impube is intrinsically

admirable, the conditions under which it has come
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to be exercised have in effedl widened the gulf

between the rich and the poor. On the one
hand the rich have contraded the habit of con-

descending patronage; and the poor have fallen

into a habit of cunning obsequiousness. In self-

defence the rich have built up a machinery of

investigation and diilribution which has had three

disailrous results : fir£l, it has set up the

monflrous and unfair teH of deservingness,
—

" the

deserving poor " is a phrase in which the well-to-

do have forever cry^Uised their pharisaism;

second, it has set a premium upon the petty tadlics

of evasion and deceit among the poor, and upon
a corresponding cunning and aAuteness in those

entni^ed with the business of inve^gation ; and

third, ithas eliminated from charity the one element

which could make it tolerable and preserve the

grace which should properly go with it—namely,

friendly contaft. For the moii part, the relief of

de^tution through charitable organisations, has

—because it eliminates the dire<5l personal touch

between need and supply—produced and aggra-

vated a deep and deplorable social schism.

Nor is the case any better with the public organ-

isation of poor relief. The English poor-law has

been so completely discredited and is so near

dissolution that it is hardly necessary to discuss

it here. It is more impersonal in its operations

than a charity organisation society ; but its mo^
evil consequence is that it has so worked as to

attach a fligma to hone^ poverty—for the person

! i
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who has received poor-relief is denied the rights of

citizenship. Old age has fortunately been provided

for in Great Britain in the only worthy way, by a

grant of iSlate-pensions, though the aflual amount

of the pension is pitifully inadequate. Yet the

fadl of the provision indicates a diilin£l advance in

the sense of public juilice. But we shall not nuke
much more progress until we realise that the pauper

like the plutocrat is a social prcdu6t; and that

such deilitution as prevails to-day is due less to

personal perversity than to a vicious social order.

No one is so foolishly hopeful js to suppose that

even the moSt radical social change will eliminate

the prodigal and the spendthrift and the sensualist.

Nevertheless, it is no longer open to que^ion that a

revolution in economic conditions would do much
to remove the auxiliary causes of pauperising

excess.

But the chief evil which attends oiir method of

dealing with poverty is that it has tended to

perpetuate a pauper class. Whether in the relief

work of religious and charitable societies, or in the

admini^ation of public relief, we have been

chiefly governed by the fadl of an immediate need.

We have lived in the fond hope that if the present

comer could be turned, something might transpire

to save the recipient of relief from another crisis

;

and not even the obvious fafl that the crisis is

chronic in the case of multitudes has shaken us out

of our preoccupation with symptoms into an investi-

gation of causes. In one of the supplementary
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reports of the British Poor-Law Cotmnission,
it was ^ted that the investigation of the
cases of applicants to whom " out-door " rehef
was denied (the alternative being to go into
the " house "), showed that only in one instance
where such persons had been helped by religious
organisations was there any attempt to place the
person concerned on an independent economic
footing. This is symptomatic of the ineptitude
of our common thought about the poor. We
appear to ai.ept the fadl of their dependence as
chronic and incurable; and by the process of
" doles " we aggravate this dependence and turn it

into what we suppose it to be.

This same ineptitude has pursued society in its

dealings with another class—the criminal. Crimi-
nologies do not nowadays assume the existence
of a natural criminal class ; but our way of treating
criminals has created such a class. Both for the
pauper and the criminal we require a new diagnosis.
Instead of treating the pauper as an incurable
social parasite we should regard him as a personal
inefficient ; and rather than put a premium upon
his inefficiency by a continual gratuitous relief
of his necessities, we shou'd impose some discipline
which may lead to personal efficiency and an ordered
habit of life. As for the criminal, he is a social
inefficient ; and his treatment should include some
provision for his training in the sense and arts of
social responsibility. It is a pradHcal recognition
of this need that conSUtutes the contribution which
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men like Messrs. Thomas Mott Osborne and

Homer Lane are making to the solution of a difficult

problem. That some plan of temporary segre-

gation is necessary in the treatment of the inefficient

—whether personal or social—is not open to

,queflion; but the poorhouse and the prison, as

'we know them, only aggravate the evil which they

are intended to cu;.'e.

Our increasing attention to the problem of the

social misfit at an earlier Stage—through the new

iludy and treatment of mentally deficient children

—will considerably reduce the proportions both

of pauperism and crime. We are a long way

from Samuel Butler's vision of the time when the

liar wiU le sent to hospital and the sick person to

jail ; nevertheless, the point of Butler's extrava-

garnc is becoming recognised in the double fafl

that a good deal of disease is due to preventible

causes, the disregard of which is already treated

as a legal offence ; and that much of the delin-

quency that prevaib originates in pathological

conditions rather than in moral depravity.

Especially are we on hopeful lines when we take

the mentally deficient child and regard him as

the subje(5l of medical rather than of legal treat-

ment. And we shall go yet farther when we

realise that though we cannot and dare not eliminate

the fadlor of personal responsibility, yet our

social misfits arc tne produdh of our social disorder,

and it is seen that while justice requires that a man

shall pay the penalty of his sins, yet the same

I i li
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justice requires that the society which produced the
sinner shall feel a corporate responsibility for his
re^oration. And refloration is indeed the very
centre of nut problem in dealing with the social
misfit. For our task with the pauper and the
criminal is that of making each capable of entering
freely and vitally into the fellowship of free men.
Yet when we have dealt with the social misfit

there will remain, life being what it is, a number
of people in every community for whom the burden
of life has proved too heavy or whose lives are
clouded by sickness or loneliness or death. " The
poor," ..aid Jesus, " ye have always with you." He
did not mean that we need always have physically
deflitute people with us ; He knew better, as we
know better. But the smoking flax and the bruised
reed we shall ever have with us ; and no society can
afford to despise a miniilry of comfort. Indeed,
fellowship will lack its native grace it it fails to
produce an unfailing ^ream of sympathy and
consolation to the di^essed. Here will be the
teil of the vitality of our fellowship. For our
ideal of fellowship may become hardened in

organisation; and personal spontaneity may be
lo^ in a routine habit of life. And to whatever
else we may be able to give an organised and
official form, it is at lea^ sure that when the miniftry
of comfort and help loses the touch of personal
diredlness and spontaneity, it is from henceforth
a dead and useless thing.

',:H
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VII

Up to this point we have considered the more
general problems of fellowship in the community as

a whole ; we have JtiU to consider some of the

queAions raised by the niore particular associations

which form themselves within the community, and
in which by far the iargeil measure of the com-
munity's vitality resides. F. W. Maitland, in an
intereJling passage, reviews the endless variety of

social forms in which men group themselves

together. He speaks of " churches, and even the

medixval church, one and catholic, religious

houses and mendicant orders, nonconforming
bodies, a presbyterian sy^em, universities, old

and new, the village commum'ty, wliich Germanijls
have revealed to us, the manor in its growth and
decay, the township, the New England town, the

counties and hundreds, the chartered boroughs,

the guild in all its manifold varieties, the Inns of

Court, the merchant adventurers, the militant
" companies " of English condottieri who, returning

home, help to make the word " company " popular

among us, the trading companies, the companies
that became colonies, the companies that make
war, the friendly societies, the Trade Unions, the

clubs, the group that meets at Lloyd's Coffee

House, the group that becomes the S:ock Exchange,
and so on even to the one man company, the

Standard Oil Trust, and the South Australian

^tutes for communifbc villages." The prevailing

political philosophy of our time has ilated its
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problem iitnoSi wliolly in terms of an abflra<Jl
ftate over againft an abftraa individual; and one
of the moft heartening signs of the invasion of
political thought and praflice by a more healthy
humanism is the growing recognition of these
many-coloured nucleations of life. There are
important and difficult queflions bearing upon their
political and legal ^tus, but these are only to be
answered by a frank acknowledgmen* that
groupings of this kind come into being because
they meet a real need and answer to certain fa(ns
of life and human nature. No political philosophy
is likely to iland the racket of hiilorical experience
which does not iland upon the assumption that
these associations have a real and inherent right
to form themselves, to exiit, to thrive and to
multiply; for it is in groups that are volun-
tarily formed around a living interest that the moil
significant and important part of our life is lived.
To the more direfl political implications of this
type of as.-.ociation we shall turn at a later point

;

here we are concerned only to emphasise the need
and the right of such bodies to live, and their
importance for the preservation of the balance of
life, and therefore, of f^able social progress. Their
real importance may be seen from the circumilance
that the Aruggle for religious liberty in England,
which has hiilorically been the spring of civil and
political liberty, was a Aruggle not for the liberty
of the individual but of the small voluntarily
associated group.
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These voluntarily associated groups will form

themselves around any intere^ of sufficient

importance ; and, as we have seen, they are of the

moil various charafler and raise the mo^ various

questions concerning their relation to the common-

wealth.* This is a subjedl ^ill in the earlier ilages

of exploration and likely to be of increasing impor-

tance for our political and social philosophies,

especially as it comes to be recognised that for the

mo^ part the groups which are here spoken of

represent interei^s and needs more vital to human

nature than the accidental aggregations repre-

sented by political ^tes. It may, moreover, be

held that the multiplication of such groups within

the commonwealth, insomuch as they bear upon

real intereih of life, is much to be encouraged

;

and the commonwealth which knows what is good

for its people will impose no reflriftions upon their

power and readiness to form themselves into

combinations of this kind. And indeed, however

absolute the authority of the ftate, it cannot

prevent the formation of voluntary associations.

If it be not permitted to form these associations

openly, they will be formed secretly ; and the

secret society is the undoing of commonwealths.

As a matter of fa<fl, the ^ate has always been

apprehensive and suspicious of combinations of

any kind within its own bounds and has endeavoured

• The commoneft and the oldeft type of freely associated

group within the commonwealth is of course the Church, and

on this point the reader may be referred to the present writer's

book The Church in the Commonwealth,
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either to repress them or to establish the principle
that they exift only on sufferance. But no attempts
at repression when they are direfled at associations
that represent real human concerns have been
permanently successful. The repeal in 1824 of
the British Ads againft combination, intended
chiefly to fruflrate induiUial unions, whether of
employers or of workers, is typical of the fate of
such legislation. These Ads went againil the
aftual fads of the human situation and naturally
proved disa^rous. It is in this region of indu^ial
combinations that we have the be^ modern
lUuflration of the spontaneity and inevitability of
voluntary human association. In the Guild period
It was broadly true that Capital and Labour being
in the same hands had intere^ which were
idtntical; but when power-driven machinery
separated Capital from Labour and lodged them
m different hands, and as the rift widened through
the operation of laissez-faire, and the intereAs
of Capital and Labour became antagonize, it was
natural that the capitalifls and the workers should
severally combine in defence of their interests.
The ^ate prayed a plague on both their houses
at that time, being equally afraid of both ; later,
the ^ate became more complaisant to the powerful
ownmg classes ; and looked askance only at the
wovkers' unions—an attitude which led to a very
material lengthening of the latter. This schism
of Capital and Labour dominates the present social
Situation, and it is at this time, even more than the
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^ate, the graveil hindrance to the natural acHivitJes

of social energy. Its disintegrating and antisocial

effeft is plain far outside the region where the

immediate issue lies, and it is queflionable whether

an organic social life is possible until the antagonism

is overcome. Something has been done to

mitigate the wor^ asperities of this unsatisfadlory

position by welfare work, copartnership, profit-

sharing; and ^11 more will be done by the

inttodudlion of measures of joint control of the

conditions of indu^. But the fa<fl Sill remains

that this antithesis and separation of capital and

labour is artificial and unnatural, as it is also

essentially undemocratic. For power goes with

ownership under the conditions imposed by the

current doctrine of property; and concessions

and benefits which are granted as from the voluntary

bounty of the employer (however worldly wise they

aflually are in their intention) involve an assump-

tion of patronage which the present temper of

the workers makes entirely unreal and obsolete.

The danger of social disruption Ues in this quarter ;

and so long as the present tension remains, it tends

to retard the free and varied expressions of fellow-

ship in which a living society should abound.

Society divided into two camps, with intereifls radi-

cally divergent, is condemned to a iflate of tension

which is ho^le to the free ferment of association

natural to men; and this despite all well-

meaning efforts to reconcile the conflifting intereSs

by compromises which leave the framework
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of the schism untouched. So that we have
come to this-that it is not only the traditional
attitude of the ilate which is ho^le to the free
efflorescence of social groups but the aftual
condition of society under the present indu^rial
system. A ^te of war, even of suppressed war.
makes for a forced fellowship of partisans, and not
tor the f-ee fellowship of partners. It is in the
interefts of the genuine socialisation of life that it
IS demanded that this social schism of capital and
labour should be overcome; and there is but
one way of overcoming it, namely the logical
democratic way of putting the capital and the
power It wields in the hands of those who labour.
Towards this goal the fir^ flep has been taken in
the movement toward democratic control in
mduib7

;
and from this it is inevitable that the

worker should proceed to demand control not only
of produdlion, but, as Mr. Cole says, also of the
produft. Its sale and exchange ; and, finally of
inve^ments. The free varieg." d expression and
embodiment of the natu. sodety-forming
infhnds of mankind are not possible in a
community where one class is in a position
to unpose its will upon another. A ilate
ot conflKfl tends inevitably to a kind of flattening
regimentation within the conflifling bodies ; and
regimentation whet!.- deliberate or unconscious
IS an ob^ruftion to the free flow of life. There
ts all the difference in the world between an
organised society and a sodety that is essentially
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organic. An organised society makes for unifor-

mity ; an organic society will express itself in an

endless number and variety of social forms.

If the ^te only knew it, its security lies in the

encouragement of voluntary associations of all

types ; and even if it finds it difficult to rise to the

plane of encouragement, it should at leait achieve

an attitude of toleration. For it is the only safe-

guard ^ainil the inevitable conflift of loyalties

which is bound to arise when the ^te attempts

to legislate for individuals in matters which touch

the que^ion of mor?il obligation. Indeed, during

the war, we have, seen the ilate in a somewhat

lame and half-henrted way endeavouring to escape

some of the consequences of its own legislation

by having recourse to a recognition of the small

group. It was bound by the sheer nature of the

fadte to acknowledge the exiilence of conscientious

objedtion to war; and it proposed to acknow-

ledge the genuineness of an individual conscientious

objeftion to war if the person in que^on was a

member of a religious society, the doflrines of

which contained a te^mony again^ war. It was

assumed that if a man belonged to the Society of

Friends, it constituted respeftable evidence that

his obje<Slion to participation in war was sincere.

In this particular case, the teil proved hopelessly

inadequate ; but it does at leail indicate the con-

dition under which the unity of the ^te can befl

be preserved. It is plainly impossible for the

ilate to avoid confliifl with the individual conscience
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so long as it lacks the means of determining whether
a conscientious scruple is merely a pereonal idio-
syncracy or arises from a reasoned and socially
authenticated view of life. By recognising the
right of the members of a small group which has
demonftrated its sodal worth to live their life outm their own way, it saves itself from a dangerous
confli<a with the individual conscience ; while, on
the other hand, as the individual conscience is
safe-guarded from an anarchic eccentricity by the
discjplme of a freely chosen sodal environment,
the ^te has the assurance that it is dealing with a
genume manifeflation of moral life whidi mufl at
all coiSls be respedled. The small voluntary
assooated group is the saving middle term between
the ^te and the individual. It is not likely, of
course, that it will prove efficacious without
exception m solving the problems involved in the
relations of the individual and the flate ; but it
would do mudi to mitigate the dangerous possi-
bilities of the present pradtice.*

aaa^ of democracies. The promotion of feUowsUp to g?S

p^teSSjS«^~L°f "*« ^<^''f of the aflual and
mvolvraa^^nr^f.7 u- ZH "^ «""tion. But this matter

tM«\ode=d TZ '^7''' *' P^e^'^'witer is without compe-

Sons of inT "•""" an extended treatment of the soSll
iM^,Zi„ 5 !' ^^Kur and professional, the revivaj rf

fcs^^S-^^'F-'Ssaxis



Chapter VIl.

THE ORGANISATION OF GOVERNMENT.
" The people of England were then, as they are now, called

upon to make Government ilrong. They thought it a great deal

better to make it wise and honeft."—BuRKI.
" We may need and we may be moving towards a new con-

ception of the Sate, and more especially a new conception of

sovereignty. . . We may have to regard every ftate, not only

the federal Sate proper, but also the ftate which professes to

be unitary, as in its nature federal. We may have to recognise

that sovereignty is not single and indivisible, but multiple and

multicellular."

—

Ernest Bakkek.
" We find the tiue man only through group organisation.

The potentialities of the individual remain potentialities until

they are released by group life. Man discovers his true nature,

gains his true freedom only through the group. Group organ-

isation muil be the new method of politics, because the modes

by which the individual can be brought forth and made effeAive

are the modes of practical politics."

—

Mafy P. Folictt.

THE war has given the coup de grace to the

Sovereign State. It was on its lail legs before

the war. It is certain that Mr. Combes'

affirmation of ^ate absolutism during the debates

on the diseAablishment of the Catholic Church in

France, was the 'aS serious ^and of this dodlrine

in democratic communities. In England the

doiftrine was never securely rooted ; certainly it has

not gained an unque^ioned ascendency over

political thought for any considerable period of

time ; and the exploit of Austinian legalism which

(in the Scottish Churches' case) denied to a church

the right to govern itself had virtually to be annulled

by a special Aft of Parliament. During the war

the claim of the State upon the individual has

naturally attained a point which in normal times
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would have been unthinkable; but this was
confessedly the result of an emergency and not a
rule tor ordinary conditions of life. TheGerman performance during the war has revealed
the logic of «ate-absolutism in far too vivid a

„S.'°A u^"^ °i
'^' ^om^what turgid exaltation

of the ^ate by academic people in the days previous
to the war to survive on any terms. To rebut the
dodtrme of ^ate-absolutism at this time would be
merely to flog a dead horse.
But long before the war the absolutist theory

was being undermined. In the region of law and
pohtical theory the criticism of F. W. Maitland,
NeviU Figg«, Duguit, and others had raised a
very definite challenge to the doflrine of ^ate-
omnicompetency. But of much greater influencem the aftual business of modifying the current
conception of the ilate was the growing tendency
to form mdependent foci of authority within the
commonwealth. One obvious case of the kind
is the iniiitution of the Bank Clearing House which
represents the lait ^ge in the process by which
the business of exchange has passed from the ^te
into the hands of an independent body which
exercises m its own sphere an authority which is
hardly to be resided; and the present movement
tor the amalgamation of large banking tmcerns
makes it not impossible that should the banking
interefl come into coUision with the State, there
would be a very exciting tug-of-war. The medical
profession took up an attitude of organised
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opposition to the State in the matter of the British

Health Insurance Aft; and other professional

associations are to-day so highly organised that

in the event of a collision with the State, it is at

leaSi doubtf j1 how the issue would be decided.

In the case of the TafI Vale decision which rendered

a Trade Union liable to prosecution for illegal

action by its members, so threatening a prote^

ensued that the legal decision had virtually to be

reversed by special legislation ; and the growing

solidarity of organised labour again creates a

problem of ^te authority which is not easily

soluble, and which (it is not inconceivable) may

at lail have to be solved by a trial of ftrength.* It

is no longer possible to assume that the philosophy

of government cu be ^ted in terms of the ftate

and the individual ; it will have to take inaeasing

account of the relation of the ^ate to the powerful

voluntary organisations of citizens within the

ftate—organisations which, because they are

voluntary, may exercise a more powerful influence

upon their members than the ^te can possibly

do. On the economic side this tendency toward

the breaking up and the distribution of centralised

authority imong fundional and professional

groups, tak( s the form of Guild Socialism ;
and,

while Syndicalism has not yet succeeded in gaining

a wide footing in Europe, its challenge to the ^ate

has added a good deal to the minimising influences

• Since these words were written, they have received very

dear confirmation in the recent aftivities of the inpie

Alliance."
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already afoot. It is worth while observing that
these independent organisations are already so
powerful that the British Government found it

advisable to adminifler its National Insurance
A<a through Labour Unions and Friendly
Societies.

But it is not the growth of powerful organisations
within the Commonwealth alone that is making
for the disintegration of ilate-sovereignty. We
are living in a period when great international

bodies are coming into being, and while mo^ of
these are at present of a cultural and professional
type, it is evident that one at leaSi is of a charadler
which involves a very profound challenge to the
sovereignty of the national iftate. The Socialiil

International has not been de^royed by the war

;

it has only been interrupted ; and if the signs are
not wholly misleading, we may look for a fleady
and wide extension of the international proletarian
movement. In 1914 it proved too immature to
resiil the pressure of nationalism, but it is likely

that in the future it will increasingly arm itself

againil a like collapse. As yet it is only in the
case of the SodaliA International that there is a
diredl challenge to the national ^ate ; but it

would require considerable hardihood to deny the
possibility that other international professional
and funflional associations may find themselves at
variance with the conAituted authorities of national
^tes. For inilance, the problem of hygiene
is becoming more and more an international
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affair ; and it is no unthinkable thing that

a medical internatiotul may find itself at odds

with the flate authorities juH as the British

Medical Association found itself in conflict with

its own national Government. One has only to

add in this connexion that the projefl of a League

of Nations will require an abdication of the claim

to absolute sovereignty on the part of the ilates

conilituting it.*

So that both from within and without, the marrh

of events is disintegrating the dogma of flate-

sovereignty. The traditional politiv;al acceptances

are rapidly becoming obsolete. In the main

this would appear to be due to the new situation

created by the swift development of the means of

communication during the lail century. The

territorial fadlor in the delimitation of flates and

in their own internal economy, has ceased to have

the importance it possessed in days when di^nce

set sharp limits to the intercourse of men. Those

days are now pail; and national frontiers and

county boundaries are being gradually effaced by

fleam, and the sea has been bridged by the eledlric

current and the aeroplane.

II

The problem created in this way is not in its

essence a new one. Since the dissolution of the

Holy Roman Empire, the confliA between the

* This cession of sovereignty may be hidden by a formal

canumftage ; but there can be no real League of Nations without it.
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national itate and the church—whether conceived
as an independent association within the common-
wealth or as an international society—has provided
some of the moil significant passages of political
hiilory. The druggie for religious freedom in
England (which in the event proved the spring
of other liberties) was essentially a struggle to
secure the right of voluntary religious associations
to determine their own religious life and pradiices

;

and while the legal decision in the Scottish
Churches' case was a revival of the Auflinian
dodlrine of ^te-sovereignty, and an assertion on
the part of the state of its own right to sit in

judgment upon the religious proceedings of a
church, the ensuing situation proved so impossible
(as has already been pointed out) that the legal

decision had to be annulled by a special piece of
legislation. Since that decision moil of the " free

"

churches in England have Uken ileps to safe-

guard themselves againil similar intrusions on the
part of the state. In the present situation, how-
ever, such security cannot be absolute since the
state ilill has something to say to the legal inilru-
ments under which the churches hold their
temporalities. But the entire episode shows how
clear is the British sense that the omnicompetency
of the ilate does not extend into the sphere of
religious life and pradice ; and the "Life and
Liberty " movement in the Eilablished Church of
England is an indication that the control of the ilate
even over a ila' church is not beyond challenge.
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The success with which the inde(>rndeiit

religious association has e^blished its right to

live in the face of the ftate is probably due to the

circtunJhnce that the region in which it claimed

freedom was ^flly defined ; and it may be argued

that the Aate has been on the whole more successful

in residing the claims of the church as an inter-

national society because those claims were allowed

to enter regions in which the church's competency

could be reasonably denied. The case of Lamen-

nais' illustrates uie point. Lamennais began life

as a fervent monarchic and Catholic. He held

Arongly to the doArine of the "two societies"

the temporal and the spiritual of which the King

and the Pope respedMvely were the heads.*

These two societies were diilindl and within ilieir

own sphere, independent of each other. But

when the monarchy encroached upon the freedom

of the spiritual society, Lamennais broke with it,

and when later the papacy insiiled upon a with-

drawal of his opinion that it had no rights outside

the spiritual sphere, he broke with the papacy also.

He acknowledged the existence of a borderland

in which the intereils of both were commingled

—

" that undiscovered country," as Lord Aiflon has

put it, " where church and ilate are parted "

;

* " Toute dedantion qui supposerait de mon part, meme
implicitement, Tabandon de la doctrine traditionelle de deux
societis diilinftes, independante chacune dans son ordre,

serait non pas un adle de vertu, mais un atfle coupable. La
conscience ne Ic permet pas

—
" This was Lamennais* reply to

a papal demand for retraction in 1833. See Boutard, Lamennais
11 , 387-
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but the broad configurations of the frontier were
plain enough. For the mofl part the relations of
church and flate as inftitutional authorities have
consifled of assaults and intrigues and forays in
this "no man's land"; and it has not been
hiflorically to the advantage of either. And the
whole hiilory of this conflidl in France and out of
it points to the moral that without some dear
definition of funi?lion, the relation of the ftate to
other associations within and without itself muil
be one of continual conflidl—that is to say, of
course, so long as the itate and the other associa-
tions speak in terms of right and authority.
Granted a measure of good-will, the task of
delimiting frontiers should not be insuperable;
but if a church or a labour union insif>5 on its

rights while the ilate insi^ upon its authority,
the natural result will be confusion.

Ill

At die same time that these independent
nucleations of authority are increasingly afoot
within the body politic, we observe in recent times
a seemingly opposite tendency to impute com-
petency to the ilate in regions where hitherto its

writ was not supposed to run. To a puriit
political philosophy, the funftion of the ftate
is broadly twofold—the preservation of domeilic
order and the safeguarding of national intere^
with reference to other nations. But it has latterly

more and more Wretched out its tabernacle to
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cover other matters ; even going so far as to

assume that a positive and comprehensive culture

of national life came legitimately within its domain.

That this should be so in a dynamic ^ate like the

German is easily underwood ; for the security and

pretensions of the dynaily are dependent upon an

intense development of human and material

resources for military defence and offence. But

even where such particularift designs have not been

so obtrusively present, the ^ate has tended more

and more to absorb into itself the control and

organisation of national life in all its important

phases. It has, for inftance, taken upon its

shoulders almoft the entire burden of public

education ; it has conspicuously concentrated

its thought and wisdom upon measures designed

to increase the material prosperity of the nation

—

though in point of fadt this has worked out chiefly

as the prosperity of a few favourably situated

persons. The care of the deSitute, old age

pensions, health and unemployment insurance have

been included within its competency; and its

apparently insatiable absorbent proclivity is

drawing into its capacious hands the control and

operation of the means of communication, the

postal service, the railways, telegraph and tele-

phones. Plainly this extension of its office has

been accompanied by a large and indefinite

increment of authority.

For this movement, two circumflances appear

to be accountable. Of these the iir^ is the growth
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of an ill-defined =;:..! ,.ni, partially underwood
sense of colleftiv rcspon.ib.J.iy for the well-
being of the social wi.ole. Ok^ Age Pensions, for
in^nce, appear to cv.iiLijtc the proper alter-
native to the precarious charity or the degrading
poor relief" to which a less self-respeding

social pa^ committed the indu^rial veteran.
Ihe means of communication similarly appear
to a reasonably educated community to be a
public service rather than a gold-mine for private
individuals or concerns. The second circum-
stance IS the pre^ge which accrued to the ilate
from the readlion of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries from the bankrupt
individualism of the preceding generations. In
their recoil from the anarchy of laissez faire and
indu^nal competition men sought sanftuary in
the State

; and in the event the ^ate gained a
repute for competency which led to a facile trans-
ference to It of all those intereSls that appear to
bear materially upon the life of the community as
a whole. But without prejudice to the queSlion of
public ownership, it may be observed that while
the impulse which led to this regard for the flate
was natural and admirable, it had the effedl of
concentrating in the ^ate a volume of power which
was entirely ominous to the liberties of the indi-
vidual. Indeed, it may be said without much
hesitation that the logic of ^ate-absolutism was
revealed by tht Germans only in time to save their
neighbours from the like tragedy of incontinent
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subjeaion to the ilate. And the sense of personal

responsibility was in danger of atrophy under the

pleasing and soporific influence of the popular

idea that the iftate was a sort of fairy god-mother

who could be truAed to iftep in and make good

individual dereliftions and delinquenciesr—which

frame of mind accorded well with the related drift

towards unqueilioning submission to the Hite.

IV

In democratic communities the sovereignty of

the State is a residuum left over from the period of

dynailic government j and though the divine right

of kings is obsolete, we have not yet out-grown the

derivative dogma of the divine right of governments.

There ^U gathers around the iftate an odour of

sanftity; and in minds that have a turn for

ab^radlion it is apt to uke shape as a sacrosanft

objedlive reality. But soon or late the democratic

peoples will have to look upon the ^ate with a

cold and business-like realism if they are to be

delivered from the dangers that lurk in all quasi-

religious and sentimental abasement to conventional

idols. It is jufl this vague political devoutness

that makes it easy for the common people to be

stampeded into invidious commercial and military

enterprises by ^atesmen schooled in a tradition

either frankly dyna^c or Aill deriving its main

presuppositions from the dynamic period. There

is no security for democracy except in a persistent

posture of criticism towards its institutions ; and
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there is no immediate hope of a sane reiloration
of our somewhat shattered fortunes except as we
Strip the halo away from the ilate and discuss it
dispassionately in terms of its functions.

Its police responsibilities remain with it as a
matter of course, so long as human nature needs
policing

;
and it mu^ provisionaUy remain the

organ of the community in its intercourse acroiis
Its frontiers. With this latter we are not for the
moment concerned; what falls to be considered
IS the problem of the state's funflion in respect of.
hrSl. the present tendency to form extraneous and
independent (and on occasion conceivably hoMe
and mtradlable) centres of authority, and second,
the recent process of inventing the ^te with a
Mrt of proprietorship and pailorate at large.
SummarUy it may be said that the office of the «ate
in respea of these two developments is that it
should be on the one hand the clearing house of
the mcreasmg fun<aional and professional asso-
ciations among which its ancient sovereignty is
being distributed, and on the other, the tru^ee
of the pubhc in the matter of producing and
di^nbutmg the goods that are essential to life.
The ^te of the case and the course of events
indicate a doftrine of pubhc ownership with
democratic functional control, with the necessary
machinery for the due co-ordination of the centres
of control.

It seems a fairly safe risk to say that the move-
ment toward the public ownership of a certain
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range of utilities will suffer no abatement with the

passing of time. That the means of communi-

cation should be public property should be as

axiomatic as that a man's nervous syflem should

belong to himself; and no serious queflion can be

raised as to the certainty of uhimate common

proprietorship in this region. With respeft to

the means of produftion the case is less clear

;

but it is a fair assumption, that if a reasonable

security of the maintenance of life and health is

to be achieved, there mxiSt be an increasing public

ownership of the sources of raw material and of

the means of produdlion so far as the essential

commodities are concerned. That there is a

range of induilrial produflion beyond this limit

which is quite legitimate but which is nevertheless

not a matter of universal concern is obvious ;
and

it seems very queftionable whether it is the business

of the ^te to do more than to secure that the

conditions under which these indu^ries are

condu(fled are of a piece with those obtaining m
the primary industries. Obje(as of differential

and seleflive intere^ do not appear to enter into

the province of the ^ate; it has to do only with

those for which the demand is universal because

they correspond to a general need. It is a queffion

(as has been previously sugge^ed) whether in

this region of produdion it should not be the

general rule that every member of the community

should share ; in which case there would be ample

time and occasion for the produftion of the
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current we should be ilarting out on a new cycle

of authoritarianism, were we to ve^ in the flate so

much authority. But already the specifications

of a new type of flate-^rudlure are being indicated

by the course of events.

}i

It is of some significance at this point to observe

that of the fundional associations within the

commonwealth to which reference has been made,

the mo^ powerful are those which are concerned

with the produdlion of the primary commodities,

and the means of their di^ribution. This is no

doubt chiefly due to the fadt that these associations

represent the moA numerous sedtions of the com-

munity. Coal miners, engineers, transport

workers, clothing makers—it is among these classes

that the movement toward combination has been

mo^ effedlual. One notable exception—namely,

agricultural workers—is to be observed here, the

significance of which exception will come up for

discussion presently. It does not, however, affeft

the general run of the present argument. The

conilitution and adivity of the labour unions are

sufficiently well known to require no exposition

here—the main point to be emphasised being that

here within the commonwealth are large, growing

and powerful groups formed around a particular

interest; and that this intereA is deemed to b«

vital is evident from the fleady growth of the
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groups. But we may further infer that the exiil-
ence of these groups is due chiefly to the fadl that
the particular intere^ which concerns them
was not effedlually regarded in the councils of the
commonwealth ,t large. The interefls of the
workers were presumably neglefled to such adegree that the class concerned deemed it necessary
to organise itself in order to safeguard and to
enforce these intereils. Indeed on the workers'
show-ng the case was even worse. They argued
that not only were their peculiar intere^ negledled
by the ,-3uitmg powers, but that these powers were
weighted m favour of those againit whom more
speafically the worker had to defend his interefls.
The formation and growth of the Non-partisan
i-eague m America is a recent in^ance of a class
nucleation under the pressure of circum^ances
largely parallel to those here outlined.
The intere^ here discussed are of an economic

kind, but they are vital and essential. It is to be
observed, however, that these particular associa-
tions are not confined either to the worker or to
mtereils purely economic. Reference has already
been made to the Bank Clearing House. This is
an milance of the formation of a powerful group
to promote the common interefls of its members,
though m this case its formation was less due to
the neglefl of those intereib by the ^ate than to the
ta« that the mtere^ concerned have become so
Mtensive m range and so complex in charader
that the ^te was palpably incompete.,( to handle
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them profitably. In certain cases where the ^te
has assumed liabilities of this kind (as in railway

control) experience has not in the long run endorsed

the competency of the ilate for the job. That,

however, is less to the point than that we should

observe the tendency to form voluntary associations

for the proteflion and promotion of presumably

necessary intere^, and in some cases assuming (as

in the case of the Bank Clearing House) a kind of

police authority within its own field. Besides these

economic and financial associations, there are

also large and powerful professional associations

which exiA likewise to promote certain special

intereils. The British Medical Association affords

an in^ance of such association; and here again

we have an association which in the exercise of its

office also assumes a fundlion of discipline. Juil

as the Bank Clearing House can put a recalcitrant

bank out of business, so the British Medical

Association can " unfrock " a do(5lor who has

offended againA the professional code. It is true

that the excommunicated culprit may in either case

appeal to the civil courts for redress; but the

rarity of such appeals shows how nearly complete

is the authority exercised by these professional

associations within their own province. With

certain modifications the same general rule obtains

in Teachers' Unions, the Bar, the Co-operative

Societies, Churches and other voluntary associations

of persons, that gather around the nucleus of a

special intereil. The case is not so plain in regard
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to sodeties of a specially cultural charafler whichdo not so direftly abut upon the general condudl
of hfe, though the place of the Universities,
Acadenutt of Art, Author's Associations and the
ake, in the total scheme of sodal life, makes it
impossible to exclude them from consideration
in any discussion which looks to the integration of
all the legitimate intereffe of life in an organic
full-growmg social whole.
Such integration mufl, from the nature of the

case, be a long and tedious process; and the
difficulties involved in its extension to such distant
and shadowy regions as Art and Authorship may
be left for solution until they become more
imminent. It is in any case doubtful whether the
interests involved in these and similar cases are
such as would be served by any formal connexion
with the machinery of government, except as
regards certain narrow legal points (e.g. copyright).
This IS also true of the Churdies whose sole point
of contaft with the State is in the matter of their
temporalities. Fortunately for the moment the
task need not take account of these remoter
complexities

; and it will be a matter for legitimate
argument how far associations of a cultural kind
are to enter into the organisation of government,
when those associations which are already abutting
on the province of the flate and shearing it of some
ot Its powers have been successfuUy co-ordinated
in a scheme of political management.
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VI

At this point it is important to bear in mind two
things. Firil of all, the real interests which go to

make up the sura of our life are precisely those

which lead us to form ours'elves into associations

independent of the ilate. Indeed, the particular

intere^ which binds a given individual to the itate

is generally fortuitous in its origin and largely

imaginary in charafter. A man chances to be bom
into a certain geographical area, and in the great

majority of cases that circumAance fixes his ^ate
affiliation for his entire lifr An emigrant may
transfer hi; a liliation to another flate ; but his case

is exceptional. Moreover, the nature of the

intere^ which bind him to the ilate is of a

dubiously sentimental and imaginary order. This
is not the place to discuss the significance of
that temper of attachment to a particular political

unity which is called patriotism; but it would
appear to have comparatively little to do with any
essential purpose of life. This mu^ not be taken

to mean that patriotism is to be decried as an evil or
a futile thing. On the contrary, in so far as it

represents a feeling of loyalty to a social group,

it is admirable and of great value. Its value is,

however, compromised by the invidious and
divisive colour which it habitually appears to wear

;

and its hi^ortcal uses—which chiefly consi^ in

its exploitation by a^ute statesmen—conSitute a
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record which is hardly flattering to human inteMi-
gence. In the main it plays comparatively little
part in the sum total of the ordinary man's life •

and mdeed it is hardly ever heard of in normal
times until it is played up by politicians who want
a national backing for a selfish enterprise at the
expense of some other community. Its chief
significance seems to be that it provides a reserve
of sentimental devotion which may be drawn upon
without limit in the cause of national preitige or
national defence. Outside war-time, the flate
appears to touch the ordinary man's life diredlly
on y when it requires him to pay the expenses of its
upkeep or when he provokes the attention of the

T^*; T^"-
°" *•** "''" ^""^' *•»*" '^ "a" io"ns

a Trade Union or a religious society it is because the
new association bears some sort of vital and im-
mediate relation to his life. The moil authentic
interefb of life are those which move men to join
together voluntarily for their defence and pro-
motion

; and for the purpose of sodal development,
the associations that grow in this fashion are at
leait of no less importance to the common run of
men than the ftate. It is no longer tolerable,
therefore, that in the general management of the
affairs of a community these associations should
be virtually ignored in deference to a doftrine
which presupposes that the ftate and the individual
are the sole terms of political theory and pradtice,
and that such associations exiH within the common-
wealth only Ml sufferance of the ^ate.
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Second, it has some bearing upon our present
argument that these associations may conceivably
come at any time into confli<a with the intereils of
the social whole. A trade union may, for inflance,
make claims which are incongruous with the well-
being of the general public ; churches have been
known to claim advantages which are inconsiflent
with the freedom and welfare of other religious
societies. With the multiplication of societies
wi.hin the commonwealth, and especially in view
of the prospective great increase of ilrength in the
case of trade unions, it is entirely essential that
such bodies should be required diredlly to partici-
pate in the responsibility of promoting the general
social good. They should—in their charafler of
associations charging themselves with certain
vital though particular intere^—be introduced
into the official management of public affairs. So
long as they live more or less isolated and unco-
ordinated lives they remain in danger of becoming
antisocial in eifefl; and the only remedy is to
provide for them a clearing-house in the condufl
of which they are dirtaiy implicated ; and once
more, the flate is already to hand and its machinery
should be so ordered as to enable it to discharge
this office.

^
Theoretically our movement is away from the

"amoeba "conception of the national itate, which
regards it as an independent unicellular affair
with the central ^ate organisation as its nucleus,
to a conception of it as multicellular, and finding
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a prailical unity in the contribution of all its cells
to the «n.vity of a common brain. This may be
bad biology but that is no argument againil its
political soundness.
A difficult question arises when we come to

consider what associations are entitled to this
treatment; and it is plain that no association
Which cannot prove a genuine social worth has a
claim for recognition. Some associations are
powerful enough to claim and to receive recognition
without formal scrutiny of their credentials;
but their power is itself a presumptive proof that
they correspond to a real social need ; and in the
early flages of ilate-reconflruflion, it will be
naturally such associations as can validate their
claims by the volume of authority with which they
make them that will enter into the arrangement.
For the reii, we shall have to take the risk of being
able to cross the bridges when we come to them.

VII

^ ^v -•'t with the exiting method of assem-•' lachinery of government has been
growing rapidly in recent years. The progress of
the proportional representation movement is the
measure of this discontent ; and it is difficult to
conceive any valid objeftion to the scheme on the
part of those who desire to give to the personnel
of the governmg body a more genuinely represen-
tative charadter than it possesses at present. At
the same time, the transferable vote does not and
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from the nature of the case cannot secure a com-
pletely representative government—at any rate

while we continue to elect parliamentary repre-

sentatives on a territorial basis.

We shall no doubt continue to eleft repre-
sentatives on a territorial basis, for it would appear
to be the only effeiflual method of representing

the chief intere^ which all individuals in the
commonwealth have in common, namely their

intere^ as consumers (or enjoyers). But the
territorial unit is more or less arbitrary in definition,

and it does not coincide with the other intere^ that

make up the business of life. And these other
interests have assumed a commanding importance
in the condudl of the business of life in recent
times. Reference was made in a previous para-
graph to the fadl that the one great induflry which
was not adequately organised was agriculture.

The reason for this circumstance is to be found in

the greater difficulty which the farmers and the
farm workers have had in getting together. The
other great induftries are located in urban areas
where facilities of communication and meeting are
comparatively easy. The result of facilitating

communication among the farmers is already
evident. The Non-partisan League was brought
to birth by the Ford car and the rural telephone.
It is true that the farm-workers ^1 lack the
opportunity of easy assembly; but what has
happened in the case of the farmers has the peculiar
intere^ of being a graphic and simple objeft lesson
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in the processes which have transformed modem
life. Our present political methods and accept-
ances date back to the period before the railroad

;

and not only in politics, but in ethics and religion,

we have yet to take on the task of revising our
traditional concepts in the light of the va^ trans-

formation wrought by the swift advance in methods
of communication. The main result is that there
are very few men who do not belong to professional

and trade organisations which Wretch out beyond
their county boundaries, and there is a growing
number to whom these ultra-territorial associations

are more vital and significant than the local

association of citizens in which the accident of
their habitat places them. The new fadl for the
problem of government consi^s in the a(5tual

exigence and multiphcation of these professional

and vocational con^ituencies ; and it is evident
that that representative government is unworthy
the name which does not represent these large

embodiments of living opinion and interest.

If for the moment then, we consider the economic
aspe(fh of the life of the community alone, it is

evident that two main sources of representation

have to be provided for—the consumer and the

producer ; and every man should have a vote in

each capacity. The defect of the Soviet organ-
isation in Russia is thit, as it is at present con^ituted,
it appears to provide the consumer with no dire(ft

representation. The Russian Soviet is a council
of workers. But it is evident that the provision
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supply, carriage and diib-ibution of commodities
to a village is the concern of the whole village

independently of the share which the villagers

may have in the adlual produdbon of these com-
modites. So that the consumer 5110 consumer
m\i£t be represented. The physician and the
teacher* may not be producers in a ^dt and
direcfl sense ; but they are diredlly intere^ed in
the problem of consumption and are interested in it

in the same way as the village blacksmith and the
shoemaker. Moreover, there are problems of
sanitation and road-keeping in which they are all

also equally concerned. The village and the city

ward are therefore proper units of representation.
But they Ml remain only one type of unit. The
agricultural labourers who live in the village may
be members of a labour union which charges itself

with the oversight of the conditions of the agri-
cultural labourer's work. The physician will

also be a member of an association which is con-
cerned with the special interefls of his profession.
Here then we have another type of unit. For our
present purpose we are concerned with these units
only as they are indu^al and produrJtive.

In Russia the problem of representing these
"professional" or "induiftrial" conilituencies
has been solved with greater ease than is likely to
be the case elsewhere. In many cases the owners
of induib-ial plants have been expropriated and a

• Of course there may be physicians' and teachers' Soviets ;Dut they will operate provincially rather than parochially, while
the village soviet would appear usuall- to consifl of peasants.
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" shop-council " is in control. This shop-council
sees to it that none but members of the labour
union concerned are employed in the shop ; it is
free to hire what expert help it requires to carry on
produflion; and in general it rules the rooA.
But it is an elefted body, and it forms the cell-unit
out of which, through a hierarchy of local and
provincial bodies, the AU-Russian Congress of
Soviets is at la^ con^tuted. Naturally this
scheme is not yet in universal operation. Some
employers are fUU tolerated to remain in possession,
and a single rule has not yet been e^blished in
the tenure of land. But that is the general . rin-
dple; and while it muA necessarily admit in
pradlice of all sorts of exceptions, there is no clear
reason why it should not become effeflive through-
out Russia.

But this simplicity is not likely to obtain else-
where. The forcible immediate expropriation of
the employer is not a probable contingency in
England or America so far as one may judge from
present signs. But this need con^tute no
insuperable obibcle to the inilitution of shop-
councils such as for instance have been set up in
the woollen trades at Bradford. And juil as in this

inilance, the shop-council would be generally
the unit out of which an ascending scale of superior
bodies would be formed, reaching at lail to what
the Russians call the " supreme council of pubhc
economy." The outline of such an organisation is

to be found ahready in Mr. Malcolm Sparkes'
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scheme (referred to in another chapter) oi a

" national indu^rial parliament " ; and all that

need be added to the plan is that this industrial

parliament should be recognised as the aiflual

legislative body within its own sphere, subject to

the review and veto of a final body which would

be charged with the oversight of all the interests

of the commonwealth.*

Still confining ourselves to the economic

intereAs, we should find it necessary to secure

that the labour unions shall find effedlive

representation in the legislative organisation ; and

so long as private ownership of induArial plant is

permitted, the same thing is true of employers'

associuiions as well. But it is plain that while

induilry is subjedl to this antagonism of intere^

within itself, it is not likely to miniver to the public

intereA as effedually as we have a right to require

of it. Ultimately we shall be compelled to establish

the doiftritie that indu^rial production is a com-

munity-intere^ and to iniftitute the principle of

national Guilds as the ground plan of induilrial

organisation. Some approach to this plan has been

made during the war in the interests of increased

produ(5tivity ; and the sittiation consequent upon

the war in the belligerent countries is likely to

aggravate rather than abate the acuteness of the

problem of productivity. On this account it would

be a grave misfortune if induAry were permitted
* This " National Induilrial Parliament " has come very near

taking praflical form in the proposal of the recent Nationial In-

duArul C<»iference for a "National InduArial Cotffldl" in England.
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to relapse into its pre-war inefficiency. Thor^ein
Veblen, in a shrewd analysis of the working of the
capitalistic system in America, eS) mates that it
" lowers the aftual output of the country's induilry
by something near fifty per cent, of its ordinary
capacity when fully employed." " But " he adds,
" It is at the same time plain enough that this, in
the larger sense, untoward discrepancy between
produflive capacity and current produdtive output
can readily be correfted, in some appreciable degree
at leaA, by any sufficient authority that shall
undertake to control the country's industrial
forces without regard to pecuniary profit and loss.
Any authority competent to take over the control
and regulate the condudt of the community's
industry with a view to maximum output as counted
by weight and tale, rather than by net aggregate
price income over price coSt can readily efifeft an
appreciable increase in the effedlual produftive
capacity.

. . The several belligerent nations
of Europe are showing that it can be done, and they
are also showing that they are all aware, and have
always been aware, that the condudt of industry
on busmess principles is incompetent to bring the
largest praftical output of goods and service;
Mcompetent to such a degree indeed as not to be
tolerable in a season of desperate need when the
nation requires the full use of its produdtive
forces, equipment and man power, regardless of the
pecuniary claims of individuals."* The course of

• Thorftein Veblen. The Nature 0/ Peace, pp. 173, 174.

! M
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events seem to point to the in^tution of the

"sufficient authority" which Professor Veblen
indicates. It is clear that this authority muil be
of a charafler to ignore the exigencies of the

profit-syflem, and to operate with an eye single to

the welfare of the community ; in which case, soon
or late, there muil be eliminated from it those who
would desire to turn it to a personal or at£tional

advantage. Or at leaA their possible advantage
from industry shall be so rigorously abridged as

to make it cease to be worth their while to rig the

business in such a way as to retard or otherwise

to interfere with output. But, inasmuch as this

rigging has been done in the pail chiefly at the

expense of the workers, they in their turn armed
themselves for defence, by joining into unions.

With the elimination of the private profit motive
from induiby, the charafler of the trade union as

a fighting body would largely if not wholly lapse

;

and the need for its diredl representation in

tnduibial control would cease to be urgent or even
important. Especially would, this be true when
a minimum ibindard of life had been fixed and
universally applied. The union would merge into

the guild which would include not the operatives

alone but the entire effedlive personnel of the

industry. Out of these guilds, themselves

fundlioning through a hierarchy of bodies from
the single shop upward, would be formed the

national induilrial parliament which would be

the effe^ual economic authority of the community.
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VIII
That this in its turn should be subjefl to a stiU

higher court goes without saying. For in thir
capaaty our induilrial parliament represents the
community only as producing. The general
mterefls of the common man who has to eat,
dnnk, clothe himself, find a roof over his head,
niarry, bring up children, are not subordinate to
his mtereil as a producer; nor are they covered
by a parliament which supervises the produflive
mterefls alone.* The ^andard of life muA be fixed
by the common will of the community; and it will
be the business of the indu^rial parliament to see
Uiat the volume, quality and conditions of pro-
dudlion shaU correspond to this ^andafd; and
somewhere there muil be a body which also sees
to It that the industrial parliament is discharging
Its task efficiently. It must even be in a position
to veto the aas of the induitrial parliament should
that course become necessary ; and this position
could be secured by veAing the purchase and
rontrol of raw material in the hands of this superior
body. At the same time it is evident that there
are functions which this superior body is not
efficient to discharge simply on the ground of its
being representative of the general consumer.
The problems of education and public health, for
instance, are highly specialised affairs which a
P^^lVJ^P'^^seatative assembly on the traditional

th, rl^ •
'"8?«^«1 thu associations of Conmmtrs, e s

iSdSSp^SiL^r''"'
'^°'"'' "* '*P"«"'«' mX"N«io'nIi
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lines has proved itself incompetent to handle—and
it is notorious how both education and national

hygiene have had their development governed and
defledled from its proper course by the too great
ascendency of trade and business intereAs in the
legislature. Ju^ as the indu^ial affairs of the
community are committed to the charge of those
who are direflly engaged in them, so the education
of the country should be in the hands of a self-

governing body of teachers, and the public health
to a self-governing medical association—in both
cases the personnel being regarded as members
of a public service serving under standardised
conditions, and their representative and executive
body being like the guild parliament answerable
to the supreme national assembly.

It would be palpably beyond the province of
this writing to do more than thus roughly indicate
the general diredlion in which the organisation of
government should and is likely to go ; and there
are conspicuous que^ions—such as national
finance and the adminiilration of law—which
would enter deeply into a detailed discussion but
have here to be passed by with no more than this

cursory mention. It is now desired only to
emphasise the fa(fl that the aflual conditions of
modem life have made the existing legislative

machinery obsolete, and that moreover they point
to the nature of the changes which are required to

make the machinery to fit the fafts of the case.

Summarily, therefore, it may be said that there are
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two types of social unit which muit be recognised
the one being of the geographical, the other of
the vocational order. Somewhere these two
sources of representation moH meet in a supreme
common assembly; and the pifture which passes
through the mind-«ay in England-is of a joint
house of county and municipal representatives
chosen by way of ward and village and diilrifl
councils, and of representatives of accredited
national indu^rial and professional associations.
Yet, iMomuch as this process of delegation would
make the sense of connexion between the individual
cit«en and the supreme assembly somewhat weak
and faint, it would appear to be necessary to
provide for some measure of diredt popular repre-
sentation in the assembly. So that we should have
a house drawing its personnel from three sources-
from the people direflly, and by delegation from
the two types of social con^tuency, local and
funftional. In this body would be ve^ed the
supreme and final control of national affairs ; and
to this body the Guild-parliament and other
departmental bodies would render account of their
flewardship. It is only in some such way as this
that remedy is to be found for a ^tc of things, in
which, apart from paid experts in adminiibative
departments, the vital intere^ of indu^ry,
education and national health are committed to
a body to which the chances of a general eledlion
may return not one single person competent to
speak to these matters at firfl hand.
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DC

It is not necessary to extend this discussion into
further detail since we are concerned only to
indicate a direction rather than to describe a
finished produdl. It may, moreover, be juiftly

que^ioned whether the business of government
can range to any fruitful purpose beyond the
common economic, hygienic and educational
concerns of the community, and such derivative
and concomitant operations as they require for
their eifedtual conduiJl. In any case it would
appear that the remaining interefls of life abut on
the legitimate province of government only at
minor and somewhat special points. These partic-
ular intere^ are for the moSl part of the " spiritual"

order—religious and cultural ; and from the nature
of the case it were beil to leave them to o their
own way in peace so long as they may not r iiubly
be charged with encroaching upon th. geneial
welfare. Such matters as the property of a
religious society or an author's copyright represent
the kind of point at which the spiritual interefls

come into some sort of relation with the Slate ;

and these are essentially matters in the ilate-

regulaticin of which the chief care should be to

avoid an hing that may interfere with indepen-
dence and freedom of thought.

For when all is said and done, it is in this par-
ticular region that we muil look for the adlual and
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dura£leriilic fruits of a democratic order. The
real wealth of a community consiils in the capacity
it possesses and acquires for aflivity of a creative
kind ; its true riches are " the riches of the mind."
And in a sense we may say that the business of
government is to set the house-keeping machinery
moving so smoothly and efficiently that there will

be real wayleave for the spiritual business of life.

Jufl as the beil physical condition of a man is that
in which he is lea^ aware of his body, so the befl
government is that which makes the governed
leait conscious of its operation. Here as elsewhere,
magna ars celare artem. But is there any guarantee
that such a ilate-organisation as is here pleaded
for will be any more friendly to freedom of thought
than the exiiling type ? So far as the traditional

ilate is concerned, it regards freedom of thought
largely as a concession which is not quite congruous
with the poilulates upon which it habitually adh.
Freedom of thought has been wreiled from the
itate by main force; and then only with the
underwood proviso that the itate is empowered
on due occasion to withdraw the concession. The
habit of free thought has however become so in-

grained in the idea of democratic progress that there
is now only one due occasion on which the ^ate can
interfere with it with any prospedl of success

—

that is, in the event of war. Still from the fUnd-
point of the flate, freedom ofthought is a regrettable,

though, as things are, unavoidable defedl in its ma-
chinery. It interferes sadly with the uniformitarian
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programme of the typical governmental mind.
But this grudging toleration of freedom of thought
IS an mhentance from the dynaitic period when it
was necessary to have a population easily mobilisable
for whatever adventure the dynafl might plan,
or whatever necessity of defence might be laid onlum The dynaibc tradition required a regimen-
tated people

; and we have outgrown the dynamic
tradition without discarding all its chara<aeriiUc
modes of working This is in part to be accounted
for by the fa« that the continued existence of
dynaihc pretensions and the consequent danger
of dynailic adventures of a predatory kind has
nec«sitated the survival of dynaitic ideas and
pra«ices as a measure of insurance even in com-
mumties that have discarded the dynailic principle.
There will be no secure freedom of thoueht
anywhere so long as the world contains any
powerful survival of the dynailic tradition.

Latterly the dynaibc tradition has (for patent

that the downfall of the dynaibc tradition may do
no more than clear the decks for another more
recent predatory inititution, not less ominous forhuman weU-being, which may secure the reversion
of all the ilock-in-trade and goodwill of its
predecessor in the matter of national presage
and honour and the like. This is that commerc^
imperialism which has already insinuated itselfmto the folds of whatever mantle the dynailic
tradition is flill able to wear-«> much so that it is
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popularly believed to be impossible to define the
frontier at which dynamic pretensions end and
commercial chauvinism begins. In any case
«t is sure that as the dynaiUc inftitution falls into
desuetude, this commercial imperialism will make
a flrenuous effort to Step into its shoes and arm
Itself with its weapons. There may be some
difference between the person who seeks to gobble
up the face of the earth and his brother who seeks
to gobble up the markets of the earth. But for
pra^ical purposes they belong to the same class
and will use the same methods. The nations will
be persuaded to maintain sufficient military
establishments to protefl national capital when it

IS sent upon profiuble adventures beyond the
frontier

; and the prosped) of national prosperity
and jealousy for national prestige will be worked
for all that they are worth in support of these
proje«fts. With the net result that the attention
of the ilate will be chiefly direfted in the future
as in the pait to the furtherance of particulariil
national intereib, and the consequent need of
centralised power in the ilate for the easy regi-
mentation of the people in case of emergency will
remain as a permanent arreil on democratic
development. And all this is the more tragic in
that the " national " intere^ alleged to be engaged
are in point of fafl the intere^ only of the capitaliil
class. The refl of the nation ftands to gain nothing
material from these operations.

This latter danger can, however, be dealt with by
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the simple expedient of declaring that the capital
goes out of the country at its own risk. It is,
anyhow, preposterous to assume that capital
has any mherent right to seek national protedlion
when It travels abroad on private ventures of its
own. That should be as clear as daylight; and
Its recognition would remove one of the main
sources of international trouble. But it would also
release the community from a good deal of the
present wakeful and diftradting preoccupation with
the busmess incidental to the chances of inter-
national trouble, and leave it free to concern
Itself with the more vital matters of its inner life.
And mo^ of all, with the passing of the dynaifac
danger, this refusal to under-write the risks of
profit-seekmg capitalistic adventures abroad would
remove the chief reason for that residual embargo
on utter freedom of thought which muit exiil in
a community which has to be held in readiness for
svinft regunentation. Men wiU never be wholly
free until the possibility of war has disappeared
from the earth.

With the diminution of the chances of inter-
national fndlion, the urgency of dome^ic uniform-
ity will in great part disappear; and democratic
life may be counted upon to express itself in a free
and unhmited variation of thought and iatereil.
At the same time it is obvious that the present
dodlrme of property-rights within the community
entaUs a serious limitation upon the freedom of the
nund. Notice has already been taken of the effeft
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of the property-privilege as it operates in the hands
of the capitaliA employer upon the freedom of the
worker

} but the hindrance to freedom ranges far
beyond this region. In domeflic legislation, the
rights of property have virtually been " the law and
the prophets " ; and modem flates have shown
themselves more jealous for the defence of veiled
intere^than the culture of the national life. It
may be indeed that they have not perceived that
these two things \ ere different, not to say opposed.
But how far these veiled intereils enter into the
counsels of the itate is evident from the faft that
it has tended to treat any dodlrine which assails
them as criminal; and crimes againfl property
are almoil invariably treated with greater severity
than crimes againil the person. While these class
rights are flill recognised as entitled to the corporate
protedlion of the community, there will be a region
within which freedom of thought will be ilill

frowned upon and so far as may be denied. The
sun is too high in the heavens to permit of perse-
cution save in sporadic cases ; and it would seem
that this is the laft ditch in which privilege is Still

entrenched in its retreat before the advance of
freedom. Lese-majeste has ceased to be a
dangerous crime; the heretic in religion enjoys
his heresies unmolested ; and the accident of noble
birth has ceased to confer a privilege. The
" divine rights " of property will presently go the
way of the divine right of kings; and then
democracy will have all its enemies under its feet.
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unless there may be lurking beyond the frontier
some unforseen and unforseeable enemy Yet
this enemy too the spirit of democracy may be
truiled to subdue.

Entire freedom of thought is contingent upon the
ultimate disappearance of aU forms of spedal and
exclusive privilege, whether it appertains to
monarchy, an^ocracy or property; and freedom
of thought IS flill tolerated grudgingly because
government is contaminated by a survival of habits
of thought derived from the doAvint of special
mherent and sacred rights. The type of govern-
ment pleaded for m these pages is one which
assumes that no special interest shall have pre-
cedence over the good of the social whole, and which
requires that every separate interest shaU be
subordinated to and co-ordinated into a general
scheme of social welfare. The rights of property
will be sub,e<ft to such curtailment as the common
good requires. And since therefore the main
causra of exi^g limitations on freedom of thought
wdl have disappeared, there seems to be no reasonwhy this type of government should at any time
take It upon itself to repress or to control thought.To this iUtement one exception may require to bemade parenthetically, namely, that the continuance
of sources of international trouble that may
eventuate in war will probably necessitate occasional
interference with freedom of thought and ailion.
This matter we shall consider in more detail
presently. Meantime, it is not rash to believe
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that in a ^tc of the type here indicated, there will
not only be any disposition to set bounds upon
independent thought but a definite tendency to
encourage it. It may conceivably come to conceive
of national " preflige " in terms of perfedl and
untrammelled intelledtual freedom.

Three conditions seem to be necessary to such
an end. The fir^ has to do with national education
the aim ofwhich should be to make every individual
capable of thinking for himself and imparting to
him a social vision which will discipline and frudlify
his thought. To this matter also we shall need to
return at a later point.

The second condition is the provision of
opportunities of free public discussion. To this
subjedl some reference has already been made;
and nothing more extended need now be added^
save only, perhaps, the thought that the encourage-
ment of free public discussion is the proper safe-
guard agaiaft the vagaries and dangers of a
suppressed and inarticulate dissent. Let the
new thing be brought into the Agora as it was in old
Athens; and the daylight wiU declare whether
It be gold or bubble.
The third condition is the full and unconditional

recognition of the right of association,—the
only proviso being that no association shall have
private or occult or undeclared purposes. A
^ong tendency to the formation of social groups
of various kinds, political, cultural, religious,
recreational, should be hailed as a sign of life in
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the community. And even if the assodation be
formed for the promulgation of the view of a
dissentmg minority, it should be as frankly
encouraged as any other. For no view ever gains
a considerable foUowing which does not embody
some fadt or truth of experience which is necessary
to the wholeness of life.

' i- i.



Chapter VIII.

A DEMOCRATIC WORLD.*
" We beUeve in assodation—which is but the redixaion to

aflion of our faith in one sole God, and one sole law, and one
sole aim—as the only means we possess of realising the truth

;

M the method of progress ; the path leading towards perfeflion.
The higheft possible degree of human progress wfll correspond
to the discovery and application of the vafleil formula of
assocution.

We believe, therefore, in the Holy Alliance of the Peoples
as the vafteft formula of association possible in our epoch ;—

*

m the liberty and equality of the peoples without which no true
association can exiil ; in nationality, which . the conscience of
the peoples, and which, by assign-ng to them their part in the
work of association, their funAion in humanity, conilitutes
their mission upon earth, that is to say. their individaalUy,
without which neither liberty nor equality is possible ; in the
sacred Fatherland, cradle of nationality, altar and worship of
the individuals of which each people is composed.

And, as we believe in humanity as the sole interpreter of

)

the law of God, so do we believe in the people of every Aate as
the sole majler, sole sovereign, and sole interpreter of the law
of humanity, which governs every national mission. We believe
in the people, one and indivisible, recognising neither cailes nor
privileges, neither proletariat nor ariaoaacy, whether landed
or financial ; but simply an aggregate of faculties and forces
consecrated to the well-being of all, to the adminiftration of the
common subjhnce and possession, the terrejliial globe."

Mazzini.

• This chapter was written some time before the League of
Nations plan adopted at the Peace Conference was issued. It i%
in spite of a few points which might require modification,
allowed to iland as it was written, since the general course
of the argument ftill appears to be sound, especially as it raises
points in relation to which the official scheme will moft cer-
tainly require great changes.
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" Cane, read the meaning of the deep 1

I he use of winds and waters learn ITu not to make the mother weep
For sons that never will return.

'Tu not to nuke the nations show
Contempt for all whom seas divide ;

S "O' "> P»n)per war and woe
Nor feed traditionary pride ;

/
• • • .

It a to knit with loving life
The interefls of land to land.

To lom in far-seen fellowship
The tropic and the polar ilrand.

• • . .
And more, for Knowledge crowns the gainOf intercourse with other souls.And wisdom travels not in vain
The plunging spaces of the poles.

O may our voice have power to sayHow soon the wrecking discords cease.When every wandering wave is gay
With golden argosies of peace."—George MnuorrB.

r\EMOCRACY can only thrive in a demo-i-' crattc setting; and while any powerful
remnants of the dynamic tradition survive in

the world rt IS unhkely that democracy wiU be able
to reach the full term of its own development. For
the dynaihc tradition is from the nature of the
case of an incurably predatory charafter: and
democracy will be arreted in its self-realisation
by so much of the dynailic habit of thought andway of hfe as it may be necessary to retain in order
to gain immunity from attack. It has been oneof the commonplaces of the Great War that the
democratic countries have been compelled to
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defend themselves againit Prussianism by adopting
the familiar Prussian methods of repression and
regmientation. And what the war has adlually
provoked IS always potentially present. So long as
thwe are dynailic nations with highly centralised
and omnicompetent authority and consequently
in a more or less advanced flate of preparation
for military enterprise, it is not to be expefted that
their democratic neighbours will leave themselves
at their mercy; and the common democratic
nghts of freedom—whether of the person or of
thought—have to be so far permanently subjeft
to curtailment and even entire suspension in the
event of war. It is easy to say that once the danger
IS pan, the former hberties will be automatically
restored; but it does not so work out in aflual
faft. For authority is ever loth to relinquish any
advantage it has gained; and there are always
parties in every community who either on selfish
or academic grounds are favourable to the curtail-
ment of democratic rights. The rsitoration of
these nghts has commonly to be effected againil
the opposition of parties intere^ed in their curtail-
ment. It is a matter of common knowledge that
powerful interests are already at work, for
inftance, to secure that the hard-won privileges
of the Trade Unions shall not be re^ored to them

;

and we may expeft to find very considerable and
dangerous opposition to the re-eitablishment of
those avil hberties which were suspended "for
the duration of the war." It is not likely, however,
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that this opposition can be long maintained. But
Jt IS certain that it will be some time after the close
of the war before the domestic liberties of the
democratic countries will be re^ored to the point
which they had reached at the beginning of the
war

;
and by so much democratic advance willhave

been retarded.

rl

I

So that the development of the democratic
prmciple requires the cessation of war and of
preparedness for war. And this to begin with
requires the disappearance of the dynailic
tradition. But will the disappearance of the
dynaitic tradition necessarily carry with it the
abolition of that preoccupation with national
" prestige " and the like out of which it has always
drawn its length? The dyna% may vanish}
but nationalism may remain ; and the catchwords
of national preitige and national honour may
conceivably become a menace to peace and there-
fore to freedom as real as the dynailic tradition.
And at the present time there is, as has been

previously shown, a very real possibility that the
disappearance of the dynailic tradition may leave
the door open to another type of predatory
nationalism no less injurious to the cause of
democK.;y. This is that "commercial imper-
ialism" to which reference has already b«en
made. The impression has been deeply made
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^^fV,'^
B«e«fon that the accumuht/on ofwealth conihtutes the prinuiry business of thecommunity. It should aim to become the richS

tha the diftnbution of this wealth is of a charaflerwh.ch robs it of any right to be reg^ld ^ a"«t.onal" intereft. It is the interest only o?a comparatively small class within the nationYet so sedulously has this illusion of national
prosperity been cultivated, and so feeble is rhe
faculty of discrimination in the multitude, that itwill yet be possible for commercial adventured toinvoke and receive national endorsement of their

^

proKdls even to the extent of a guarantee of mihtary
support « c«e of need. The surplus capi^
of a nation will seek avenues of activity beyonS Sfrontier and it will move heaven L LX To
secure that the nation shall be committed to the

itmtt do this by foilering the illusion that in some
my^enous way its profitable foreign excursionsbrmg prospenty to the home community Amoments refleftion should be sufficient to show
that operations of this kind will bring to no nationany compensation that is even remotely commen-
surate with the co^ of guaranteeing them.
Nor IS It for their foreign adventures alone that

these particular interests will work up national

^Lf r'u'^'"'-
^''*y ^°°^ "P°° 'he homemark t with the ^me avid eye as the foreign;

,and ,t IS an affair of common knowledge that they
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have not hesitated to inflame national feeling in

order to secure invidious protective tariff againA

other nations. "Keep out the foreigner" is

always an effe^ve battlecry; it bears a certain

immediate and obvious plausibility to the untutored

and uncritical mind. The argument for free

trade labours under the disadvantage of not

possessing this kind of effe^ive simplicity. Except

in cases where free trade has been tried and is

supported by experience, the argument for it has

to lean upon populates which are not so easily

demonArable to the crowd and which do not lend

themselves to glib catchwords such as the pro-

tedtioni^ delight in. It is easy for in^ance,

to show that the prosperity of a particular industry

depends upon its security againil a foreign compe-

tition which apparently ilarts with the superior

advantage of dieap labour ; and a case may be

fairly made for the protection of a young and

struggling indu^ry from unequal competition.

The protedtioniil, however, extends his argument

to cover all industry ; his concern is not for the

growth of a Struggling induSlry but for a monopoly

of the home markets—what time he is also adtively

invading foreign markets. The free trader has in

reply to show that a protective tariff is a Strangle-

hold upon all industry. Because, for instance,

it renders the capitalist producer immune from

foreign competition, it reduces the necessity on his

part to improve methods of production ; and in so

much as his care is for his profits rather than the

<km
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wai wiiole, he will tend to remain content with

long u improvement is not essential to the maintenance of profits. Moreover, it Zh^ iTZ
J^of«,mpelli„g the indu'^riesTftheLt
oLTf^ ""^ ""'•^'^^ ^^''il^ble within itsown borders even though these be inferfo^ tquahty to those obtainable elsewhVre Sh th^«ult that the national induSs aj SuSjhandicapped m competition in foreign Sc«s
problem of dothmg oneself in the United Statesof America « a suifident iUu^ration of the fantai^S

i'^h ^* "^/" *°°""' goods may^
America; but the advantage is gained at th,
expei^e of the whole people! induSg the vSoperatives m woollen mills.

* ^
This «, however, not the place to ihte the whole^ as between protedlion and free trade Cbefly

t « to our point heie to emphasise the fafl thathe advocates of a protective Ube£ng2aL,yo the capitaliit class; and that they wiUlTad
for a proteftive tariff on the ground of naS
w^bemvoked msupportoftheargumenl! TheyvnU be careful to abitain from calling undueattention to the point that a proteftive tariff^w^
•hscnmmate in favour of the classes th« ^
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already sufficiently prosperous, and their popular
argument will have much to say about the high
wages of the worker. " Make the foreigner

pay" was the battlecry of the Chamberlainite

fiscal reformer in England ; and what the foreigner

pays we all enjoy together. It sounds fair enough

;

until it is seen that by no chance whatsoever does
the foreigner pay anything. He may lose some-
thing in the diminution of his trade ; but he pays
nothing. The payment is made by the domeJUc
consumer in the higher prices which immediately
prevail in respedt of " protedled " commodities ;

and this higher price brings an advantage to whom ?

To the worker ? Not at all, if the capitalist can
help it. Will the worker get higher wages ?

Only if he is flrong enough to demand it. The
empty hypocrisy of this talk about national

prosperity should be evident from the fail that

the very people who are intereiled in high prices

are those who are equally interested in lowering

wages. The increase of the wage rate during the

war has not automatically or proportionately

followed the rise in prices ; it has always to be
wreiled by main force from those whose intere^

lies in keeping prices high and wages low. Under
a proteftioniit regime, wages are rarely high

enough to compensate for the higher cofl of living,

and the more dependent a country is upon importa-

tion from abroad, the truer is this flatement. It

is only in countries like the United States of

America where the natural resoturces are large and
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more or le« easily avaaable that proteflion can

j
effedl any luMlantial appearance of social pros-

^ S*T^ f"l
•^" « *"« cases it is scarcely

doubtful that the general prosperity would be
greatly increased by the removal of a protedbve
tariff. The dividends upon invefted camtal would
no doubt be lower; but the gen-r.i! level of
material well-being would be apprecinbly ru^ed
Democracy muA make up its .'.^aC upo.i ,, i,

pomt. It muil turn a cold and .r.t-cal eye r^ron
all pUusible talk about national proiperitv and .-sk
whether this prosperity is in fact the thing it
profeMes to be. National wealth « sc inecmitably
distributed that the produ(ftion of wealth as a
national concern is a polity pour rin. [>rof-.aion
and commercial imperialism are devices which
work m the interests of the already prosperous
dasses, a very smaU minority of the community.
This is not to say that there are not advocates of
prote«ive tariff who sincerely believe all they say
so fluently about " national " prosperity ; of these
good people it is not the disinterefledness that is
to be called into queilion but the intelligence.
But It as sure as anything can very weU be that if
a ftatutory limit were set upon profits, incomes
and fortunes, we should hear very little about
prote«ive tarifb and the need of protedhng
commeraal interests "in partibm infidelibus."
To say that this would immediately crush the
mcentive to the commercial and industrial enter-
prise of the nation would be an unworthy refleiftion
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upon the patriotism of those who are at present
direOmg the enterprise. In any case the point
which IS coming up for the decision of democratic
immunities is whether they are going to identify
themselves with, and commit themselves to, the
support of enterprises which primarily serve the
mtereib of a class already weU enough provided for
and which can bring no advantage to the people
at large commensurate with the risk involved in
endoremg them. With the crumbling of the
dynaibc tradition, the one subilantial cause ^1
out^nding of international misunderflanding is
commercial rivalry; but this commercial rivalry
IS m no sense a rivalry between peoples; it is
purely a rivahy between the capitaliil interests in
the different countries. Are the democracies Slill
prepared to sufifer arreil of their own development
by retammg a sort of potential war-footing in the
mtereib of what are after aU mainly class-
adventures ? •

But it may be urged that even in the event of
the ehmmation of this type of commercial rivalry,
the national feeling would iiill remain-intrinsi-
caUy and without the adventitious aid of dynailic
or commerdal interefts-a permanent ground of
separation and possible dissension between peoples,
even democratic peoples. We are told that there
IS such a thing as national " honour " which is a

wiU rf',LSSf°S!il'^^"^' " '"^"tionat Labour Standard
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sacred trail and which the nation mufl be prepared
to defend again^ all comers. It may be seriously

questioned whether this conception of nationd
" honour " is not an archaism which has lapped
over from the age when men Still talked of gambling
debts as "debts of honour," and gentlemen
adjusted their differences by means of " affairs of

honour." It should be evident that no nation has

any kind of honour which is subjedl to real offence

save at its own hands, or which can be forfeited

save by its own adl ; and a nation in anything like

a mature Stage of ethical development should
be (in a memorable phrase) " too proud to fight

"

merely because its amour propre had been pricked

by some ill-behaved urchin among the nations.

No self-respefling dtizen resorts to fiSlicuffs in

order to avenge an insult; and the more self-

respefling he is the more effedlual is the interior

constraint which forbids him to adl in that way.
And it is equally inconceivable that a self-respefling

nation should think it \7orth while to assert itself

in a retaliatory way againSt what after all can amount
to no more than radeness ot impertinence. It is

true that there is a good deal of residual superStition
in this particular region which is apt to magnify
out of all proportion the significance of such
unproprieties as disrespeft to the flag ; but a little
good humoured realism is all the antidote that
•s required. Such things as these have no real
meaning except where symbolic and formal
pun(5tilio Still takes precedence over the actualities
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of life. For the reA. the only possible sources of

national honour travels abroad in the persons of

But at this time of day, it is inconceivable that anv«st«« should arise in this region which S: S
^£ ff^^"''^ ^"""^^y adjuflment. Inpomt of faft, that is what usually happens
Apologies are made, a formula is adopted^^dAe affair blows over. It will occur to Ihe epical

Sflv '"^°*i""«
'^' P°^t of honour hasbeen

chiefly msiiled upon on such occasions as thepu«u.t seemed likely to eventuate in somemateml advantage; in any case the point ofhonour survives only as an affair of statesmen and

mtere^ m the remainder of the nation, wh,^h^ more pressing concerns on hand. Nationalhonour " seems on the whole to be but a Ml
left over from the day in which the divine right ofkmgs was ^U a live dogma.

In the fafl of nationality itseff there is nothinewl«ch necessarily tends to a breach of the peace'We know that it represents no fafl of ofgilmhentance which is bound to perpetuate divSo^^ unfriendly or unneighbourfy kind be™
peoples. There is no modern " nation " which canchmi homogeneity of racial origin, of langu^eof rehgion. It describes a political unitj Snwhich a people by the simple process of hV^g
together has developed and is continuing to develop
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a particular way of life and quality of culture. The
peculiar colour of national life is due of course

, f
to some extent to its geopraphical location, to the

[

arcumilances of its hiilory, and to its natural
resources, but national unity is achieved in the
evolution of a common tradition and a common
culture. Nor is it possible to fix any real bounds
to the growth of a nation. It is a hiilorical
commonplace how the small primitive groupings
of man have Readily grown in extent until we have
reached the ^ge of vail aggregations of polyglot
peoples comprehended under a single national
name—like the British Empire and the United
States. The "nation" possesses no fixity, and
national feeling undergoes continual change and
mcdification as the result of changing circum-
Siitices. There are many like the present writer
whose early schooling left them with the impression
that tl re was a necessary and permanent antag-
onism of mtereil between the British and French

j
but smce then the Entente Cordiale and other
momentous happenings have completely banished
that hoary tradition from the British mind. It is,
moreover, not open to queilion that the increase
and improvement of means of communication have
done much to dispel the ignorance from which
national prejudice and international suspicion
drew thew ibrength. The biological judgment
upon nationality is pertinent to this point ; " All
the moil important agencies producing the diver-
gent modification of the nations are human

?ffffiflFIBTff1l?lfi"f^r'fTiFfTTI fgir"'^r"'^rT'i^lfffiM'A'liilll fi'li"lifri'
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produfts and can be altered."* These aeencies
are presumably the facton, wWch caSL'ewS
Mr^en,«nu, Kidd caUed soda! heredi?' Tndhe has shown with great force how possibk ittto unpose the elements of a new social heredity "

accordS^t'T?'
'"' '\'^^' «» ^""^^^

accordingly t The sum of the matter is that^^ty is a fluid and changing entity andtm^c nature and its hi^ory appear to point tothe conclusion that it is a necessary ^ee in theevduuon of human society, by whiS; S'L'nl'« to become at la« a citizen of the world. T^
tJ^T^^ 'f^ *^ '''P*='^«'°'' *»t present

3" as permanent fadlon, in the life of the

This does not mean that the world will notcontmue to be organised on the basis ofnatiZi^
« means only that the present national dSol'are not permanem. The law of natural variatio^wJl operate w producing diversity in thnom-
P^exion and culture of communities ; and the n"

£ the el""
*' ''^' '-Peri/traditionoecays. the tendency to induce uniformity amone

dSv h
'''/"' P'^'y °f ^"««ion will 'probably be more evident in the future than it hasbcen^atleailm the near pait. TheempS!";^

Oalm.,. Mftchell, Bvolution and tt, Rr„, p.
t B«„.nun Kidd, TA. .ydi™. o/Po^r. p. ^05
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Uie rights of small nations and the disruption ofRussia and of the Dual Monarchy into thdr ^;.^tuent nations both alike indicate that we shihave a considerable accentuation of dSnSna lonal types m the years ahead of us. But tS isnot in any sense a matter for misgivine- for the
1-ger the variety of typical nationr^'ur" Jmore varied and rich will the life of the racebecome. As Lord Brycesaid in the early d!y^ ofAe war, the world was already too uniform'and^L

from uniformity is a sign of renewed life.
At the same time it rnnH not be forgotten thatwithout some balancing principle there are dangS

inherent m nationality. It has been Svobserved that nationality is an admirable thingwhen ,t IS being Juggled for, but that once achieved
at IS apt to become a peril. The passion fornajondity may overshoot its mark!^ National
sdf-consciousness may breed national self-
conceit; and out of this temper especially underhe conditic,^ of modern commerce may grow the
pint of aggression. It is useless to hide this fa«rom ourselves; the recent hiitery of Italy gives
^mpkdemon«„tionofit. The luly of GariLH
was hardly recognisable in the Italy of the Triooli
^dventure. It is therefore necessary hat ^t

exnTn«% u"^"
of becoming aggressive at the«pense of their neighbours, and in this necessity
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is contained in little the entire problem of inter-
national integration which is likely to occupy the
minds of Aatesmen and political thinkers in the
coming century. At the same time the ultimate
security of the peace which is necessary to the
progress of the democratic principle muil lie not
in external safeguards and checks but in the
mcreasmg democratisation of national life. The
elimination of those residual predatory interefls
whichjftJl dog the fleps of democracy and aream able to pervert it to their own ends may be
helped by the creation of international machinery
which will limit the area of their opportumties

;

but It depends moit of all upon the progressive
disappearance of class and sedlional privileges
withm the nations. For privilege is always
predatory; and so long as there ilill remain
privileged classes within the nations no inter-
national machinery of adjuibnem and repaint
can do more than preserve a highly precarious
equihbnum between confli(fling intereib.

Ill

Upon this whole subje<5l there is little to be said
which is not already ptittOly clear to those who
have given it any serious thought. Two courses
are open, and only two, to modern democracies.
They may choose to retain the traditional dogmas
of national sovereignty and "honour," and the
current acceptances of the business syAem, or
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they may resolve upon a break with the paft. The
consequencies of the firil choice are perfedly
evident from the «ate into which the world has
been brought by its operation in the near pail.
It implies the retention of a privileged class with
intereib to be defended at home and abroad ; it
will work out in competitive commerce and as a
natural corollary in competitive armaments. And
competitive armaments soon or late mean war.
It has already been pointed out how the dodWne
of military "preparedness" muil inevitably
retard and arreil the realisation of democratic
hberty within the nation, but it muil farther be
recognised that any general retention of military
eilablishments, under the conditions of modern
induilry, muil eventuate in the total deilrudlion
of democracy and civilisation. The other choice
means a deliberate and progressive attempt to
organise the intercourse of nations upon a basis
of reciprocity and co-operation. Even though
the consequences of such an attempt may be at
present uncertain and problematical, it may at
leail be asserted that they cannot be worse than
those which have so tragicaUy ensued from the
former tradition.

Indeed, we have already come to a itate of the
world in which the former tradition has long
ceased to correspond to adluality. So long as the
means of communication remained elementary
and slow, it was possible for nations to live more
or leas independent lives and it was in their intereil

4'T^rc^
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to become self-sufficing and self-contained. Thevwere suffiaently far from one another to meet orJ^m the event of border brawls or of predatory«««.ons on a large scale on the part of a ftro^
n«ghbouragainft a weaker. But with the modem
development of the mean, of communication™
pohcy of -^-olatioa has become utterly impossible.

«2J'-
'^^'^""« » neighbourhood; andnajo^,. mtereib are inextricably intert;.ned.When President Wilson said in 1916 that theEuropean War was the lail great w« out of pt

Sn*? ""^'"^ " *°"''* "' f^'ble for theUmted States to remain, he was speaking with
thu, particular circum^ce in Lnd ; Tndnot even his foresight was suffident at that timeo see that the day of isolation was alreaJy ovTrIn sue months, the United States was engtdfed iL

tla^^^^'^n^'^"' ^' P*'"'^ of '"tio'5«o at.on is obsolete
; and the persons who advocate

fflJitary preparedness and protedWve tariffs areback numbers." These ataviiMc policies areno longer possible except at the coSl ofIthe incalcu!^ble impoverishment of the nation which adoptsthem. The nation that shuts others out also,hu^ itself m and wiU slowly perish from a^nbreedmg mind and an ingrowing energy. Forthe barrier agamil mutual confidence and goodwillwhch IS mihtary preparedness, and the'bamerS hinr~"'i.'"'^''
''^'^ ^ » P-»««ive

fS t*"'^"
""<* «°« than the exchanges offriendship and trade. They hinder that ex<Lnge
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of spiritual, inteUe<JhiaI and cultural goods which
are on any radical analysis more essential to a
people s growth and wealth than its trade.
Even as things are, those barriers are not

sufficient to prevent a certain mutuality in trade and
in cdture. Neither the German tariff could keep
Sheffield steel out of Germany, nor does the United
States tanff keep Bradford cloth out of America,
and m the region of intelleflual and cultural
intere^ the commerce has attained in recent
times a considerable briskness. But in the presem
flate of the world, why should a nation fliU cling
to the iUusion that it is a source of length
to be self-contained ? It is simply silly to continue
to live on homemade goods and homemade ideas
when one's neighbours are ready to supply those
which they are m a position to produce better than
ouraelves, and to supply them freely on a basis
of fau: exchange

; and it is no compensation for
the consumption of second-rate goods that it
helps to increase the bank balance of a few of one's
countrymen, especially when these few country-
men who are thus profited can out of their profits
procure the superior foreign article which they put
out of the reach of the refl.

The organisation of the world upon a basis of
international reciprocity becomes a necessity by
reason of the proximity into which modern means
of commumcation have thrown the peoples.
The process is indeed already afoot and in spite
ot hmdrances will inevitably grow in power and
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range; and we are only anticipating events when
we set out to organise the nations on a foundation
of mutuality. The process is, however, not
without its difficulties ; and the conditions which
are necessary in order to create a league of nations
bound together by a principle of reciprocity may be
passed in brief review.

i

IV

Fir^ of all it is necessary that the \aSi vtitige
of imperial dominion should disappear, A nation
which is held unwillingly within a particular
political unity should be emancipated and be set up
in independence. Real reciprocity is only possible
on a foundation of common freedom, and it is a
pre-requisite of any scheme of world federation
that any so-called " subjedt " nation which puts
in a claim to independence should have its claim
conceded at sight. The whole conception of
reciprocity is denied when a nation is dragged into
the scheme at the tail of another. At the same
time it should be made clear that an independence
thus recognised does not carry with it the prero-
gative of a sovereignty of the traditional kind.
Independence is to mean autonomy in domeilic
affairj hut not independent adtion in external
affairs. Reciprocity implies joint aftion in matters
of international intere^ ; and in so much as the
working of a reciprocal scheme implies the power
of authoritative action by some superior joint
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council, it is clear that there muit be a cession of
such portion of national sovereignty as is implied
in the joint transaflion of international affairs.

Nor is this to be a rule merely for the lesser or the
newly emancipated nations. Clearly it muSi be
a rule for all nations great or small which enter
into the arrangement. It is supposed that the
nations will be found unready to make this
surrender; in which case it is in no need of
demon^ation that a League of Nations is impossible
save only for the purely negative business of
adjuiling difficulties and settling disputes. That
indeed were a great gain, even though from the
nature of the case it would in all probability be
only temporary. Nations ^ill boating sovereignty
would soon or late he tempted to take matters into
their own hands in the event of adjuilments and
settlements which proved unsatisfadtory. But in
point of fadl there is no difficulty at all about this
cession of sovereignty except in the minds of
incurable jingoes or legal doftrinaires. The thing
has been done and is in pradice on a large scale
already. That va^ unity called the United
States of America became and remains possible
only because independent ^ates have voluntarily
ceded certain elements of their sovereignty to a
federal authority ; and there is no objeflion other
than that of chauvini^ic prejudice or of academic
theory which could effeflually prevent the creation
of a United States of Europe on the same basis and a
greatly extended United States of America as well.
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But it requires to be emphasised at this point

that we need less a league of nations than a league

of peoples ; and if it be alleged that this is a

diAin£lion which implies no real difference, the

answer muA be made that the difference is indeed

deep and vital. Sir Rabindranath Tagore has

lately criticised the idea of the nation on the ground

that it is the organisation of a people in the interests

of its material welfare and power ;* and insomuch

as the nation finds its focus in the sovereign ^te,
its effeft is separative and divisive. A league of

nations in the Weilern World would tend to be

a league of states, of governments ; and the

psychological inheritance of such a league would

tend to an undue preoccupation with schemes

and poUcies rather than the broader matters of

human intercourse. It is inconceivable that a

league of nations will be able to dive^ itself

from the charadleri^c i^ock-in-trade of the

specialifl in "foreign affairs," since it would
naturally be engineered by ^tesmen schooled in

the traditional order. No league has any chance

of permanence which does not break wholly with

the current conventions of international business

;

and the only hope of such j break lies in the diieU

seleftion by the people of the various countries of

their own representatives on the council of the

league. The league mu^ be democratically

controlled ; and that with as much diredl demo-
cratic power an such expedients as proportional

* S«e Atlantic MontUy, March, 1917, p. 291,
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representation and recall can secure. The foreign

offices of Europe are so incurably beeped in an evil

tradition that the less they have to do with any
future league the better. The secrecy, the

intrigue, the diplomatic finesse in which they have
been expert are incongruous with the democratic
principle ; and it is necessary in the intere^ of
international understanding that they should be put
out of commission with ail decent hafle. The kind
of domestic organisation for foreign business

which a league of nations requires differs toto

coelo from the exifling in^tution ; and it will have
to be built from the bottom up.

A league of peoples requires plain dealing in the
open ; but there is nothing gained even then if

there be no public apprehension of the nature of
the business in hand. Hitherto, the common man
has displayed but a flickering intereA in the external
affairs of his country ; and this va^ and important
region has been left the monopoly of a com-
paratively small coterie of people who have made
the shunning of publicity a fine art. This circum-
^nce is bound up with the fadl that speaking
generally these persons have consi^ently belonged
to the prosperous classes; and the conventions
of the diplomatic tradition have made it a preserve
of people possessing considerable independent
incomes. It is needless to observe how inevitably
the whole service muSl be vitiated by this anti-
democratic discrimination. The eSablished
syflem is secured by employing in it only those
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whose upbringing and education have infilled into

them the spirit of class superiority and ascendency.

'The Foreign Offices of Europe have from the

nature of the case been the breeding ground of

jingoism and chauvinism. The principle of

democratic control in foreign affairs, both by the

public discussion of international business and by

the thorough democratisation of Foreign Offices

is a sine qua non not alone of democracy at home
but of any such league oi peoples as may be

established.

It follows as a corollary that there should be a

sy^ematic education of the people in foreign

affairs. Popular ignorance would nullify any

advantage which accrued from the democratisation

of the control and the conduct of international

business. For the control and condud would

under such conditions pass back into the hands of

special!^ and experts and intere^ed parties. This

popular education does not fall to be considered

in detail at this point. But it may be que^oned
whether it can be effedlively su^ained unless in

some form or another foreign relations can be made
a permanent issue of dome^ic politics. Perhaps

we may come to the point of inftituting thfi popular

eledlion of the persons in whom the responsibility

of foreign business shall be ve^ed. At the present

time it is only rarely, and then but in a subordinate

way, that que^ons of foreign policy enter into the

issues of an election ; and until some means is

devised of educating the public mind in the

Hi

imim
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subjedl-matter of foreign relations, this condition

will continue.

It is, however, likely that the force of circum-
flances may expedite this process of education.

The articles of the coming peace are guaranteed to

contain a provision for general disarmament

;

and so far as Europe is concerned, this will be a

work of necessity and not of supererogation.

Professor Delbriick, for in^ance, has come' to

acknowledge that the "derided notions" of

disarmament, hitherto "entertained only by
persons of no account," are likely to be raised to
" the position of the ruling principle of our
time."* His conversion is due to the fad that

the war will leave the belligerents of Europe in a

financial position which '11 not only make the

the increase of armam^ :s impossible, but will

require the very drailic redu(ftion of their military

e^blishments. The only danger to the process
of disarmament hes in the circumflance that two
of the belligerent powers, the United States and
Japan, have been so little crippled by the war that

they are in a position and may get into the mood
to maintain large armaments. It is useless to

obscure from ourselves the further circumilance
that these two powers that are in a position to

afford large military e^blishments look upon one
* Priissisclie Jahrbucher (November, 1917).
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another with a considerable measure of suspicion

despite their recent association upon the same side

in the war, and the formal professions of mutual

good-will that have latterly been made. It muil

be borne in mind that Japan is flill mainly dynaitic

in government and consequently imperialiflic in

spirit, that its economic development seems to

require an expansion of marketing opportunities,

and that its over-population will Emulate emi-

gration. In these matters there is plenty of

inflammable Auff ; and we should be guilty of not

facing the fads of the case, did we not perceive

that by reason of the attraftion which Weflern

America has for the Japanese emigrant, and of the

peculiar interest which America has taken in the

welfare of China, situations of very great peril

may arise between Japan and the United States.

It is upoii such a flate of the case that the argument

for universal military service in America will be

based ; arid it deed muft be based ; as it is

inconceivable that any American in his senses

should apprehend any danger from the other side

of the Atlantic. The certain democratisation of

Europe and the virtual certainty of the impossibility

on financial grounds of any considerable war-like

enterprise on the part of the European nations make

the contingency of a Transatlantic war unthink-

able at the present time, or indeed at any future

time. This, of course, pre-supposes that the

causes of fri(5lion likely to arise from the nationdl

tmderwriting of private foreign inve^bnents will

i s.i
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be removed by a common underflanding that

the privates ventures of capital abroad are made
}t its own risk.

The possible iitain of the situation between the

United States and Japan is, however, already

alleviated to some extent by the prospedl of a

democratic movement in the latter country.

Japan can in any case hardly expedt to keep its

inilitutions intact if it enters into reciprocal

relations with democratic communities. Now, for

the fir^ time, a commoner is premier of Japan

;

and the widespread social discontent is likely

to Emulate the tendency to popularise the

machinery of government. It is probably too

much to expert in the present ilate of Japanese

education, that the veneration in which the

dynaity is held will speedily disappear. Yet after

the sWt and dramatic disappearance of " divine

rights " in Germany, it is not wise to assume that

I .ilorical processes of this type are necessarily

slow.

Apart, however, from the possible causes of

fridlion between the United States and Japan, there

seems to be little insuperable difficulty in reaching

an international under^anding concerning disarma-

ment.* Upon such an under^nding, the whole
future of the projedled League of Nations hangs.

The League will be no more than an empty shell

if the con^tuent nations ^1 continue to go about
* This Element does not seem quite so true now as

when it was written, in view of the provisions of the Peace
Treaty.
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with loaded fire-arms. Yet even if the Leagw
itself were not to come into exigence immediatelj
the economic necessity of disarmament would o1

itself suffice to change international relationships

very profoundly. Reduflion in armaments will

involve a revolution in foreign policy. For the
two things go together. A particular kind of

foreign policy requires a corresponding scale

of armaments ; and the ^ate of a nation's arma-
ments very materially affedls the obje(5b and the
tone of its foreign policy. In a word the reduction
of armaments would compel the nations in some
sort to moralise their mutual relations. The old
basis of ambition-cum-fear backed by force will
have to be displaced by a praiflice of plain dealing
and mutual under^anding. Since the nations
cannot afford to fight one another for some time
to come, there is nothing for it but that they learn
tr behave themselves properly toward each other.
After a while it is permissible to hope that they
would not want to fight each other.

VI

But if disarmament is likely to compel a new
type of international dealing, it is plain that there
mu^ be some kind of international clearing house.
We have gone pa^ the flage at which one nation
can transact a bargain with another which will not
affeft the intereib of a third party. The shrinkage
of the world has tl- own the nations too closely
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together for any of them to suppose that they can
determine their policies in isolation and carry
them through piece-meal with this one and that,

without reference to the reft. Preferential trade
agreements, for instance, are not merely an affair

of the contrafting parties ; they affed all the
nations. And it is impossible any longe-—in the
absence of force majeure—to e^ablish relations of
that kind without the consent of the reA of the
world. The case for an international clearing
house is indeed at this time of day irresifliole.

Moreover, the immediate flress of the food-
situation throughout the world is certain to require
some such organ for the co-ordination and the
di^ribution of the available food-supply. It seems
likely that the supply of food for the world will be
for some years inadequate to the need without
careful distribution ; and it will require the mo^
careful organisation and rationing of what food
there is if the people of some parts of the world
are to escape veiy great and protradted hardship.
For this, a clearing house is necessary. Fortun-
ately we have the foundations of this organisation
already laid—on the one hand in the machinery of
international diibibution created by Mr. Hoover,
and on the other in Mr. David Lubin's far-seeing
institution of an international bureau for the survey
of the world's grain resources. From a central
organisation of this kind the world will need to
receive its food for some time to come.
Nor is the problem 01 food the only urgent
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matter of this Hind. There wiU be presently a
very great denund for the raw material of induflrial
produftjon. In the pail, raw material has been
provided by means of private ventures of all kinds
on a competitive basis. Any reversion to such a
chaotic and uncoordinated method of providing
raw material would be attended by consequences
of a moft disailrous kind. There would bf no
guarantee of equiuble diflribution among the
nations

; with the resuk that those urifavourably
placed m the matter of capital or credit, would be
put m a position of permanent and increasing
economic dependjnce and disability. If the nations
now releasca from ancient tyrannies are to be set
upon their ftet, it is plain that they mxtit receive
supphes of raw material as nearly adequate for their
need as possible. Otherwise we may create a
number of pauper nations. In addition to this
fa«, there is also the danger that the private
exploitauon of the sources of raw material would
tend to the subjugation of backward peoples
whose lands chanced to be rich in such material.
It IS an old and a shameful ^ory how the need of
a^lisation for raw material has led to the laceration
and impoverishment of the native population of
(My) Afnca

; and it is necessary that the conscience
ot the world should refuse to tolerate the syflem
of concessions and the like which made this
cnmrnaJity possible. On both grounds-the need
of mduilnal produ«ion among the civilised people,
and the rights of the undeveloped peoples-a
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syilem of the joint international que^ and diilri-

bution jf rai" material is requisite.

This international rationing of raw nuterial may
seem a draflic and imprailicable proposal ; but any
consideration of its alternatives mxiii drive us to
the conclusion that we cannoi escape some experi-
ment however inadequate in this direiSion. In the

present ^te of the world, the balance is so over-
whelmingly in favour of the ilrong nations that

any perpetuation of the private and competitive
quefl of raw materials will simply lead to a flruggle

of great commercial imperialisms in which the
victims will be the weak nations. Juit as the

unprivileged classes within the nation have been
the victims of the great indu^rial powers, the weaker
nations which Aart with a handicap in the struggle

will be disabled in perpetuity and will be squeezed
between their ilronger neighbours. It is difficult

to see that the economic dependence and sub-
jedlion of one nation to another differs appreciably
in its consequences to the people at large from that

political dependence and subjedlion to deilroy

which the European war was undertaken and
fought at so terrific a coil.

VII

The necessity and the Irgic of the case leads us

therefore, to expeft the creation of an international

organisation which shall have certain positive

fundUons in addition to the negative task of
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mitigating the causes of international friftion and
tne adjuilment of differrnces. The hope of the per-
nunence of the League lies in its positive aflivities
rather than in its purely negative offices. More-
over, the just rationing of food and raw material
would of itself so considerably diminish the possi-
bility of international misunder^anding, that we
may look to the extension of the positive and in-
tegrative fundlions of the League while the need of
purely mediatorial aftivity would naturally decrease.
Nor have we exhauiled the matters in which the
need of the nations requires adbon and organ-
isation of a conilrudlive and positive kind. At the
present time it is plain that some of the peoples
newly liberated are not in a position to condudl
thdr affairs without outside assi^ance. Pale^ne,
Syria, and Mesopotamia, for in^nce, muil be
guided and protedled for some time to come ; and
while the peoples of these countries might choose
to be placed under the wing of one or other of the
existing " great " powers, it is not open to argu-
ment that such a conneiHion should be under an
arrangement which secured the accountability of
the protecting power to an international body. If
Great Britain becomes foster-mother to Pale^ine,
or France to Syria, the agreement should be so
formulated that this relationship is Jways subjeft
to revision at the hinds of the League of Peoples.
The case with the m tive populations in the former
German colonies is ^ill more clear. Africa, in
especial, has suffered unspeakable things from the

"l>.<«4ihi
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imperialiflic rivalries of the European nations;
and its whole future deve. ipment is bound up
with a guarantee that its territory and its peoples
shall be immune from invasion and exploitation
at the hands of nations vith selfish purposes. This
again points to the institution of a syilem of inter-
national tutelage and supervision. It goes without
saying, of course, that any such international aflion
should cor. .ol not only of prote(flion and tutelage,

but of education into self-government. The
queflion as to the mode in which this international

supervision should be exercised is secondary.
The proposal that it sh jld be made effedlivc by
means of international ( imissions is met with the
objedlion that international commissions have
proved to be a failure in praflice. In some cases
this is doubtless true ; but it is not th( hole truth.
The Danube Commission and the i bl Union
furnish examples of successful management by
international commission. But there is no need
to mix up the que^on of international super-
vision with the method of rendering it effeftive.

There appears to be no inconsiflency in maintaining
that the method of international commission would
be rao^ fruitful in some in^ances, while the metnod
of devolving the work upon a single nation suitably
placed for doing it would be more advantageous
in other cases. In those inAances, where a
weak or backward people is capable of appreciating
the alternatives, there is no reason why the choice
should not be left to the people themselves.
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One of the further consequences of the con-
traiflion of the world is that health has become an
international que^on. The days when a plague
could be confined to a city are over.* The recent
spread of the so-called " Spanish " influenw is an
inilance which proves how indissolubly bound
together the world has come to be. And the syflem
of national quarantines has to be superseded by an
international organ for the localisation and the
extirpation of diseases which like the bubonic
and the pneumonic plagues are capable of easy
and deilruiStive diffusion ; and for the removal of
those conditions of filth and insanitation in any part
of the world to which these scourges owe their
origin. It is likely, moreover, that the great
increase in pulmonary and venereal diseases as
bye-produifb of the war require international
handling if their wor^ consequences are to be
averted.

It will also belong to the proposed international
body to oversee and improve the facilities for
travel and transport. Obviously this is largely a
que^on of keeping the seas an open highway for
traffic. The phrase " the freedom of the seas

"

has a special connotation in current discussions
which IS apt to obscure the real point at issue. The
claim made by the German Government for the
eAablishment of the " freedom of the seas " seemed
/> ' ?'n^''"^' •*"" "" '«« any such davs. In i66» ih..Great Pbgue was brought from Lndon to " ^'
Derbyshire town
tailor I

-w

—

—wuuwu tw Eyam, a little
10 a parcel of cloth consigned to the local
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and was intended to imply that British naval
supremacy had constituted a hindrance to sea-borne
trade in normal times. No one with any hiAorical
knowledge would be able to consent to that judg-
ment. British naval supremacy has been in no
sense a hmitation upon the " freedom of the seas

"

m times of peace. The seas have always been free
in modern times

; and so far from its having been
reftncted by British naval supremacy, a good case
may be made out for the contrary view. The
safety of the high seas is possibly more connedled
with the eflfidency of the British navy than a super-
fiaal judgment might allow. The freedom of
the seas only comes in question in war time ; and
It we are mmded to ehminate war from the world
the whole problem loses its relevancy anyhow,
except in so far that some measure of police
surveillance may continue to be necessary. In the
meantime It should be remembered that the insular
position of Great Britain has created the necessity
in pail times for a ilrong navy in order to secure
the freedom of the seas for its own commerce;
but It IS not to be maintained for a moment that it
has m recent times used its supremacy to limit the
treedom of other commerce. Even if the policing
of the high seas should be placed by the intemationsd
authority in the hands of Great Britain, itspa« record shows that it may be trusted ; and in any
case Its own interest in the free and unimpeded
I«^e of commerce upon the seas is a guarantee
that It would discharge its office effeflually
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Still, it is probably not desirable that the control

of the seas should be devolved upon a single power.
The universal intere^s of the nations in the franch-

chise of the ocean highways make it necessary that

their protedtion be an international obligation.

This part of the problem should, however, present

no insuperable difficulty. In praflice the high

seas are to all intents and purposes already

neutralised. Our difficulties arise when we come
to the queflion of narrow inter-ocean waterways.

The moSt conspicuous, though perhaps not the

moil important, case of this type, is the water
conneding the Black and the >Egean Seas ; and
the obvious solution lies in the permanent neutral-

isation of the Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmora and
the Dardanelles. There is no difficulty involved

in the in^tution of an international commission
to carry this projedl into effedl. This particular

outlet aifedts so many nations that it is intolerable

that it should remain the particular property of a

single nation; and the only possible alternative

is this of neutralisation under international com-
mission. The traits of Gibraltar present a

different though a no more difficult problem. With
the development of modern ordnance, the military

and political importance of the Rock of Gibrahar
has virtually disappeared ; and its value is chiefly

that of a naval base and coaling Nation. It is

difficult to see what purpose under modern con-
ditions the retention of a kind of British sovereignty

in the Straits serves. In the days when the route
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to India had to be protedled, it was of course
another floiy; and there is really no reason why
the Straits of Gibraltar-as well as aU other narrow
waterways-should not be neutralised in per-
petuity under international guarantee. The
expenence of the present war in the matter of
submanne attacks on merchant ships in the
Mediterranean showed how ineifeftual any
guardianship of the Straits is likely to be in the
future

;
and the same thing is true of all water-

wa5^ which are not sufficiently narrow to be
swiftly barred againA entrance by submarine craft
The mo^ thorny part of this problem lies in

the que^ion of the two great inter-ocean canals.
Sue? and Panama. These two passages are now
held by smgle powers though they are governed
in such a way as to give virtual equality of use to
the seacraft of all nations. Apart from the
profits which accrue to the possessing nations from
the charges upon traffic, it is difficult to see what
advantage the arrangement possesses. It is in the
mtereit of the possessing nations to encourage the
general use of the canals, so much so, indeed, that
« has been found expedient by the United States
to renounce the idea of preferential treatment
to Its own shipping in the Panama Canal.
Probably not much would be immediately gained
by the neutralisation of these canals, though
t « likely that the pressure of circum^ances may
ead to such an event at a later time. Never-
theless, any mternational authority would find it
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necessary to secure that craft of all nations should

have free and equal access to the canals at all

times.

But the facilitation of international traffic is not

an affair of the water only. It is no less essential

that the great trunk railroads should be effedlually

co-ordinated. The British projedl of an " all-red

route " round the world is an induce of the kind
of co-ordination that is required. The Interstate

Railroad Commission of the United States supplies

the idea at another angle. The convenient inter-

national transport of persons and commodities,

the regulation of time-schedules, of fares and
freights, is surely part of the subjeifl matter of a

League of Nations. It has long been seen that

the roads of a nation are its arteries and veins;

and the provision of cheap and easy transit for

persons and things may well become one of the

mo^ potent fadlors in the cohesive energy of a

League of Nations.

Enough has already been said upon the conditions

of international trade which are requisite to the

projedl of a League of Peoples. Invidious pro-
tedlive tariffs, " favoured nation " clauses, prefer-

ential arrangements of any kind muil work
injuriously to the process of integration. That
these devices are also injurious to the nations which
utilise them is of less moment to us at this point

than their effeil in creating rivalry and antagonism.
To secure a genuine and universal reciprocity in

trade should be one of the aims of the league, as it
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wiU also be one of the primary conditions of its
consolidation and growth.

VIII

But may not this concentration of authority in
the hands of an international body create a kind
of super-flate ? In any case this danger is very
remote at the present time ; but it is no less neces-
sary that at its inception conditions should be
agreed upon which will safeguard it from such a
tendency. This might be done in one of two
ways. It might, for inflance, be ordained that the
machinery of the League should not be unitary,
but that the commissions requisite for various
purposes should be independently appointed by
the contra^ing nations and derive their mandate
diredUy from them ; and in the event of over-
lapping, the commissions concerned might adju^
the matter by joint session. The other alternative
IS that there should be a supreme international
authonty, but that it should be subje« to a
Earner Ad."* TWs would provide that *e

power and the enadments of the authority should

,.,r„^?'
Bawi" Aft was a Presbyterian device aeainO hastv

TZT°":v. ^Z'y P"'!"^^' "hich contemplate? a maSchange m the conft.tution of the Church or in ia laws res^S
t^rT <''"='P"'^»' government, or worship, IfferbeZcZ-sidered and accepted by the Synod, muSl be sent down ?o

LS^'T' /" •?"'' »PP'°"1 o' di-,approval, beforeTcan
P?e^C.?' ^?Z °^'H 2^""'^" (The Book of Order of SePresbyterian Church of England, p. 50.) Tufl so the F^rt.V,i

foTrShSv' 't ?' Conflitution'o'f the uS Stages felatXe
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be perpetually subjeft to the revision of the con-
tradting parties; and it would be impossible
for the international body to take any material
flep outside the limits of its mandate and conse-
quently to extend its sphere of authority vithout
the general consent of the nations concerned.
Perhaps both these conditions are necessary

—

the direft appointment of commissions and the
Barrier A(5t ; and in any case a general agreement
should be reached beforehand as to the limits and
nature of the funcflions to be vefled in the inter-
national body. It is plain, of course, that in any
event the League mu^ ^nd upon consent. It

will be a voluntary association of free peoples ; and
its maintenance will depend upon the impossibility
of its ever accruing any authority sufficient to
prevent the withdrawal of any nation which might
be so minded. It is questionable whether once the
League had come into operation, any nation could
afford to withdraw; but no power should be
ve^ed in it to coerce a nation to remain in the
League again^ its will. The basis of free and
voluntary association is the only guarantee of
genuine and fruitful solidarity.

This, however, raises the queffion of whether
the League should be armed with powers to enforce
its decisions. That it should be endowed with a
definite judicial authority goes without saying;
but is it to be supported by a police organisation ?

In the present ibte of opinion it appears likely

that some kind of international police force will be

I:
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attached to the League ; but there are some reasons
for doubting whether such a provision is necessary
or likely to be useful. In this conneilion the
intereiling point has been raised that the Con^tu-
tion of the United States eibblished a court to
adjudicate upon disputes between the States, with
no provision of force to compel a State to accept
the Court's decision, but depending upon public
opinion alone to validate the judgment. Had
there been any attempt on the part of those who
framed the Con^itution to inveil the federal
authority with power to coerce a recalcitrant flate,
It IS likely that the Union would never have come
into exigence; but the Union was founded
and survived despite the absence of coercive
sanations, and the venture of faith has been vindi-
cated by the growth and umty of the American
people.* There is a real danger leA the institution
of a pohce force at the disposal of the League might
prove a disruptive fadtor ; and the question should
be carefully canvassed before a decision is reached.
In any case it is safe to say that it should be the
business of the League to work towards the
ultimate elimination of coercive sandtions.
But meantime is there any method by which the

League could efifeftually deal with recalcitrant
nations other than direfl physical compulsion?
A good deal has been said about the use of

w»T"a^uS5.oft;e,y'"'
"*"' *' ""* really fought for
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economic boycott ; but it requires some rasuiilry
to di^nguish successfully between military coer-
aon and economic boycott. Certainly in intention
both devices come within the same category,
and in result they may work out in curiously
identical fashion. Con^raint by Aarvation bears
in effeft a ftrong family resemblance to conftraint
by deflruftive force majeure. At the same time
It IS evident that a nation which chooses to put
itself " in contumaciam " mufl in some way or
another pay the penalty of its offence. The Bank
Clearing House deals with an offending and
impenitent member by the simple process of
exclusion. In the League of Nations, a nation in
the same posiiion should be dealt with in the
same fashion; it should underhand that its

persistency in the offending attitude carries with
It exclusion from the comity of nations. It should,
that is, be compelled to accept the responsibihty
of imposing the punishment upon itself. It has
put itself outside the pale ; and no injuflice is

involved in accepting its deed at its obvious face
value and letting it remain where it has chosen
to place itself until such time as it eledls to think
better of its adlion. It is doubtful whether any
conffituent nation would think it worth while to
indulge in a contumacy which automatically led
to excommunication.

It would take us too far afield from our purpose
to discuss the details of the organisation required
by a League of Nations. QueiHons of constitution
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and representation, the problems involved in the
adhesion to the League of vafl composite aggregates
like the British Empire, and of the place of some
01 the minute independent ilates that ^ill remain
in the world,—these and many more nutters
will have to be faced in the in^itution of
the League. Here, however, it has been our
business merely to point out that some such
device as a League of Peoples is entirely

necessary to the further development of the

democratic principle, and to pass in brief review
certain of the conditions which the League muil
satisfy, and certain of the functions it rnxxH assume,
if it is to be consi^ent with and helpful to the realisa-

tion of the ideal of democracy. A League to enforce

peace may be no more thaM the Holy Alliance

redivivus, an unholy alliance in defence of the

Slatus quo.* What is needed is a League to guarantee
freedom and to promote fellowship, and given such
a League peace will largely look ^er itself. It is

not sufficiently recognised that to miike peace an
obje(fl in itself is to condemn the rvorld to virtual

stagnation. The only peace, hke the only happi-
ness which is permanent, is that which is a bye-
produifl. Permanent peace will come from a

voluntary association of peoples co-operating on a
basis of reciprocity ; and such a consummation is

not so far off as it would at fir^ sight appear. The
• It is hardly possible to resist the rem.irk at this point that

the League as fashioned in Paris bears a strong family
ukeness to the Holy Alliance, and so far behaves uncommonly
Ufce a,—t.g., towards Russia and Hungary.
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redprodty which has been established between
the Allied peoples in the war will have to be con-
tinued long after the war. Their needs are so
vail that they wiU only escape death and want by
dose co-operation. Moreover, the agreement of
the Allies reported in the press as these pages are
wntten to send food to their late enemies, is an
asset of the utmoft importance to the creation of
the League. And once the Uague is properly

Wilham Blake foretold :

" '"«'"? ««hanges, every land shall watt,
And mine in every land ;

Mutual shall build Jenuaiem,
Both heart in heart, and hiind in hand."

<!'
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EDUCATION INTO DEMOCRACY.
"Education teacha in what Kxiti welfare consiAi I. .'. of

tohL i^fn^H
"' *« '«K'»'«'»on by which iheir deedjwill have

2t^ed «5 tLrii- K*^J* "' P"^'" Humanity ha ,,^y

MATUBt.

IT was, says Mr. Benjamin Kidd, " with a weU-
founded in^n« that William II. of Geunany,
on his accession turned to the elemenury school

teachers of his country when he aimed to impose
the elements of a new social heredity on the whole
German people." It is impossible at this time
of day not to go far in agreement with Mr. Kidd
when he tells us that it is not so much what is
born in a man as what he is bom into that shapes
his hfe. The mo^ powerful formative influencem the shaping of charafter and outlook is

"
social

heredity," " imposed on the young at an early age
and under conditions of emotion."* This judg-
ment IS no longer a matter of speculation. Dr
J>tanley Hall's work upon the phenomena of adoles-
cence has made it clear that the pla^c and
absorbent ^uff of youth will inevitably take its
abiding shape and colour from the cukural settingm which it finds itself. The advocates of sedlarian

• Benjamin Kidd, Th, Sa . . o«r, p. 305.
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education in the famous English controversy
about the Balfour A(fU were, from their own
point of view, speaking within the universe of the
Joundeil possible psychology when they insifled
that in rehgious education "atmosphere" was
paramount. It was a piece of very ailute observa-
tion on the part of the ancient Jews that led to
the pradlice of bringing their twelve-year old boys
to Jerusalem for the Passover ceremonies. All the
early training was crystallised into a defimte
direflion of life by the induftion of the youth at his
moft sensitive moment into the highlv charged
emotional atmosphere of the Holy City at the great
festival of national remembrance and hope. He
went there a boy ; he returned home a Jew.
Again and again in the course of this examination

of the conditions of democratic evolution, we have
had reason to look to education for a solution of
many fundamental matters. It is indeed no longer
possiblf to overlook the absolute primacy of the
school in any progressive democratic polity ; and
if the foundations of the coming democratic
commonwealth are to be well and truly laid, they
muit be laid around about the child. Our present
purpose does not require that we should consider
the aflual machinery of the education proper to
democratic development—that is a matter for the
educator. Our business here and now is to con-
sider the broad eeneral charafters of such an
education.

It is a commonplace that needs no bbouring
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that modern education suffers many things from
the " dead hand." The tradition of the " grammar
school" which aimed at opening the field of
knowledge by a training in letters is ftill with us,
despite the fa« that we have become familiarisedm recent years with a rounder and fuller con-
ception of education. We have been told again
and again that the business of education is to
produce good citizens, to pre mote the growth of
moral character, and so forth; and slowly this
emphasis has made some headway in the minds
of educational officials But the whole implication
of this conception of education is far from being
realised, even by those who are actively engaged
in the work of education. A disproportionate pre-
occupation with "lerters" and knowledge flill

remains to betray o-ir bondage to tradit- >nal ideas
;

and this in spite of the fafl that popik. education
has in recent years received a very definite
orientation through the demand for indu<S^ria!
efficiency. But as yet there has not been—save in the
region of what is called " technical education "—any
serious and su^ained effort to co-ordinate the whole
subjedl matter of education to this partfcular end.
" Technical" education appears in the scheme
not as an integral or organic part of the process
as a whole, but as a somewhat arbitrary and
unrelated annex to the la^ ^bge of the process.
To this demand that education should miniiler

to industrial efficiency we shall have reason to
return presently. Here we are concerned only
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with the fadl that though this demand has beet
fairly general and insiflent, it has not succeeded it

shaking the hold of tradition upon the method oi

the educational process. Popular education Stiii

coBsiSis in the main of variations upon and
extensions of the three R's ; and though the experts
have discussed widely and in detail the ways and
means of direfting the educational processes to
given ends, the solutions have not yet arrived in
any very sub^antial way in the schoob.
Roughly, our popular education is ^1 governed

by the idea of equipping the young person with such
a quantum of knowledge as he may be supposed
to require in order to make a Uving and gain some
sort of settled place in life. It has become more
and more possible in recent times for boys and
girls who show unusual aptitudes to proceed to
the higher branches of learning; but in the main
our thought of popular education has been coloured
by a pernicious doftrine of " minimums." We
have asked how httle education can be given
consi^ently with the need of the individual and the
society in which he lives; and the opposition
which meets any endeavour to raise the
"school leaving age " proves quite conclusively
that we have not generally advanced beyond the
Stage of regarding that education as be^ which is

sooner done with. For this the economic
ftrain of life is partly accountable ; it is desirable
that the boys and girls should be wage-earning as
speedily as possible; but even more responsible
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for this ^ate of things is a general ignorance con-
cerning the meaning and purpose of education.
Indeed, few of those who are now parents have
reason to recall with any profound intere^ or
gratitude the days when they were receiving an
alleged education. Something in the nature of a
syilematic campaign of education in the intereib
of education would seem to be necessary if the
popular indifference is to be removed to any good
purpose.

It has indeed to be remembered that popular
education is £ti]l in its infancy ; and the prejudice
It has to overcome is the result of the inevitable
failures of its experimental flages. When it is
recalled that elementary education in England
was until 1870 in the hands of voluntary agencies,
and that only since that date has education become
universally accessible, it is perhaps remarkable
that education should have made as much headway
as it has made ; and much of our criticism of
current educational methods tends to overlook
what is under the circum^ances the real magnitude
of the achievement in education. At the same
time it is plain that our educational methods are
in need of much sustained radical criticism if our
purposes in education are to be saved from mis-
carriage.

II

But mo^ of all do we require to clear our minds
concerning the goal we are seeking through
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education. It is true, as Professor Dewey has
pointed out, that it is not possible to define an end
for education

; for in a profound sense, education
has no end. A true education will be that which
fits an individual to go on learning to the end of his
life. The aim of education is more education.
At the same time this education will not be for
its own sake, or for the learning it helps the
scholar to acquire. Here again Dr. Dewey helps
us by reminding us that one aim of education is
social efficiency. Plainly and beyond peradventure
no education will serve a democracy which does
not produce socially efficient persons.
But this word efficiency has become discredited

by Its recent use. We have heard something of
effiaency engineers who have tried to reduce
human faculty into mathematical formulae for the
purpose of speeding up and suitably supplementing
the mechanical processes of indu^. It amounts
to no more than a sy^ematic endeavour to fit the
human agent to the machine so as to get more out
of the machine. The result for the life of the
human agent as a whole is hardly taken into account.
And even if this myth of efficiency engineering
has met the fate it deserved, its very appearance
and name are symptomatic of the general diredlion
of popular thought upon the main business of a
commumty. Nor is this confined to the classes
that are interested in getting the utmost out of
the worker, or to the unrefieding public. The
British National Union of Teachers at its Annual
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Conference in 1916 declared that " this great war.
with Its terrible waikge of human life and material
has brought mto bold relief the economic poten-
tialities of the child. As never before, the nation
now reahses that efficient men and women are the
beil permanent capital the ^ate possesses."*
iso that the business of education is to develop the
economic potentialities of the child in order to
provide capital for the state. It does not appear
that the child has any rights in the matter at aU.He is to be trained in order to become "

the beA
permanent capital" of the state. It is to be
hoped that two more years of war have brought
a more fruitful vision to the National Union of
1 eachers.

Yet the word efficiency is worth keeping, for it
embodies the true conception of educational aim
so long as it is rightly interpreted j and induilrial
effiaency muil be aUowed to enter ii.to our inter-
pretation of it. Indu^ial efficiency gains its
preponderant emphasis in recent discussion
because we are { ' in the toils of the disa£.ous
lUusion that the national ideal is national wealth.We think of the nation's well-being in terms of
Its finanaal prosperity; and naturally we tend to
subordinate all our social processes to this end.
But the result of this tendency will be to create not a
society, but a wealth-producing machine; and those
human possibilities in which the final wealth
ot hfe hes, will have to fight a doubtful battle

• Quoted in tbe Pul/lic (N.Y), July 6th, 1918.
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for their very exigence, and at beil can gain no
more than a precarious foothold in the interilices
of the money-making organisation.
From this bias education muA be delivered—

at whatever coA ; and a doArine of social efficiency
enunaated which will be comprehensive enough
to satisfy the requirements of the single mind and
the soaal whole at the same time. In point of fa«,
these requirements are virtually identical, for that
which makes a full man makes also for a full
fellowship. The individual is to i.ad himselfm precisely those things which enable him to
contribute his due to society. We need, therefore,
fo enquire somewhat broadly into the nature of
the things in which the individual shall render
his due to the commonalty. We shall then be in
a position to ^te in general terms what we should
look to the educational process to provide.

Professor Dewey has laid down in this connedlion
a piinaple of the utmoft importance. He affirms
that " we may produce in schools a projedion in
type of the society we should like to realise."* If
we are to train the young for social life, the proper
method is to surround them in childhood, so far
as that may be, with the conditions of the ideal
social life toward which we look. The school
should be the societas perfecta in miniature,
xhis naturally requires a very considerable
departure in tone from the conditions which itill

prevail. The pontifical and authoritarian tradition
• Democracy and Education, p. 370.
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of the medieval school is ^11 with us; and an
attention « devoted to problems of discipline andorder which ,s disproportionate to the real business

wealth, and ,s to a great extent from an angle and

«derable breach m this sy^em has already beenrnade by the new en-phasis upon the vL of
sdf-determmat.on ,u education from the earlie^

S.ns of H 'r 'f''^^"^ °^ *<= '-ditional^nons of dasaplme does not carry us far enough.
Setf-determ.nat.on mufl be recognised not only
as an .nd.v.d^al nght but as a group responsibility

;

and the pradhce of popular self-government shodd
beg.n m the schools. It is symptomatic of the
present tendency among educators of a liberaland radical type that in the prospedlus of a school^n to be eilabhshed, it is laid down that the
mternal government "shall be increasingly demo-
crauc schokrs and teachers shanng both legislation
and adm.n.^at.on," and that the external govem-m nt shall be ve^ed in a council, repreLting
the tru^ees, the faculty and the scholars. This is a

S !n^ tt'f
"' ""''"^ °^ '""'^""g boys and

Mr. TV , T' '«P°nsib.lities of social life.
Already the plan has been adopted in some exiting

and^ thT
.' ^""'^"^ble measure of success!

trlw ," L°
^' '^' °'8an of a genuine

ra.mng .n ^aal efficiency, we need a wide
extens.on of this method.
But beyond this discipline in self-government.
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the school has to undertake the fitting of the chil

for other kinds of social contribution.

(a) He mu^ be trained to contribute his shai
to the supply of the physical needs of the con
munity. Obviously, in a school, the direft an
complete apphcation of this principle is impossibh
It is laid down in the prosped^us before referred t

that "all mufl share, teacher and scholar alike

in the labour that lies at the basis of human lif

and unites all men through their common need "
i

and it is ordained that " the kitchen, the crafts

room and the garden shall rank equally with th(

classroom." It is proposed to give the scholar
"direct experience of agricukural processes an<
the preparation of the main articles of food
spinning, weaving, dyeing, sewing, carpentry
building, pottery, printing and any other crafti

diredUy contributing to the life of the community.'
Naturally, no child is required to become expert
in all these occupations ; but his training in their
will presently serve to reveal his special aptitudes
and to determine his own personal choice.

It is not contemplated in this particular experi-
ment that machinery will be introduced to any
considerable extent; and while it is ^ated that

machinery will not be excluded, it is obvious that

it is regarded with some dubiety, if not hoflility.

But it is necessary to accept the position that the

machine industry is here with us and is here to

^ay
; and a proper perception of its true fundtion

will save us from assuming a fallacious attitude in
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regard to it. While the incentive to the develop-
ment and improvement of large scale mechanical
processes has been the purs'/.it of profit, the real
otftce of these processes is to diminish the purely
mechamcal and menial operations which are
necessary to life, and consequently to release a
larger volume of human energy for tasks of a more
independent and creative nature. There are
certam necessities of life concerning which our
requirements are that they should be good in
quality and abundant in quantity-and as no
que^on but of utility arises in relation to them,
they may be assigned to the large-scale machine
wduilry. This, however, does not in the lea^
absolve us from including in our school curri-
culum a provision for the habituation of children
to mechanical processes of this kind. But
because these processes are necessarily mono-
tonous and irksome, every effort should bemade to introduce into them what elements of
interest may be attached to them; and to reduce
to the lowe^ possible point the current tendency
to make the worker a mere accessory of the
machine.

Miss Helen Marot has recently described
proposals for an educational experiment which aims
at the association of discipline in indu^rial pro-
dudhon with the educational process. This
particular experiment takes the form of producing

^^V°^j '"'^ '^^^^' '' ^^ Marot sees, the
produdbon of toys has anyhow an intrinsic intere^.
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the details which are given show how radically the
atmosphere of the machine induflry might be
changed by giving it a place in the school curri-
culum. Miss Marot's assumption that the machine
mdu^ry can be so transformed by democratic
control as to satisfy the creative in^nft has
already been adversely criticised in these pages;
but the present discussion is not affe(fled by
criticism of that particular point. Wliat it is to our
purpose to observe is that mechanical processes
may be relieved of some of their present irksome-
ness by supplying them with their appropriate
background. Fir^ of all, it is necessary that the
worker should be acquainted with the whole
process of manufa(5ture in order that he may
partiapate in his own special task with a measure
of inteUigent intere^; and this will involve a
degree of familiarity with the technical problems
of management, with accounting and coiling, with
the internal conditions of the induiby and the
plant, and with the larger economics of the enter-
prise. But in addition to all this more immediate
business of habituation to routine, provision is

made for the development of artiflic judgment
and execution and for the acquisition of knowledge
relating to the craft itself—consi^ng in this case
of "authentic accounts and inspirational Tories
of industrial life, especially of the lumber, wood-
working and the toy induflry."

Obviously not all trades command the interefl
which can be created around toy-making. In the
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manufadlureofartides of utility which are produced

wouS r? °' ' '"^''y ^andardised'^kind '^
would be less easy to introduce elements of

STn't""'""'; StillmuchcanaSould

SnSrtrrsh'SS'benrSrr"^"^
d^ciphneofthisk^nd. IfetiX^ ^^STdon the basis of national Guilds, sureWo^,

III

we^a"re"no?,r
^ *°*'/«'l"««'y e^-Phasised that

ZiTlifcLV"^' *' P'"^"* subordination of

Sfi u
"'''.8««"«^ °f the machine industry.

theSi'"^
''^ "^y '^'"^^ « impraflicabletne suggeShon of a retu'n to the handicraft sy^emThe nuchme mduitry mufl be retained fo theprodudhon of utilities where no que^ion of beautyor ornament anses, and it should be so ordered

entailed m the manufaflure of the f)aple com-

"Cbetdl"^""- ^--'J-tiyca^shord

un?„ ti if ?T'" '" «aggerated emphasis

SnV ' °^ ^''^ "'^^'""^ ^«'»"^y •" edu-cation. It IS not to be pretended that mechanical
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processes can ever in themselves miniver sub-

flantially to the joy of life. The be^ that can be
said is that their present disadvanuges can be
materially reduced ; but not even the sense of

partnership and democratic control, the shortening

of hours and the addition of intelle(aual intereft,

taken all together, can turn faflory life into "a
thing of beauty and a joy for ever."

Some emphasis has already been laid upon the

difference between produdUve and creative

adlivity. Creation is not merely produ(Jlion, but
reproduflion, that is to say, the aftivity in which
we express ourselves for the joy of the thing itself.

The present writer was brought up in a slate-

quarrying town in North Wales. The workers

spent their time in mining and dressing roofing-

sbtes—an indu^lry which involves no special

skill save only in the department of slate-splitting.

This is handwork and no satisfaflory mechanical

substitute for it has yet been contrived ; and there

is much emulation among the workers in this

process. Apart from this there is nothing note-

worthy about the industry except the very con-
siderable extent of partnership which prevails

(or used to prevail) in the work itself and of

fellowship in the dressing shops. But after the

day's work was done there was a somewhat
remarkable a<5livity of another kind. Sometimes a

worker would take a piece of raw slate home with
him and spend his spare time in turning it into

candle^icks or some other article by means of a
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lathe or by direft iranual work. The result from
an aruiljc flandpoiiit was doubtless very crude •

but ,t was interefling and inilruflive to observe the
alnioft milindlive way in which men, released from
necessary toil, turned to the produftion of things of
beauty. This free self-expression took other forms
in other men. Welsh quarrymen have always
been well-known for their literary ta^es ; and the
town contained a considerable number of quite
capable writers of both prose and verse in the Welsh
language. Others there were-and these were a
large number-whose dispositions were musical

;

and smce the purchase of musical in^ruments was
as a rule beyond these men's pockets, they devoted
themselves to vocal music. The congregational
singing in the churches was famous throughout
the country

; and while there were many individual
vocah^ and composers of considerable merit, the
development of choral singing reached an extremely
nigh point. It was an intensely religious com-
munity and was full of religious aflivities of many
kinds. It was perfeflly plain chat the real business
and joy of life lay not in the produ«ion of roofing-
slates but m the exercises of creative self-
expression to which the men appeared to turn
naturally and in^n«ively when the business
of making a livelihood was over.

This is a parable for the educator. While the
business of producing the necessities of life should
be so conceived and ordered as to make participa-
tion m It as much a pleasure as a duty, it is not to
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be Rainsaid that the joy and the ultinute wealth
of life lies in the free and self-direfted aflivity of
self-expression whether b\ the individual himself
or m some free concert with his neighbours.
Education for life will necessarily take account of
this drcumftance—not only because it provides
a means of personal satisfadlion but also because
it might, and properly developed would, become
the chief and the moit charafleriinic contribution
of the individual to the life and growth of the com-
mumty. The school muil therefore provide
opportunity of independent personal self-
expression—in every manner of medium—in order
that the peculiar creative aptitude of each child
nwy be discovered and encouraged. Whether
" be wood-carving or verse-writing, pattern-
desigmng or violin-playing, any education that
pretends to fit a child fcr a I si social service mufl
make room for it.

It is in this region that we are to look for the
differentiaaon of future social fundUon according
to particular aptitudes. To-day, education
reproduces the traditional social schism between
the privileged and the disinherited classes. On
the one hand, we have schools and universities
which aim to provide a culture appropriate to those
who have to assume the business of leadership and
government in the community ; on the other we
have a popular education which appears in the
main to aim at providing a docile mass amenable
to leadership and government. There is virtually
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ZI^T^l '" '^ *"" °' '*" "^ 'hose who have

form of amfbc produ(nion. Its method*-
m.ngated only by .he vagaries of the pe^S
D^^T"* 'i?''"^""'^

''^ '"™ out human^«fts having the umformity of a sheet of postage
itamps. This method can have no result but thatof producmg and perpetuating a genera! spiritual
poverty. In a democratic community it should

Sl?t^ L*"*
~"*™°" ''*'°°'- The common

schixjl being what it is, it is not surprising that
there should be a demand for schoob that live abetter chance to the human material of boys and
?«!/.' '"'*«^"' 'ends to flereotype a class-
diibn«.o„

; and for that reason to lim^the Md
,^I .*''*, *^"'' ^<" P"''"^ '"dership andam^c and pohticl genius m.>ht be discovered
fa the common school there should be provision
and encouragement for the exercise of free andongmal self-expression in every possible way so
that each child may be enabled to discover itsown peculiar vocation in the commonwealth.
Not every child will reveal a faculty for creative
seK-expression of a high order; but every child
should have the chance of doing so. And ii is theody safe assumption on which to proceed that everychid has in It the latent capacity for making a^que and original personal contribution to the
total life and wealth and beauty of the community
The common school should become the mine out
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of which we dig the raw material of our poets,
whether minor or major, our singers, our sculptors,
our fabricators of beautiful garments, our painters
of pidures, our orators, our thinkers and our house-
decorators ; and there is an untold wealth of this

raw material which is h^ to society all the time
under the conditions of our present preoccupation
with the making of money. It would be ^upid
to suppose that every child can become a great
arti^

; but some kind of arti^ in some kind of
medium every child should have the opportunity
of becoming, on the assumption that here—in
this region of creative self-expression—lies the
richer contribution he can make to the common
life.

IV

But the democratic principle further requires
the intelligent co-operation of persons in the
condudl of affairs ; and it is the part of the common
school to furnish the necessary equipment of this

partnership. In this equipment there are two
main elements. The first is the provision of
adequate capital of information for the Emulation
and direction of thought; the second is the
encouragement of independent and original
thought.

There is a certain body of knowledge which it is

essential that the child should have if he is to think
rightly and to order his conduft accordingly.
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This boc-y of knowledge may be roughly described
as b, w..ug. o, 'he world in which we live; and
Its ^ o rnief part5; nave reference to the world as itnow - and to th : jftory of how it came to be what
It IS. I tie former involves observation and
inteipreution of the adlual conditions of the hfejnwbch the child lives; and the process shouldbegm where the child ^„ds. In the modern

S"^ °f
g«°g"Phy, the beginning is made in

school-yard or the precina and from this
centre it broadens out to cover one's city, one's
county one's ^ate or province, one's country, until
at la^ It embraces the round earth. This is as it
should be. In the pail the teaching of geography
has been a mere imparting of a mass of fadls, which
have seemed to possess no diredl relation to life;by making the child's own location a focus round
about which the available and necessary knowledge
of the world can be gathered in a more or less
coherent fashion, the relation of fads, which in
themselves might seem remote and irrelevant to
the business of life, becomes more evident, and the
entire iludy gains a new vitality. This discussion
« now trenching dangerously upon the province of
educational theory

; but it is needful to emphasisehow indispensable it is that knowledge should not
be, as It has so often been, allowed to appear
unconnedled with the aftual business of hvinrin
this world. Even yet one may hear children
asking in a bewildered way-" What on earth is
the use of my learning the height of Popocatapetl ?

"
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Or " what good is it to know the length of the
Yang-Tse-Kiang ? " Information of this kind
has no doubt a certain fascination for some types
of mind

; but it may be left for those minds to seek
it out for themselves. The business of the school
is to make possible the acquisition of the knowledge
which bears upon the contribution which the
pupil is expefted to make to the community.
This is not to say that there is not knowledge
which is desirable for its own sake, or that the love
of knowledge should not be encouraged for what
It brings. Moreover, soon or late all knowledge
will possess a social value. But the knowledge
which is moft valuable is that which the individual
acquires for himself; and the responsibility of
the school in this matter is to release and quicken
the capacity for independent and continuous
acquisition of knowledge. But this desideratum
IS not in the lea^ compromised or neglefted by
ordering the acquisition of knowledge in the titSi

inAance with reference to the adual business of
social life.

It is the business of the educator to determine
what the subjea-matter of the curriculum mu^
be in order to give the pupil adequate knowledge
of the world in which he has to live ; it is our
business here simply to ilress the point that this
knowledge shall be of a relevant and vital kind.
It should have to do not only with the physical
features of the world, but with social and political
inibtutions and the like ; and indeed throughout
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it should have more to say about the ways than
about the places f„ which people live. But^befl"
h.s aspeft of the educational process should aimo equip the pupil with the necessary knowledge

to enable him to acquire more knowledge through
his own diredl experience of the world.
But this knowledge of the world as it is would

be hopelessly inadequate were it not conneded
with some knowledge of how the world came to be

be Ll^H ^"\ '^''" '^' ^"bjedt-matter muSlbe defined by the experience of the educator.The business of this writing is to emphasise the
requirement that this knowledge of the paft shall

fruitfulness of the pupil. In his boyhood the
present wnter was required to iludy geology-at
hrSt sight a somewhat irrelevant subje« for a ladm his early teens. But he happened to live in a

, ? f. '? slate-quarrying was the only
mduflry; and when he learnt that his bread and
butter came from the " Llandeilo Beds"; and
that these same " beds " occupied a specific placema more or less orderly process of world-making,
the ^udy of geology assumed a new interest. But
Its mo^ important adtion was the awakening of adim sense of being an " heir of all the ages." This
feehng received a very powerful reinforcement
from another side. The writer well remembers

HV?!! Ti"^ °i'^''
^°^ °^ '*•«= ^^Srim Fathers.

Hitherto hi^ory had seemed to consist mainly of
the puerile and discreditable exploits of a succession
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of royal persons of whom none were better than

they should be; and he had wondered what on earth

all this had to do with a boy living among the Welsh
mountains in the nineteenth century. But the

Pilgrims Fathers were different ; here at la^ was

something that seemed to have a meaning, and it

is easy to see what that meaning would be to a lad

whose upbringing had been in a ^rong Noncon-
formi^ tradition. It took long years to fill with a

conneifled content the interval between the sailing

of the Mayflower and the campaign for the dis-

eiftablishment of the Anglican Church in Wales

;

but from henceforth the lad knew that he flood in

the succession of a tradition that had made a

difference to the world and that he owed a very

great deal to it.

The iftory of how we have come by our inheritance

of freedom, of the age-long upward druggie

of mankind, this above all should furnish the

inspiration and the guidance for our service of the

^'resent. For this reason, emphasis should be laid

upon the hiAory of peoples rather than of Aates,

upon the movement of social life rather than upon
hiflorical biography. It seems hardly credible

but it is tidily true that the present writer left

school without ever having heard of the Craft

Guilds of the Middle ages ; or of the great tradition

of ecclesia^ical architedlure which enters so

organically into the flory of social development in

England. He had heard in a somewhat casual

manner of Wat Tyler and John Ball, and of other
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incidents which diflurbed the normal flow of
royal intrigue and adventure ; but of the ^ory
of the common people he knew virtually nothing
at all. Yet after all that is the hi^ory that chiefly
matters; and much has yet to be done to give
It its proper place in the school curriculum.
Whatever the subjedl-matter, its arrangement

and presentauon should be so ordered as to inspire
and enable the child to make a willing and worthy
contribution to the life of his community. But tht
soaal emphasis in education, if it is to be true to
Itself and indeed to the general hi^ory of mankind,
muit define society in wider terms than that of
the immediate community. Mr. Wells has told
us that mankind has been forever " pursuing the
frontiers of its possible community."' Whether
by revolution witlun the commonweakh, by
imperial expansion or by fusion with other common-
wealths, there has been an abiding impulse-
erratic and often perverse in its operations—to
broaden the basis of human fellowship. Andm the present position of the world, there is nothins
so urgent as to quicken a social sympathy wide
enough to embrace the world. It is peculiarly the
fundion of geography and hi^ory to serve this
purpose. Geography should assume that frontiers
are the lines at which peoples meet rather than
part

; and hi^ory should lay flress upon the forces
that have made for human unity rather than for
national power. If the writer may be permitted
to indulge in a la^ personal reminiscence, the
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tendency in the teaching of hiilory in the pail
may be illuflrated by the fadl that the out^anding
impression left upon him by the school hi^ory
was that the French were the hereditary enemies
of the British ; and it is something to the point
to observe that the text books of American hiSory
have in the paft failed to lay proper emphasis upon
the circumilance that during the Revolutionary
War the be^ mind of England was on the side of
the colonics. The gratuitous and unhi^orical
prejudice which the traditional attitude in school
hiflory has bred is not a little accountable for the
divisive tempers that have led to wars. To-day
the shrinkage of the world has made this attitude

more than ever disa^ous ; and in view of our
hope of a League of Nations it is essential that
geography and hi^ory in particular should be
treated as the opportunity for a general expansion
of social sympathy.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the
conception of hi^ory which is pleaded for here
includes the hiiftory of thought, of art, and of
religion ; and that so far as is possible, this hi^ory
should be learnt by diredl recourse to its sources
in the classic literature and art of the pa^ But
generous and comprehensive as the provision for

acquiring knowledge should be, the educational
process has not finished its business until it has
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habituated the youth to the task of using this
knowledge as the basis and material of independent
thought. Democracy faces no greater danger than
the mability of the people to exercise a critical
judgment upon the voices that clamour for their
suffrages

; and the experiences of war-time have
shown that freedom is not inconsi^ent with a very
dangerous unrefledlive docility on the part of the
public. This danger is the greater when the
Staple of a people's reading is the daily press, which
envelops men in the tumult and the clangour of
passing events without providing them with the
longer perspedlive necessary to a valid judgment.
The power of the demagogue and the tyranny of
the press are to be mitigated only by an educational
process which does two things—firil of all, provides
a background of general knowledge and interest,
and second, turns out individuals able and
acaistomed to think for themselves. And ju^
because the life of democracy requires free dis-
cussion, the school curriculum should contain
^ted provision for the discussion of current
matters, which would turn out to be a powerful
^mulant of independent thought, especially in
Its critical aspects. The more con^rudive and
sustained elements in independent thought may
be encouraged by a careful development of the
time-honoured meth ,J of the essay. But whatever
the precise methods may be, the aim mu« be the
sy^ematic encouragement of the habit of inde-
pendent thought; and in this connexion, with
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proper safeguards againH putting a premium on
" cussedness," it is important that dissenting and
minority opinions, which whether right or wrong
contain some guarantee of independence, should
be welcomed and valued as the promise of ultimate
social usefulness.

VI

Important as the materials and methods of
education are, we cannot afford to forget that
there are two other elements of our problem,
closely related to one another, which are in the end
of greater importance. The firil of these is the
teacher. It is not a gratuitous slander upon the
general body of teachers to say that the whole
method of recruiting teachers and the conditions
of the teaching profession tend to degrade teaching
into a trade. A great deal needs to be done to
exalt the teacher's office in the public mind ; and
the teaching profession should be so honoured as
to give it the fttSt caU upon the human material in
the community. As things are, it is far too much
regarded as a means of livelihood, comparatively
easily qualified for, and tolerably well remunerated

;
and the training required for admission into
the profession is quite inadequate. If only
teaching were rightly eAeemed and its praflitioners
held in such honour as even judges, who do a
much inferior work, are held, it would be possible
to exercise a far more careful selcftion of persons
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1 hese beA teachers dimb beyond teaching to the
plane of art
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iT J I 'T controversy in England that

arithmetic lesson than others did in a year of
religious in^aruftion," and the saying is true.

1 is the spirit commumcated that makes the
difference between a real and a spurious education.

Especially « this the case when we consider the
business of education from the point of view of
soaal efficiency. For the prerequisite of social
elliaency is social vision, social passion ; and this
IS supremely a matter of contagion. For this
reason, the true type of teacher wiU be devoid of
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the pontifical, ex-cathedra temper and will rather

seek out a relation of comradeship with his pupils.

The form of a democratic education will be
essentially co-operative ; and its spirit will be that

of fellowship. This brings us to the second
outstanding point of our discussion, namely,
the que^ion of " atmosphere." Upon this subjetSl

there is little more to be said than what is contained

in Professor Dewey's didlum that the school should

so far as possible be a miniature of the society we
desire to create. The creation of " atmosphere "

is of course specifically the task of the faculty

;

and the eafc-irness and the enthusiasm of their

participation in the more informal amenities of
school life is an important fadlor in the process.

But mo^ of all is a genuine social passion in

themselves the sure^ guarantee that they will help
in the making of socially creative and effedlive

persons.

Much is being said at the present time con-
cerning the introdu(£lion of military training into

schools. It is worth notice in passing that

Mr. Fisher, the British Miniiler of Education,
recently informed a deputation of miners vhat the

government had canvassed the queSlion ani had
decided that the innovation had neither educadonal
nor military value and would not be adopted.
It is no doubt true that military training would have
a beneficial effedl upon the physique of the boys

;

but, quite apart from its dubious value for education
and any subsequent purpose, it muit be observed
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that the genius of the military business is intrinsi-
cally ho^e to the development of the democratic
Ideals. For the military organisation is a regi-
mentation of men for power; it entails the
mechamsation of the human material and imposes
a disciphne of uniformity upon those who are
subjeft to it. Democratic education has to do
vwth life, and its genius moves in the diredtion
of the Urgent possible spontaneity and variation
in the individuals with whom it has to do. More-
over, military discipline introduces the authori-
tarian temper into the atmosphere; and this
IS a temper altogether at variance with the spirit of
frank comradeship in which a democratic education
should be pursued. What advantages may accrue
to the future in the shape of improved physical
health and strength in the coiamunity is more than
counter-balanced by the injeflion of an undemo-
cratic virus into the minds of those who are called
to suilain the democracy of the future.
Nor is it impossible to compensate ourselves for

the loss of physical training consequent upon the
rejedlion of military training. For there are other
ways of providing for physical efficiency; and
those other ways are more consilient with the aim
of a democratic education. In the sports field,
for inAance, you have at once an instrument of
physical training as well as a definite education
in a team work, which does not depend upon
uniform and synchronous movements commanded
from without, but upon the intelligence and
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dexterity of the players themselves. Moreover,
the sports field affords an illustration of the proper
use of the competitive spirit. The military
disaphne has its eye upon potential enemies to
be destroyed; the sports discipline has its eye
upon rival teams of friends and thus always a
cheer for the beaten team in the end. It has been
observed that the difference in temper between the
behaviour of the German and the English soldier
was to be traced to the fa« that the football field
had played a large part in the training of the latter ;

and It is not unlikely that even the superior military
efficiency of the English soldier in the latter stages of
the war has to be attributed to the same circum-
^nce. In any case, sportsmanship is nearer akin
to the spirit of democracy than the military
discipline.

A plea has been made for military training on
the ground that the rhythm of its movements
has a certain psychological value. That the pi.

of rhythm in education has been negledleu ii

indeed true
; and there is httle doubt that a more

su^amed attention to it would add much to physical
grace and the joy and beauty of life. The que^on,
however, remains whether the military rhythm
which re^ upon a principle of regularity is likely
to have the psychological effedb proper to such
education as these pages contemplate. The rhythm
of the folk-dance like the rhythm of the ballad is

a far more accurate version of the rhythm which is

natural to men and women ; and the rhythm of
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point, however, upon which it might serve an

immediate purpose to dwell. The graduation

ceremony in an American school provides a fitting

close to a school career ; it rounds it oS with

dignity and solemnity. But something more than

this should be done—whether on leaving school or

college or trade school—in order to impress upon
the individual that he is passing into anodier

world demanding other and more responsible

service. Some solemn ceremonial of initiation

into the rights and responsibilities of citizenship,

accompanied by every circum^ance of gravity and

reverence, should fiimish the fitting close to the

period of training. At present we slip out into

the business of life in a ragged insignificant way.

Our entry upon responsible citizenship should be

signalised by a great public observance which

should serve the purpose not only of latmching

the youth upon his course in life, but also of

reminding the re^ of the community of its vows
and its obligations to the common life.*

* This discussion closes without any attempt to deal with
the pioblem of education beyond the sdiool age. The otBce of
the Univeisiw in democratic development is obviously large and

) bunportant
to nani

but here again the writer confesses his iiubility

ndle the subjeA adequately with any degree of confidence.
Valuable suggeitions concerning the social miniifry of the
University may be found in The Coming Polity, by Patrick
Geddes and Victor Branford, especially in die chapter on " The
University Militant."

HI.OLIT IKOI., .tKFOKO, mifr « !• DCWWtHI.I |T., f.C
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